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RESOLUTION BY THE REPUBLICAN RIVER COMPACT ADMINISTRATION 
APPROVING A TEMPORARY AUGMENTATION PLAN AND RELATED ACCOUNTING 

PROCEDURES FOR THE COLORADO COMPACT COMPLIANCE PIPELINE 

Whereas, the States of Kansas, Nebraska, and Colorado entered into a Final Settlement 
Stipulation ("FSS") as of December 15, 2002, to resolve pending litigation in the United States 
Supreme Court regarding the Republican River Compact ("Compact") in the case of Kansas v. 

Nebraska and Colorado, No. 126 Original; 

Whereas, the FSS was approved by the United States Supreme Court on May 19, 2003; 

Whereas, the State of Colorado's Computed Beneficial Consumptive Use of the waters of the 
Republican River Basin exceeded Colorado's Compact Allocation using the five-year running 
average to determine Compact compliance from 2003 through 2012, as provided in Subsection 
IV.D of the FSS; 

Whereas, the Republican River Water Conservation District is a water conservation district 
created by Colorado statute to assist the State of Colorado to comply with the Compact; 

Whereas, the Republican River Water Conservation District, acting by and through its Water 
Activity Enterprise ("RR WCD W AE"), has acquired fifteen wells ("Compact Compliance 
Wells") in the Republican River Basin in Colorado and has constructed collector pipelines, a 
storage tank, a main transmission pipeline, and an outlet structure capable of delivering 
groundwater to the North Fork of the Republican River for the sole purpose of offsetting stream 
depletions in order to comply with the State of Colorado's Compact Allocations; 

Whereas, the RR WCD W AE has purchased groundwater rights in the Republican River Basin 
within Colorado and proposes to pump the historical consumptive use of some or all of these 
groundwater rights ti·om the Compact Compliance Wells into the pipeline it has constructed and 
deliver that water into the North Fork of the Republican River near the Colorado/Nebraska State 
Line to offset stream depletions in order to comply with Colorado's Compact Allocations (the 
"Colorado Compact Compliance Pipeline" or the "Pipeline"); 

Whereas, the States of Kansas, Nebraska, and Colorado adopted a Moratorium on New Wells in 
Subsection liLA of the FSS, with certain exceptions set forth in subsection IILB of the FSS; 

Whereas, Subsection IILB.l.k of the FSS provides that the Moratorium shall not apply to wells 
acquired or constructed by a State for the sole purpose of offsetting stream depletions in order to 
comply with its Compact Allocations, provided that such wells shall not cause any new net 
depletion to stream flow either annually or long tetm; 
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Whereas, Subsection III.B.l.k of the FSS further provides that augmentation plans and related 
accounting procedures submitted under this Subsection III.B.l.k shall be approved by the 
Republican River Compact Administration ("RRCA") prior to implementation; 

Whereas, Subsection l.F of the FSS also provides that: "The RRCA may modify the RRCA 
Accounting Procedures, or any portion thereof, in any manner consistent with the Compact and 

this Stipulation;" and 

Whereas, the State of Colorado and the RR WCD W AE submitted an application for approval of 
an augmentation plan and related accounting procedures for the Pipeline to account for water 
delivered to the North Fork of the Republican River for the purpose of offsetting stream 
depletions in order to comply with Colorado's Compact Allocations; 

Whereas, the States have agreed to a one-year agreement to operate the Pipeline on cctiain 

terms, which are described below; and 

Whereas, because of the short-term nature of the temporary augmentation plan, the States have 
agreed to approve the temporary augmentation plan using the procedures described below 
instead of adopting revised RRCA Accounting Procedures and Reporting Requirements. 

Now, therefore, it is hereby resolved that the RRCA approves a temporary augmentation plan 
and the related accounting procedures for the Colorado Compact Compliance Pipeline subject to 
the terms and conditions set fotih herein. The Colorado Compact Compliance Pipeline project is 
described in the revised application submitted by the State of Colorado and the RRWCD W AE, 
which is attached hereto as Exhibit I. The augmentation plan for the Pipeline and the terms and 
conditions for the operation of the augmentation plan are described below. The related changes 
to the accounting procedures and groundwater model are included in the revised RRCA 
Accounting Procedures and Reporting Requirements ("revised RRCA Accounting Procedures"), 
which are attached hereto as Exhibit 2, and "Modeling the Colorado Compliance Pipeline in the 
RRCA Groundwater Model", which is attached hereto as Exhibit 4. The Compact accounting for 

2014 will follow the terms and conditions described in this resolution and its exhibits. This 
temporary approval of the augmentation plan and the related changes to the accounting 
procedures and groundwater model for the Pipeline is subject to the following terms and 
conditions: 

I. The average annual historical consumptive use of the groundwater rights that will be 
diverted at the Compact Compliance Wells shall be the amounts determined by the 
Colorado Ground Water Commission pursuant to its rules and regulations, as shown on 
Exhibit 3. 

2. Diversions from any individual Compact Compliance Well shall not exceed 2,500 acre
feet during 2014. 
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3. Diversions during any calendar year under the groundwater rights listed on Exhibit 3 and 

any additional groundwater rights approved for diversion through the Compact 

Compliance Wells pursuant to paragraph 11 shall not exceed the total average annual 

historical consumptive use of the rights, except that banking of groundwater shall be 
permitted in accordance with the rules and regulations of the Colorado Ground Water 

Commission, subject to the terms and conditions of this resolution .. 

4. Diversions from the Compact Compliance Wells shall be measured by totalizing flow 

meters in compliance with the Colorado State Engineer's rules and regulations for the 

measurement of groundwater diversions in the Republican River basin, and the measured 
groundwater pumping ti·om such wells shall be included in the "base" run of the RRCA 

Groundwater Model in accordance with paragraph Ill.D.1 of the revised RRCA 

Accounting Procedures. Net depletions from the Colorado Compact Compliance Wells 

shall be computed by the RRCA Groundwater Model and included in Colorado's 

Computed Beneficial Consumptive Use of groundwater pursuant to paragraph Ill.D.1 of 

the revised RRCA Accounting Procedures (See Exhibit 2; also Exhibit 4). 

5. Deliveries from the Colorado Compact Compliance Pipeline to the North Fork of the 

Republican River shall be measured by a Parshall flume or other measuring device 

located at the outlet structure. Authorized representatives of Kansas and Nebraska shall 
have the right to inspect the Parshall flume and other measurement devices for the 

Pipeline at any reasonable time upon notice to the RRWCD WAE. 

6. The measured deliveries fl·om the Colorado Compact Compliance Pipeline during 2014, 

to the extent they are in compliance with this resolution, shall offset stream depletions to 

the North Fork of the Republican River sub-basin on an acre-foot for acre-foot basis in 

accordance with the revised RRCA Accounting Procedures. 

7. The measured deliveries fl·om the Colorado Compact Compliance Pipeline during 2014 

shall be added to the RRCA Groundwater Model in all model runs described in the 

revised RRCA Accounting Procedures (See Exhibit 2; also Exhibit 4). For the purpose of 

operating this temporary augmentation plan during 2014, the "base" run, the "noNE 
import" run, and the "no State pumping" run referred to in paragraph III.A.3. (Imported 

Water Supply Credit Calculation) and paragraph III.D.1. (Groundwater CBCU) of the 

RRCA Accounting Procedures and the RRCA Groundwater Model will be modified to 

include the "outf1ow of the CCP" as described in Exhibit 4. 

8. Colorado shall determine the Projected Augmentation Water Supply Delivery ("Projected 

Delivery") for 2014 to estimate the volume of augmentation water that will be delivered 
from the Pipeline during 2014 as provided below, and the RR WCD W AE shall make 

deliveries fl·om the Pipeline as provided below: 
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A. Colorado will initially estimate the Projected Delivery required for 2014 based on 

the largest stream depletions to the North Fork of the Republican River sub-basin 

during the previous five years without Pipeline deliveries. The RRWCD WAE 

will begin deliveries from the Colorado Compact Compliance Pipeline during 
2014 based on the Projected Delivery and shall make a minimum delivery of 

4,000 acre-feet per year as provided below. 

B. Accounting for deliveries will start January 1. 

C. The RRWCD WAE will begin deliveries from the Pipeline on or after January I 

and will make the minimum annual delivery of 4,000 acre-feet during the months 

of January, February, and March, unless such deliveries cannot be made due to 

operational conditions beyond the control of the RR WCD W AE. If the minimum 

annual delivery of 4,000 acre-feet cannot be made during the months of January, 

February and March due to such operational conditions, Colorado will consult 
with Nebraska and Kansas to schedule such deliveries later in the year. 

D. Colorado will calculate and provide notice to the Kansas and Nebraska RRCA 

Members, by April 1, of the Projected Delivery as provided in paragraph 8.A of 
this resolution. Unless Colorado determines by April 1 that it will not be able to 

deliver additional required augmentation water in October through December, 

Colorado shall stop deliveries at the end of March. If Colorado anticipates that 

deliveries in the months ofNovember and December will not be sufticient to 

replace stream depletions to the North Fork of the Republican River for Compact 
compliance, Colorado will maximize deliveries first in January, then sequentially 

in the months of February, March, and April. Deliveries will be made in May 

only if there is reason to believe that additional deliveries in the months of 

October through December will not be sufficient to replace stream depletions to 

the North Fork of the Republican River for Compact compliance. 

F Because the final accounting for determining Compact compliance is not done 

until after the compact year is completed and because Colorado's allocations and 
computed beneficial consumptive use are dependent upon such factors as runoff, 

the amount of pumping, precipitation and crop evapotranspiration, Colorado 

cannot know the precise amount of augmentation water that will be needed in 

2014. After the initial minimum delivery of 4,000 acre-feet, Colorado will collect 

preliminary data for Compact accounting for 2014 and, no later than September 1, 

2014, will update the Projected Delivery required for the remainder of 2014, , less 

the initial minimum delivery of the 4,000 acre-feet that has already been 

delivered; provided that for 2014, the RR WCD W AE may limit deliveries to the 
updated Projected Delivery for 2014 or the updated Projected Delivery for 2014 
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plus a percentage of the deficit owed from the previous 4 years; but not to exceed 
the average annual historical consumptive use of the groundwater rights as shown 

on Exhibit 3. 

F. After updating the Projected Delivery, as described above, if additional deliveries 
in excess of the initial delivery of 4,000 acre-feet are necessary to offset projected 
stream depletions to the North Fork of the Republican River, Colorado and the 
RRWCD WAE will maximize such additional deliveries first in the month of 
December, then November and October of 2014. If the total necessary additional 
deliveries cannot be made within those three months, Colorado will attempt to 
schedule those deliveries in April and May of 2014, or at such time so as to avoid, 
to the extent practicable, deliveries during the subject accounting year's irrigation 
season. 

G. Colorado's shortage and Projected Delivery will be calculated in accordance with 
the FSS. 

9. The as-built design for the Colorado Compact Compliance Pipeline, including the 
location of the Compact Compliance Wells and the river outlet structure, is described in 
the revised application attached hereto as Exhibit 1. No f\.tture changes to the Pipeline 
that would materially change the location of the Compact Compliance Wells or the river 
outlet structure shall be made without prior approval of the RRCA. 

l 0. Augmentation credit for deliveries from the Pipeline to the North Fork of the Republican 
River shall be limited to offsetting stream depletions to the N01th Fork of the Republican 
River Colorado sub-basin for the purpose of determining Colorado's compliance with the 
sub-basin non-impairment requirement (Table 4A) and for calculating Colorado's five
year running average allocation and computed beneficial use for determining Compact 
compliance (Table 3A). 

ll. The approval of this augmentation plan and the related accounting procedures for the 
Pipeline shall not govern the approval of any 1\.tture proposed augmentation plan and 
related accounting procedures submitted by the State of Colorado or any other State 
under Subsection III.B.l.k of the FSS. 

12. The approval of this augmentation plan and the related accounting procedures for the 
Pipeline shall not waive any State's rights to seek damages from any other State for 
violations of the Compact or the FSS subsequent to December 15,2002. 

13. Except for the approval of the augmentation plan and the related accounting procedures 
as provided herein, nothing in this Resolution shall relieve the State of Colorado from 
complying with the obligations set f01th in the Compact or FSS. 
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14. Unless otherwise agreed to by States, operation of the augmentation plan and its related 

accounting and modeling will automatically cease at 12:00 AM on January 1, 2015. 

15 . Colorado agrees to collect data related to pumping of Pipeline wells and delivery ofwater 

through the outfall structure of the Pipeline on at least a daily basis and provide such data 
to Kansas and Nebraska on a monthly basis; and by January 30, 2014, will provide all 

spreadsheets and calculations related to the initial "Projected Delivery" of augmentation 

water as described in Exhibit I . Colorado will provide to Kansas all updates to that 

projection within one week of the completion of any update. 

16. The States agree that this one-year agreement does not obligate any State to support or 
approve any augmentation plan, including the CCP, at any time in the future. 

17. The States agree that this one-year operation of the augmentation plan will not be 

considered precedent for the RRCA's approval of the CCP or any other augmentation 

proposal in the future, including a different version of the CCP if one should be submitted 

for consideration by the RRCA. 

18. Kansas does not agree to implementation of the Bonny Reservoir Accounting Proposal. 

19. The States do not waive any objections, positions, or arguments related to the CCP, 

augmentation plans or their approval under the FSS, or the Bonny Reservoir Accounting 

Proposal. 

20. The States further agree that if any changes to the RRCA accounting procedures or 

RRCA groundwater model applicable to the compact accounting for 2014 are mandated 

by any order or decree of the United States Supreme Court, such changes will be 
implemented in the Compact Accounting for 20 14. 

Approved by the RRCA this 19th day ofDecember, 20 13. 

Brian Dunnigan, P.E. 

Nebraska Member 
Chairman, RRCA 

])<P<clW~ct I 
David Barfield, P.E. 

Kansas Member 
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Colorado Member 
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Republican River Compact Administration 

I. Introduction 

Accounting Procedures and RcpoJ1ing Requirements 
Revised Jt.\-ly,:_'u:J.iLf.Ql}.;}{-J{+,"l. 

This document describes the definitions, procedures, basic formulas, speciJic formulas, and data 
requirements and reporting fonnats to be used by the RRCA to compute the Virgin Water Supply, 
Computed Water Supply, Allocations, Imported Water Supply Credit. Au2-mentalior-1--\V-n-le£ 
~'l.>fl.i.tCNF Augmentation \Vater Sunplv Credit. and Computed Beneficial Consumptive 
Use. These computations shall be used to detennine supply, allocations, usc and compliance with 
the Compact according to the Stipulation. These definitions, procedures, basic and specific 
formulas, data requirements and attachments may be changed by consent of the RRCA consistent 
with Subsection I.F ofthe Stipulation. This document will be refened to as the RRCA Accounting 
Procedures. Attached to these RRCA Accmmting Procedures as Figure l is the map attached to 
the Compact that shows the Basin, its streams and the Basin boundaries. 

II. Definitions 

The following words and phrases as used in these RRCA Accounting Procedures arc dell ned as 
follows: 

Additional \Vatc1· Administr<ltion Year- a year when the pr~jcctcd or <lctual irrigntion wntcr 
supply is less than 130,000 Acre-feet of storage available for usc H·om Harlan County Lake as 
determined by the Bureau of Reclamation using the methodology described in the Harlan County 
Lake Operation Consensus Plan attached as Appendix K to the Stipulation. 

Allocation(s): the water supply allocated to each State from the Computed Water Supply; 

Annual: yearly 1iom January 1 through December 31; 

Awrmentation Phln: a ddnikd nrou.ram used by il St;Jlt:: to ofbd stream dcpktions in order to 
~~QJlJJ?lY.ltl!ill!i-(~?JJ.ll?..Z\f.l A lli!£ at i()!!~. An !~D Ia I ion P l.illuhaJlh!:.:..HJ!l!IS~~_b_}:_tb_t;:__E_g_('_£\ 
J2!ior lO impkmcutation in uccnrdancc with Suhs~ctinn JH.B.].J:i.5J.Llll..~_S,!,ipuLW_i211.~ 

A.ugmentatitHI \VatL'r Snnnlv; !he water supply dev~lnpcd throtwh the acqui~itii.'J!l or l'I'Jnstruction 
or wdb ror tho.: sok purno~c of o!Yscttine strcmtl tkvJsjjon-.; in order (0 LOmJ!.lL~tiLlJ.J.L~!.ill.' '~ 
C\H.lJm!ct ;\llncatitm<; in con!Onnancc with an :'\u:zmcntation Plan· 

A-tt:;»«."fifMHtn \Vuter .Satm~ifCNF Augmentation \Vater Supply Credit: the <lmotmt of 
\\'~ll\2.LJlh~.~l.:S.lJ:~~L~Ul~L~.h.;5.\.J.ill!11£d to tl!£-.North Fork orthc Rcnublican Riv .. cr bv the ColonHil~ 
CC Pst r<;<m.Ul~..!.w ;:l±~~tat-BJ+)R+i+HH:::e-~H-due !() 1 !1c <10..WL~i!l0.tL9Lf.\2!12JJJl~liLll.ULL:0~~)J.:Ui.u: 
.1hc DUW!)SC tJf ofl~cllinu ;-;tr.__'am dcnktious to complV \Vith a State< Ct)!ll!)<lC.LJ.)Jl.~:.:~U.li.~~lLi_!J 
,__'t'Jnlimn<gKl' with a_n_ J\u;!ml'tllati.on_[~J.ao. J·he .\uemcntatittR~'-hlintlh: (!f.d.itCNJ: 
Atti.!Jn~ntation Watt'r S1mply Credit oi"~WColorado ~h:1ll !ltll he iJK.l.U.!Js;.d..i.IU.Ll~~.--.Y.i!'.lL~!.LW<lLc'I 
.S.mmJ:t.iJl.!Jl£ ... I~fL:iiS,D£!.1s~sll)J·(]tu~~e l~asitl a11<l :;ll8!l be cott!Jtcd a::. a ci·c<lir.il)n:'.:.~U.l22.W~Utb'. 
~J..).l..UllUhQ.d.J.:k.ll~li~;ial ConsmnntiVl' { ls,_• nfwat~.LUlJ.Q.\;.lH~il.J.Q_thtH S~Colorado; 
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Republican River Compact Administration Accounting Procedures and Repm1ing Requirements 
Revised JHty:'\pril 2013 }G{B. 

Basin: the Republican River Basin as defined in /\rticlc II of the Compact; 

Beneficial Consumptive Use: that use by which the Water Supply of the Basin is consumed 
through the activities of man, and shall include water consumed by evaporation hom any reservoir, 
canal, ditch, or irrigated area; 

Change in Federal Reservoir Storage: the di1Tcrcncc between the amount of water in storage in 
the reservoir on December 31 of each year ami the amount of water in storage on December 31 of 
the previous year. The current area capacity table ~upplied by the appropriate federal operating 
agency shall be used to detcnninc the contents of the reservoir on each date; 

Compact: the Republican River Compact, Act ofFebnmry 22, 1943, 1943 Kan. Sess. Laws 612, 
codified at Kiln. Stat. Ann. § 82a-518 ( 1997); Act of February 24, 1943, I 943 Ncb. Laws 377, 
codified at 2A Ncb. Rev. Stat. App. § I-IIJ6 (1995), Act of March 15,1943,1943 Colo. Sess. 
Laws 362, codiJied at Colo. Rev. Stat.§§ 37-67-101 and 37-67-102 (2001); Republican River 
Compact, Act ofMay26, 1943, ch. 104,57 Stat. 86; 

Computed Beneficial Consumptive Usc: for purposes of Compact accounting, the stream flow 
depletion resulting from the following activities of man: 

Irrigation oflands in excess of two acres; 
Any non-irrigation diversion of more than 50 Acre-feet per year; 
Multiple diversions of 50 Acre-feet or less that arc connected or otherwise combined to 
serve a single project will be considered as a single diversion for accounting pmvoses if 
they total more than 50 Acre-teet; 
Net evaporation fi:om Federal Reservoirs; 
Net evaporation from Non-federal Reservoirs within the surJkc boundaries of the Basin; 
Any other activities that may be induJed by amendment of these formulas by the RRCA; 

Computed \\'atcr Supply: the Virgin Water Supply less the Change in Fcdcral_Rcservoir Storage 
in any Designated Drainage Basin, and less the Flood Flows; 

Designated Drainage Basins: the drai1wgc basins of the specific tributaries and the Main Stem of 
the Republican River as described in Article Ill of the Compact. Attached hereto as Figure 3 is a 
map of the Sub-basins and Main Stem; 

Dewatering Well: a Well constmcted solely for the purpose of lowering the groundwater 
elevation; 

Federal Reservoirs: 
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Republican River Compact Administration 

Bonny Reservoir 
Swanson Lake 
Enders Reservoir 
Hugh Butler Lake 
1-hmy Strunk Lake 
Keith Sebelius Lake 
Harlan County Lake 
Lovewell ReseJvoir 

Accounting Procedures and Reporting Requirements 
Revised ,~.¥,tyAmil 20 JJ .. ;:woo>: 

Flood Flows; the amount of water deducted fi·om the Virgin Water Supply as part of the 
computation of the Computed Water Supply due to a Hood event as determined hy the 
methodology described in Subsection Ill.B.l.; 

Gaged Flow: the measured flow at the designated stream gage; 

Guide Rock a point at the Superior-Courtland Diversion Dam on the Republican River ncar 
Guide Rock, Nebraska; the Superior-Courtland Diversion Dam gage plus any flows through the 
sluice gates of the dam, specifically excluding any diversions to the Superior and Courtland 
Canals, shall be the measure of Jlows at Guide Rock; 

Histol'ic Consumptive Usc: that amount of water that has been consumed under appropriate and 
reasonably efficient practices to accomplish without waste the purposes for which the 
appropriation or other legally permitted usc was lawfully made; 

Imported Water Supply: the water supply impm1cd by a State JJ·om outside the Basin resulting 
from the activities of man; 

Imported \Vater Supply Credit: the accretions to stream How due to water impor!s hom outside 
of the Basin as computed by the RRCA Groundwater Model. The Imported \Vater Supply Credit 
of a State shall not be included in the Virgin Water Supply and shall be counted as a crediUoffset 
against the Computed Beneficial Consumptive Use of water allocated to that State, except as 
provided in Subsection V.B.2. of the Stipulation and Subsections III. I. -l of these RRCA 
Accounting Procedures; 

Main Stem: the Designated Drainage Basin identified in Article IJl of the Compact as the North 
Fork of the Republican River in Nebraska and the main stem of the Republic<-1n River between the 
junction of the North Fork and the Arikarec River and the lo\\.'est crossing of the rivc·r nt the 
Nebraska-Kansas state line and the small tributaries thereof, and a !so including the drainage basin 
Hl<-lckwood Creek; 

Main Stem Allocation: the portion of the Computed Water Supply derived from the Main Stem 
and the Unallocated Supply derived fiom the Sub-basins as shared by Kansas and Nebraska; 
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Republican River Compact Administration Accounting Procedures and Rcpmting Requirements 
Revised JH.!.yj_eJJJ]O !3-;u{~ 

Meeting(s): a meeting of the RRCA, including any regularly scheduled·mmual meeting or any 
special meeting; 

Modeling Committee: the modeling committee established in Subsection IV.C. of the 
Stipulation; 

Moratorium: the prohibition and limitations on construction of new Wells in the geographic area 
described in Section III. of the Stipulation; 

Non-federal Reservoirs: reservoirs other than Federal Reservoirs that have a storage capacity of 
15 Acre~iCct or greater at the principal spillway elevation; 

Northwest Kansas: those portions of the Sub-basins within Kansas; 

Replacement Well: a Well that replaces an existing Well that a) will not be used after 
constmction of the new Well and h) will be abandoned within one year after such construction or 
is used in a manner that is excepted from the Moratorium pursuant to Subsections III.B.l.c.-f. of 
the Stipulation; 

RRCA: Republican River Compact Administration, the administrative body composed of the 
State officials identified in Article IX of the Compact; 

RRCA Accounting Procedures: this document and all attachments hereto; 

RRCA Groundwater Model: the groundwater model developed under the provisions of 
Subsection IV. C. of the Stipulation and as subsequently adopted and revised through action of the 
RRCA; 

State: any of the States ofC(>Jorado, Kansas, and Nebraska; 

States: the States of Colorado, Kansas and Nebraska; 

Stipulation: the Final Settlement Stipulation to be filed in Kansas v. Nebraska and Colorado, No. 
126, Original, including all Appendices attached thereto; 

Sub-basin: the Designated Drainage Basins, except for the Main Stem, identified in Article III of 
the Compact For purposes of Compact accounting the following Sub-basins will be defined as 
described below: 

Nonh Fork of the Republican River in Colorado drainage basin is that drainage area above 
USGS gaging station number 06823000, North Fork Republican River at the Colorado~ 
Nebraska State I -inc, 

8 
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Republican River Compact Administmtion Accounting Procedures and Reporting Requirements 
Revised Jttf:.·April 20! J,J.B(~) 

Arikarce River drainage basin is that drainage area above USGS gaging station number 
06821500, Arikaree River at llaigler, Nebraska, 

BuiTalo Creek drainage basin is that drainage area above USGS gaging station number 
06H23500, Buffalo Creek near Ilaiglcr, Ncbrnska, 

Rock Creek Urainage basin is that Urainagc area nbovc USGS gaging station number 
06824000, Rock Creek al Parks, Nebraska, 

South Fork of the Republican River drainage basin is that drainage area above USGS 
gaging station number 06827500, South J.'ork Republican River ncar Benkelman, 
Nebraska, 

Frenchman Creek (River) drainage basin in Nebraska is that drainage area above USGS 
gaging station number 06835500, Frenchman Creek in Culbertson, Nebrasb, 

DriJlwood Creek drainage bnsin is that dminagc <WC<t above USGS gaging station number 
06836500, Dtiftwood Creek ncar McCook, Nebraska, 

Red Wil!ow Creek drainage basin is that drainage area above USGS gaging station number 
06838000, Red Willow Creek near Red Willow, Nebraska, 

Medicine Creek drainage basin is that drainage area above the Medicine Creek below 
IlmTy Strunk Lake, State of Nebraska gaging station number 06842500; and the drainage 
area between the gage and the confluence with the Main Stem, 

Sappa Creek drainage bnsin is thnt drainage area above USGS gaging station number 
06847500, Sappa Creek ncar Stamford, Nebraska and the drainage area between the gage 
and the conlluence with the Main Stem; and excluding the Beaver Creek drainage basin 
area downstream from the State of Nebraska gaging station number 06847000 Beaver 
Creek ncar Beaver City, Nebraska to the confluence with Sappa Creek, 

Beaver Creek drainnge basin is that drainage area above State of Nebraska gaging station 
number 06847000, Beaver Creek ncar Beaver City, Nebraska, and the drainage area 
between the gage and the conJluencc with Sappa Creek, 

Prairie Dog Creek drainage basin is that drainage area above USGS gaging station number 
06848500, Prairie Dog Creek ncar Woodruf1', Kansas, and the drainage area between the 
gage and the confluence \Vith the Main Stem; 

Attached hereto as Figure 2 is a line diagram depicting the streams, Federal Reservoirs and gaging 
stationS; 
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Republican River Compact Administration Accounting Procedures and Repo1ting Requirements 
Revised JB-lyApril ~lLJ.--iW-l.§ 

Test hole: a hole designed solely for the purpose of obtaining information on hydrologic and/or 
geologic conditions; 

Trenton Dam: a dam located at 40 degrees, 10 minutes, 10 seconds latitude and 101 degrees, 3 
minutes, 35 seconds longitude, approximately two and one-half miles west of the town of Trenton, 
Nebraska; 

Unallocated Supply: the "water supplies of upstream basins otherwise unallocated" us set forth in 
Article IV of the Compact; 

Upstream of Guide Rock, Nebraska: those urel-ls within the Basin lying west of a line 
proceeding north from the Nebraska-Kansas state line and following the western edge of Webster 
County, Township 1, Range 9, Sections 34, 27, 22, 15, 10 and 3 through Webster County, 
Township 2, Range 9, Sections 34,27 and 22; then proceeding west along the southern edge of 
Webster County, Township 2, Range 9, Sections 16, 17 and 18; then proceeding north following 
the westem edge of Webster County, Township 2, Range 9, Sections 18,7 and 6, through Webster 
County, Township 3, Range 9, Sections 31, 30, 19, 18,7 and 6 to its intersection with the nmthcm 
boundary of Webster County, Upstream of Guide Rock, Nebraska shall not include that area in 
Kansas east of the 99° meridian and south of the Kansas-Nebraska state line; 

Virgin Water Supply: the Water Supply within the Basin undepicted by the activities of man; 

Water Short Year Administration: administration in a year when the projected or actual 
irrigation water supply is less than 119,000 acre feet of storage available for use Ji"otn Harlan 
County Lake us dctcnnincd by the Bureau of Reclamation using the methodology described in the 
Harlan County Lake Operation Consensus Plan attached as Appendix K to the Stipulation. 

Water Supply of the Basin or \Vater Supply within the B<tsin: the stream flows within the 
Basin, excluding Imported Water Supply; 

\Veil: any structure, device or exc<~vation for the pmvose or with the c1Tcct of obtaining 
groundwater for beneficial usc from an nquit-Cr, including wells, water wells, or groundwater wells 
as further defined and used in each State's laws, mles, and regulations. 

Ill. Basic Formulas 

The basic brmulas f()l" calculating Virgin Water Supply, Computed Water Supply, 
Imported Water Supply, Allocations and Computed Beneficial Consumptive Usc are set 
forth below. The results of these calculations shall be shown in a table fommt as shown in 
Table I. 

Basic Fonnubs for Calculating Virgin Water Supply, Computed Water Supply, 
Allocations and Computed Bcnef'iciul Consumptive Usc 

Ill 
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Republican River Compact Administmtion 

Sub-basin VWS --

Main Stem VWS --

cws -

Allocation for each 
State in each Sub-basin ~ 

And Main Stem 

State's Allocation -

State's CBCU -

Abbreviations: 

Accounting Procedures and Rcpot1ing Requirements 
Revised J«ty/\pril2013-i-O(B-

Gage + All CBCU -eN j"A WS+AS -IWS 

!Iardy Gage-L Sub-basin gages 
+All CBCU in the Main Stem +AS -IWS 

VWS- AS- FF 

CWSx% 

L Allocations for Each State 

2: State's CBCUs in each 
Sub-basin and Main Stem 

CNl:i\~'S __ .::;._;AH+!-I~L1:ti!:!:i!.U.L~lli~~Jititb .. •£.t~:d:.i±.C.QJ~~rado Nonh t:urk CCNFl 
Am:mentation \Vater Supply Credit 
CBCU -Computed Beneficial Consumptive Usc 
FF ~Flood Flows 
Gage =Gaged Flow 
IWS ~Imported Water Supply Credit 
CWS = Computed Water Supply 
VWS ""'Virgin Water Supply 
% =the ratio used to allocate the Computed Water Supply between the States. This 
ratio is based on the allocations in the Compact 
t\ S =Change in Federal Reservoir Storage 

A. Calculation of Annual Virgin Water Supply 

1. Sub-basin calculation: 

The annual Virgin Water Supply for each Sub-basin will be calculated by adding: a) 
the annual stream !low in that Sub-basin at the Sub-basin stream gage designated in 
Section II., b) the annual Computed Beneficial Consumptive Use above that gaging 
station, and c) the Change in Federal Reservoir Stomgc in that Sub-basin; and from 
that total subtract any Imported Water Supply Crcdit_I.lltiJ.J.lll!:.t\-1.+-e:tne-H-ta4-H'JR-VIi~-I .. H 

B!t!t!:h'::G)~~-~li..!..{Ji.E J.\.~!EJJ.lG..!.llillltl!.L.W.Ul\~L~:L1!DJ2b1 C rfsJ.il..:: . rhc Computed Beneficia I 
Consumptive Usc will be calculated as described in Subsection Ill. D. Adjustments 
for flows diverted around stream gages and f()}" Computed Beneficial Consumptive 
Uses in the Sub-basin between the Sub-basin stream gngc and the confluence of the 

II 
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Republican River Comp;Jct Administration Accounting Procedures and Reporting Requirements 
Revised ,h-t·ltApri! 2() 13-~~0-?-

Sub-basin tributary and the Main Stem shall be made as described in Subsections 
IlL D. I and 2 and IV. 13. 

2. Main Stem Calculation: 
The annual Virgin Water Supply for the Main Stem will be calculated by adding: 
a) the 11ow at the Hardy gage minus the flows from the Sub-basin gages listed in 
Section II, b) the annual Computed Beneficial Consumptive Usc in the Main Stem, 
and c) the Change in Federal Reservoir Storage from Swamon Lake and Harlan 
County Lake; and from that total subtract any Imported Water Supply Credit for the 
Main Stem. Adjustments for flows diverted around Sub-basin stream gages and for 
Computed Beneficial Consumptive Uses in a Sub-basin between the Sub-basin 
stream gage and the coniluence of the Sub-basin trihutmy and the Mains Stem shall 
be made as described in Subsections III. D. I and 2 and IV.B., 

3. Imported \Vater Supply Credit Calculation: 
The amount of Imported Water Supply Credit shall be determined by the RRCA 
Groundwater Model. The Imported Water Supply Credit of a State shall not be 
included in the Virgin Water Supply and shall be counted as a crcdit/oJTset against 
the Computed Beneficial Consumptive Usc of vvatcr allocated to that State. 
Currently, the Imported Water Supply Credits shall be determined using two nms of 
the RRCA Groundwater Model: 

a. The "base" nm shall be the run with all groundwater pumping, groundwater 
pumping recharge, and surface water recharge within the model study 
boundary for the Clllrent accounting year turned "on." This will be the same 
"base" nm used to determine groundwater Computed Beneficial 
Consumptive Uses. 

b. The "no NE import" run shall be the run with the .same model inputs as the 
base run with the exception that surface water recharge associated with 
Nebraska's Imported Water Supply shall be turned "off" 

The lmpOiied Water Supply Credit shall be the difference in stream flows between 
these two model runs. DiJTercnces in stream11ows shall be determined at the same 
locations as identified in Subsection IILD. J .for the "no pumping" nms. 
Should another State import water into the Basin in the future, the RRCA will 
develop a similar procedure to determine Imported Water Supply Credits. 

4. Augmenf.t\timt-."\-"\4t-te-r-8HtHlh'-~litC!\F AugnH:nt<ltion \Vater S!Innlv 
Crctlil: 
JJl~--~Uli..01!llU 1 J · ,.\-H~J~.iltt1.ffit~4tt~ttitJ.:1Ji':f.t~~~:i:±C:\ I: i\_t1t2 m~JL<lU. .. 91l.. W at c.r 

12 
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Republican River Compact Administration Accounting Procedures and Rcpm1ing Requirements 
Revised ,4tfyApril 20 J -l-J{)(+) 

S_urm!v CJ\'dit :-:h;1ll be the tFHllllitv Qfwatcr d,..']i\'l.'r.cd ltl the North Fork ofth<..~ 
IS~pt_lh_l_i_t_'_(l_n __ J{_iy,_,;_r str:t'ill_!l_ n, )\V' (_,_J:_fl __ l)c_:::i_gJl_H__l!-:(_l__)_)tn_i,l,_l,:\lf.~. Jt•t>_in .. _qmJ.:;JwlJ _hs,~ 
lli<..'<l~l!L~sl_.Q.ll~l ~u!:_~f<l~~k'd hom tlw Gi}_)J.C{ll ~]{)\\' oi'till' rk~i:lll<lkd Dmill<lllC 13ilsin JQ 
~alctt laK .. U.KL\DJJl!..<.lLY~igln_.}l.!ll1,-1:_5J1Dl2LY.~f\.Hi:Htt>l·ltatiu~.¥nteJ~Wb: 
~;hliliL~,~LAl_l.fWJ~_!l\nl.i.Qil \ValcL;iillmlv Crcdit_ofa .. -SlateColorado ~lmll Jlt)l],c 

j.JJ.£lllikd jJJJb~Li.\illJual Virnin Wat,~r Supplv 1111d s_hall bt' counted as a crcditfolfs<..'( 
-~l.2n.U!~.L.IJ!.~ ... ~.:.~!.!..l.W .. U .. ~~-~U.}.~~-!!.~~..GsJi!.L.~~~ll.l~!!.!JJ1Ui.Y:;._..L!:\~_9[\Y!l~1· :tJ.ht£m£5lJn.~ 
:&lli...-tt1'olorado" 

B. Calculation of Computed \Vater Supply 

On any Designated Drainage Basin without a Federal Reservoir, the Computed 
Water Supply will be equal to the Virgin Water Supply of that Designated Drainage 
Basin minus Flood Flows. 

On any Designated Drainage Basin with a Federal Reservoir, the Computed Water 
Supply will be equal to the Virgin Wnter Supply minus the Change in Federal 
Reservoir Stornge in that Designated Dminage Basin and minus Flood Flows. 

1. Flood Flows 
If in any calendar year there are five consecutive months in which the total actual 
stream /low 1 nt the Hanly gage is greater than 325,000 Acre-fed, or any two 
consecutive months in which the total actual stream flow is greater than 200,000 
Acrc-JCct, the annual J1ow in excess of 400,000 Acre-feet at the Hardy gage will be 
considereU to be Flood Flow:; that will be subtracted from the Virgin Water Supply 
to calcullltc the Computed Water Supply, and Allocations. The Flood Flow in 
excess of 400,000 Acre-feet at the Hardy gage will be suhtracted from the Virgin 
Water Supply of the Main Stem to compute the Computed Water Supply unless the 
Annual Gaged Flows from a Sub-basin were in excess of the flows shown for that 
Sub-basin in i\tlachmcnt J. These excess Sub-basin flows shall be considered to be 
Sub-basin l-'lood 1-"lows. 

If there arc Sub-basin Flood Flows, the total of all Sub-basin Flood Flows shall be 
compared to the amount of Flood Flows at the Hardy gage. If the sum of the Sub
bnsin Flood Flows are in excess oft he Flood Flow at the Hardy gage, the llows to 
be deducted !i·OJn each Sub-basin shall be the product of the Flood Flows for each 
Sub-basin times Lhe ratio of the Flood Flows at the Hardy gage divided by the sum 
of the Flood Flows of the Sub-basin gages. If the sum of the Sub-basin Flood Flows 

1 These actual stream Jlows rdlcct Gag.:d Flows afh:r depletions by Bcncfici;tl Consun:tplivc Usc and chang.: in 
reservoir storag.c <!bO\'c- the- gage. 
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is less than the Flood Flow at the Hardy gage, the entire amount of each Sub-basin 
Flood Flow shall be deducted f]·om the Virgin Water Supply to compute the 
Computed V./ater Supply of that Sub-basin for that year. The remainder of the Flood 
Flows will be subtracted from the flows of the Main Stem. 

C. Calculation of Annual Allocations 

Article IV of the Compact allocates 54,100 Acre-feet for Beneficial Consumptive 
Use in Colorado, 190,300 Acre-feet for Beneficial Consumptive Usc in Kansns and 
234,500 Acre-feet for Beneficial Consumptive U:;c in Nebraska. The Compact 
provides that the Compact totals are to be derived from the sources and in the 
amounts specified in Table 2. 

The Allocations derived from each Sub-basin to each State shall be the Computed 
Water Supply multiplied by the percentages set J()rth in Table 2. In addition, 
Kansas shall receive 51.1% of the Main Stem Allocation and the Unallocated 
Supply and Nebraska shall receive 48.9% of the Main Stem Allocation and the 
Unallocated Supply. 

n. Calculation of Annual Computed Beneficial Consumptive Use 

1. Groundwater 

Computed Beneficial Consumptive Usc of groundwater shall be determined by usc 
of the RRCA Groundwater Model. The Computed Beneficial Consumptive Usc of 
groundwater for each State shall be determined as the difTerencc in streamflows 
using two runs of the model: 

The "base" nm shall be the run with all groundwater pumping, groundwater 
pumping recharge, and surface water recharge within the model study boundary for 
the cutTent accounting year "on". 

The "no State pumping" run shall be the run with the same model inputs as the base 
run with the exception that all groundwater pumping and pumping recharge of that 
State shall be turned "off." 

An output of the model is baseflows at selected stream cells. Changes in the 
baseflows predicted by the model between the "base" run and the "no-State
pumping" model run is assumed to be the depletions to streamilows. i.e., 
groundwater computed beneficial consumptive usc, due to State groundwater 
pumping at that location. The values for each Sub-basin will include all depletions 
and accretions upstream of the confluence with the Main Stem_ The values for the 
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Main Stem will include a!! depletions and accretions in stream reaches not 
otherwise accounted Hw in a Sub-basin. The values for the Main Stem will be 
computed separately for the reach above Guide Rock, and the reach below Guide 
Rock. 

2. Surface \Vater 

The Computed Beneficial Consumptive Usc of surface water fOr irrigation and non
irrigation uses shall he computed by taking the diversions from the river and 
subtracting the return f1o·ws to the river resulting from those diversions, as 
described in Subsections IV.i\.2.a.-d. The Computed Beneficial Consumptive Usc 
of surhlCe water fi·om Federal Reservoir and Non-Federal Reservoir evaporation 
shall be the net reservoir evaporation from the reservoirs, as described in 
Subsections lV.A.2.c.-f. 

For Sub-basins where the gage designated in Section II. is ncar the confluence with 
the Main Stem, each State's Sub-basin Computed Beneficial Consumptive Usc of 
surface water shall be the State's Computed Beneficial Consumptive Usc of surf~tcc 
water above the Sub-basin gage. For Medicine Creek, Sappa Creek, Beaver Creek 
and Prairie Dog Creek, where the gage is not ncar the conlluence with the Main 
Stem, each State's Computed Beneficial Consumptive tJse of surface water shall be 
the sum of the State's Computed Beneficial Consumptive Usc of" surface \Vater 
above the gage, and it!-i Computed Beneficial Consumptive Usc of surface water 
between the gage and the confluence with the Main Stem. 

E. Cakubttion to Determine Compact Compliance Using Five-Year Running 
Averages 

l~ach year, using the procedures described herein, the RRCA will calculate the Annual 
Allocations by Designated Drainage Basin and total for each State, the Computed 
Beneficial Consumptive Usc by Designated Drainage Basin and total J{)r each State and the 
Imported Water Stlpply Credit illJ..dJJJ.e A·ll£J}.Wl-llation--.Yr'i!!-~r·S~1pply·C~_d.i!.i:Nl: 
J.).Ul!.mcnt<l!ion \\\ll~'r Su~.Y CB;_dLUhat a State may usc for the preceding year. These 
results for the cmTent Compact uccounting year as well as the results of the previous rour 
accounting years and the five~ year average of these results will be displayed in the format 
shown in Table 1. 
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F. Calculations To Determine Colorado's and Kansas's Compliance with the Sub
b::~sin Non-Imp<linnent Rc<JUircmcnt 

The data needed to determine Colormlo's and Kansas's compliance with the Sub-basin non
impainnent requirement in Subsection IV.B.2. of the Stipulation arc shown in Tables 4.A. 
and B. 

G. Calculations To Determine Projected \Vater Supply 

1. Procedures to Determine \Vater Short Years 

The Bureau of Reclamation will provide each of the States with a monthly or, if 
requested by any one of the States, a more fi·equent update of the projected or actunl 
irrigntion supply from Harlan County Lake for that irrigation season using the 
methodology described in the Harlan County Lake Operation Consensus Plan, 
attached as Appendix K to the Stipulation. The steps for the calculation arc as 
follows: 

Step 1. At the beginning of the calculation month (I) the total projected inflow for 
the calculation month and each succeeding month through the end of May shall be 
added to the previous end of month Harlan County l .ake content and (2) the total 
projected 1993 level evaporation loss 10r the calculation month and each 
succeeding month through the end of May shall then be subtracted. The total 
projected intlow shall be the 1991 level average monthly inflow or the running 
average monthly inflow for the previous five years, whichever is less. 

Step 2. Determine the maximum irrigation water available by subtracting the 
sediment pool storage (ctmently 164,111 Acre-teet) and adding the summer 
sediment pool evaporation (20,000 Acre-feet) to the result 1i"mn Step I. 

Step 3. For October through January calculations, take the result limn Step 2 and 
using the Shared Shortage Adjustment Table in Attachment 2 hereto, determine the 
preliminary irrigation water available for release. The calculation using the end of 
December content (January calculation month) indicates the minimum amount of 
hTigation water available for rdcase at lhc end of May. For Febnwry through June 
calculations, subtract the maximum irrigation water available for the Jmmmy 
calculation month from the maximum irrigation water available for the calculation 
month. If the result is negative, the irrigation \Vater available for release (January 
calculation month) stays the same. If the result is positive the preliminary irrigation 
water available for release (January calculation month) is increased by the positive 
amount. 
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Step 4. Compare the result from Step 3 to 119,000 Acre¥ feet. If the result from 
Step 3 is less than 119,000 Acre-feet Water Short Year Administration is in effect. 

Step 5. The final annual Water-ShortY cnr Administration calculation determines 
the total estimated irrigation supply at the end of June (calculated in July). Usc the 
result from Step 3 for the end of May irrigation release estimate, add the June 
computed in11ow to Harlan County Lake and subtract the June computed gross 
evaporation loss Ji·om Harlan County Lake. 

2. Procedures to Determine 130,000 Acre Feet Projected W::.ter Supply 

To detenninc the preliminary i1rigntion supply lOr the October through June 
calculation months, follow the procedure described in steps I through 4 of the 
"Procedures to determine Water Short Y cars" Subsection III. G. l. The result from 
step 4 provides the fbrecasted water supply, which is compmed to 130,000 Acre
feet. For the July through September calculation months, usc the previous end of 
calculation month preliminary irrigation supply, add the previous month's Harlan 
County Lake computed inflow and subtract the previous month's computed gross 
evaporation loss from Harlan County Lake to determine the cmTcnt preliminary 
irrigation supply. The result is compared to 130,000 Acre-feet. 

H. Calculation of Computed Water Supply, AUoc::.tions and Computed Beneficial 
Consumptive Usc Above and Below Guide Rock During \Vatcr~Short Administration 
Years. 

For Water-Short-Administration Years, in addition to the normal calculations, the 
Computed Water Supply, Allocations, Computed Beneficial Consumptive Usc and 
Imported Water Supply Crcdits.: .. <.lJ.l.~.l...AJI_g!J.tSP::l#.:ti.~±I.:.\:Yil.h~.:.~~-~ill~.\0t~i+~-~-!:~!..! .. : 
All2l1Kntation \Vatcr Supnly Credits shall also be calculated above Guide Rock as shown 
in Table 5C. These calculations shall be done in the same manner as in non~Watcr¥Short 
Administration years except that water supplies originating below Guide Rock shall not be 
included in the calculations of water supplies originating above Guide Rock. The 
calculations of Computed Beneficial Consumptive Uses shall be also done in the same 
manner as in non-Water-Short Administration years except that Computed Beneficial 
Consumptive Uses limn diversions below Guide Rock shall not be included. The 
depletions from the water diverted by the Superior aml Courtland Canals at the Superior
Courtland Diversion Dam shall be included in the calculations of Computed Beneficial 
Consumptive Usc above Guide Rock. Imported \ValLL.i.\illJ2l.:V CJ~.ilil.iAillLi:\.:!±g±t!S"tl!!..lli£1"n 
-Wnl-er--·Supply-(~n:di-tCNF !\tu.:nh.'nlalitm Water fuill1.1Js.J.):£.iliJ.s above Guide Rock, as 
described in Snb-sectionliJ.I., may be used as offsets against the Computed Hencllcial 
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Consumptive Usc above G11idc Rock by the State providing the Imported Water Supply 
Credi ts __ {_?r t\+!~~:i+l~4~-~~1~¥>:Hf_t_'-f,-!tft+l·y::{~~":~ti1.Ct'lLJ\.t.t_gp)!L!..lJ.;'!.ti_(_~_!.L.\Y.:.n~_L:).!.IJ?l!lL\~.u,:.iliJ>.-.~ 

The Computed Water Supply of the Main Stem reach bet ween Guide Rock and the Hardy 
gage shall be determined by taking the difference in stream flow at llardy and G11idc Rock, 
adding Computed Beneficial Consumptive Uses in the reach (this docs not include the 
Computed Beneficial Consumptive Usc fi·om the Superior and Courtland Canal 
diver:-.ions), and subtracting return flows from the Superior and Courtland Canals in the 
reach. The Computed \Vater Supply above Guide Rock shall be determined by subtracting 
the Computed Water Supply of the Main Stem reach between Guide Rock and the Hardy 
gage from the total Computed Water Supply. Nebraska's Allocation above Guide Rock 
shall be determined by subtracting 48.9% of the Computed Water Supply of the Main Stem 
reach between Guide Hock and the IIaniy gage from Nebraska's total Allocation. 
Nebraska's Computed Beneficial Consumptive Uses above Guide Rock shall be 
detennined by subtracting Nebraska's Computed Beneficial Consumptive Uses below 
Guide Rock hom Nebraska's total Computed Beneficial Consumptive Usc. 

I. Calculation of Imported \Vater Supply Credits During \Vatcr-Short Year 
Administration Years. 

Imported Water Supply Credit during Water-Short Y car Administration years shall be 
calculated consistent with Subsection V.B.2.b. of the Stipulation. 

The following methodology shall be used to detcm1ine the extent to which Imported Water 
Supply Credit, as calculated by the RRCA Groumhvater Model, can be credited to the State 
importing the water during Water-Short Year Administration years. 

1. Monthly Imported Water Supply Credits 

The RRCA Groundvvater Model will be used to determine monthly Imported Water 
Supply Credits by State in each Sub-basin and for the Main Stem. The values for 
each Sub-basin \viii include all depletions and accretions upstream of' the 
confluence with the Main Stem. The values for the M<lin Stem will include all 
depletions and accretions in stream reaches not otherwise accounted for in a Sub
basin. The values for the Main Stem will be computed separately for the reach I) 
above J-Jm·lan County Dc1m, 2) between Harlan County Dam and Guide Rock, and 
3) between Guide Rock and the Ilardy gage. The Imported Water Supply Credit 
shall be the difference in stream flow for 1\VO runs of the model: a) the "base" run 
and b) the "no State import" run. 

During Water-Short Year Administration yc<,rs, Nebraska's credits in the Sub
basins shall be dctcnnincd as described in Section JIL A. 3. 
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2. Imported Water Supply Credits Above Harlan County Dam 

Nebraska's Imported Water Supply Credits above Harlan County Dam shall be the 
sum of all the credits in the Sub-basins and the Main Stem above Harlan County 
Dam. 

3. Imported Water Supply Credits Between Harlan County Dam and Guide 
Rock During the Irrigation Season 

a. During Water-Short Year Admini~tration yc1n~, monthly credits in the 
reach between Harlan County Dam and Guide Rock shall be determined ns 
the differences in the strenm tlov.'s between the two nms at Guide Rock. 

b. The ixTigation season shall be detlncd as stnrting on the first day of 
release of water from J Jarlan County Lake for irrigation usc and ending on 
the },1st day ofrelc,1sc of water hum Harlan County Lake fi)r irrigation usc. 

c. Credit as an offset for a State'~ Computed Beneficial Consumptive Usc 
above Guide Rock will be given to all the Imported \Vater Supply accruing 
in the reach between Harlan County Dam and Guide Rock during the 
irrigation season. If the period of the irrigation season docs not coincide 
with the period of modeled !lows, the amount of the Imported Water Supply 
credited during the inigation season for that month shall be the total 
monthly modeled Imported \Vater Supply Credit times the number of days 
in the month occmTing during the irrigation season divided by the total 
number of days in the month. 

4. Imported Water Supply Credits Between Harlan County Dam and Guide 
Rock During the Non-Irrigation Season 

a. Imported Water Supply Credit shall be given between Harlan County 
Dam and Guide Rock during the period that flows nrc diverted to fill 
Lovewell Reservoir to the extent that imported water was needed to meet 
J .ovcwcll Reservoir target elevations. 

b. Fall and spring fill periods shall be established during which credit shall 
be given for the Imported Water Supply Credit accruing in the reach. The 
1~111 period shall extend from the end of the irrigation season to December I. 
The spring period shall extend from March 1 to May 31. The Lovewell 
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target elevations (()r these fill periods <1re the projected end of November 
reservoir level and the projected end of May reservoir level for most 
probable inllow conditions as indicated in Table 4 in the current Amnwl 
Operating Plan prepared by the Bureau of Reclamation. 

c. The amount of water needed to fill Lovewell Reservoir for each period 
shall he calculated as the storage content of the reservoir at its target 
elevation at the end of the fill period minus the reservoir content at the start 
of the fill period plus the amount of net evaporation during this period 
minus White Rock Creek inflows for the same period. 

d. If the fill period as defined above does not coincide with the period of 
modeled !lows, the amount of the Imported W<1ter Supply Credit during the 
fill period for that month shall be the total monthly modeled Impmied Water 
Supply Credit times the number of days in the month occurring during the 
1ill ~cason divided by the total number of days in the month. 

e. The amount of non-imported water available to fill Lovewell Reservoir to 
the target elevation shall be the amount of water available at Guide Rock 
during the fill period minus the amount of the Imported Water Supply Credit 
accruing in the reach during the same period. 

f. The amount of the Imported Water Supply Credit that shall be credited 
against a State's Consumptive Usc shall be the amount of water imported by 
that State that is available in the reach during the fill period or the amount of 
water needed to reach Lovewell Reservoir target elevations minus the 
amount of non-imported water available during the fill period, whichever is 
less. 

5. Other Credits 

Kansas and Nebraska will explore crediting Imported Water Supply that is 
otherwise useable by Kansas. 

J. Calculations of Compact Compliance in \Vatcr-Short Year Administration Years 

During Water-Short Y car Administration, using the procedures described in Subsections 
lll.A-D, the RRCA will calculate the Annual Allocations for each State, the Computed 
Beneficial Consumptive Use by e<lch State, !l.1.h~JHh:t-lmported_Water Supply Credit, <md tho.:: 
l'l-.l:!.illDYJJlijJ.iillt· .LNL.t.\!!.Wll~J.ill.Uill.Wi..lJ..<:l..iUlll.?lY.i.)-:dit that a State may usc to ollSet 
Computed Beneficial Consumptive Usc in that yc<Jr. The resulting annual and average 
values will be calculated as displayed in Tables 5 A-C and E. 
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If Nebraska is implementing an i\Hcrnative Water-Short-Year Administration Plan, data to 
detennine Compact compliance 'Nill be shown in Table 5D. Nebraska's compliance with 
the Compact will be determined in the same manner as Nebraska's Above Guide Rock 
compliance except that compliance will be based on a three-year running average oft he 
CUITent year and previous two year calculations. In addition, Table 5 D. will display the 
sum of the previous two-year di1fcrence in Allocations above Guide Rock and Computed 
Beneficial Consumptive Uses above Guide Rock minus any Imported W<Jtcr Credits and 
compare the result with the Alternative Water-Short-Year Administration Plan's expected 
decrease in Computed Beneficial Consumptive Usc above Ciuidc Rock. Nebraska will be 
within compliance with the Compact as long as the three~ year running average difference 
in Column 8 is positive and the sum of the previous year and cunent year deficits above 
Guide Rock arc not greater than the expected decrease in Computed Beneficial 
Consumptive Usc under the plan. 

IV. Sncdfic Formuh1s 

A. Computed Beneficial Consumptive Usc 

1. Computed Beneficial Consumptive Use of Groundwater: 

The Computed Bcncll.cial Consumptive Usc caused by groundwater diversion shall 
be determined by the RRCJ\ (Jroundwatcr Model as described in Subsection 
lli.D.I. 

2. Computed Beneficial Consumptive Usc of Surface Water: 

The Computed Beneficial Consumptive Usc of surface water shall be calculated as 
follows: 

a) Non-Federal Canals 

Computed Beneficial Consumptive Usc from diversions by non- 1Cdcral 
canals shall he 60 percent of the diversion; the return flow shall be 40 
percent of the diversion 

h) Individual SurliKc Water Pumps 

Computed Beneficial Consumptive Usc Ji·om small individllal surh1cc 
water pumps shall be 75 percent of the diversion; return !lows will be 25 
percent of the diversion unless a state provides data on the amount or 
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different system types in a Sub-basin, in which case the following 
percentages will be used for each system type: 

Gravity Flow. 30% 
Center Pivot 17% 
LFPA 10% 

c) Federal Canals 

Computed Beneficial Con:-.umptive Use of diversions by Federal canals 
wi!l be calculated as shown in Attachment 7. For each Bureau of 
Reclamation Canal the field deliveries shall be subtracted from the 
diversion from the river to detennine the canal losses. The field delivery 
shall be multiplied by one minus an average system eflicicncy for the 
district to determine the loss of water Ji·om the field. Eighty-two percent 
of the sum of the ridd loss plus the canal loss shall be considered to be 
the return flow from the canal diversion. The assumed field efficiencies 
and the amount of the field and canal loss that reaches the stream may be 
reviewed by the RRCA and acUusted as appropriate to insure their 
accuracy. 

d) Non-irrigation Uses 

Any non-irrigation uses diverting or pumping more than 50 acre-feet per 
year will be required to measure diversions. Non-irrigation uses 
diverting more than 50 Acrc-fCet per year will bC assessed a Computed 
Beneficial Consumptive Usc of 50% of what is pumped or diverted, 
unless the entity presents evidence to the RRCA demonstrating a 
different percentage should be used. 

c) Evaporation from Federal Reservoirs 

Net Evaporation from Federal Reservoirs will be calculated as follows: 

( 1) 1-larlan County l ,akc, Evaporation Calculation 

April 1 through October 31: 

Evaporation fi·om Harlan County Lake is calculated by the Cmvs of 
Engineers on a daily basis Ji·om April I through October 31. Daily 
readings are taken from a Class A evaporation pan maintained ncar 
the project ollicc. Any precipitation recorded at the project office is 
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0% 10% 
JAN 0.88 0.87 
]'] Jl ~- 0 88 
MAR I 29 128 
OCT 4.87 

NOV 2.81 

ndded to the pan reading to obtain the actual evaporation amount. 
The pan value is multiplied by a pan coefficient that varies by 
month. These values arc: 

March .56 
April .52 
May .53 
June .60 
July .68 
August .n 
September .91 
October !.OJ 

The pan coeJTicients were dctcm1incd by studies the Cotps of 
Engineers conducted a number of years ago. The result is the 
evaporation in inches. It is divided by 12 and multiplied by the daily 
lake surface area in acres to obtain the evaporation in Acre-fCet. The 
lake surface area is determined by the 8:00 a.m. elevation rending 
applied to the Jake1s area-capacity data. The area-capacity data is 
updated periodically through a sediment survey. The last survey was 
completed in December 2000. 

November I through March 31 

During the winter season, a monthly total evaporation in inches has 
been determined. The amount varies with the percent of icc cover. 
The values used arc: 

HARLAN COUNTY LAKE 

Estimated Evaporation in Inches 
Winter Scr~son --Monthly Total 

PERCENTAGE OF JCE COVER 

20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 
0 85 0.84 0.83 0.82 0.81 
0 87 0.86 0.85 0.84 _08~-
I 27 1.26 125 1.24 123 

NO 
ICE 
NO 
JCE 
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70% 80% 90% 100% 
0.80 0.78 0.77 0.76 
0.82 0.81 0.80 0.79 
1.22 1.21 r-120 1.19 ---·· -·---
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I DEC 1.31 I 1.29 1.27 us I !.24 1.22 1.20 I LIS I u 7 I U6 I U4 

The monthly total is divided by the number of days in the month to 
obtain a daily evaporation value in inches. It is divided by 12 and 
multiplied by the daily lake surface area in acres to obtain the 
evaporation in Acre-feet. The lake surface area is determined by the 
8:00 a.m. elevation reading applied to the lake's area-capacity data. 
The area-capacity data is updated periodically through a sediment 
survey, The last survey was completed in December 2000. 

To obtain the net evaporation, the monthly precipitation on the lake 
is subtracted from the monthly gross evaporation. The monthly 
precipitation is calculated by multiplying the sum of the month's 
daily precipitation in inches by the average of the end of the month 
lake surH1ce area for the previous month and the end of the month 
lake surhtce area for the cuncnt month in acres and dividing the 
result by 12 to obtain the precipitation for the month in acre feet. 

The total annual net evaporation (Acre-feet) will be charged to 
Kansas and Nebraska in proportion to the annual diversions made by 
the Kansa::; Bostwick liTigation District and the Nebraska Bostwick 
Irrigation District during the time period each year when iiTigation 
releases arc being made h·om Harlan County L<1ke. For any year in 
which no irrigation releases were made from Harlan County Lake, 
the annual net evaporation charged to Kansas and Nebraska will be 
based on the average of the above calculation for the most recent 
three years in which irrigation releases Ji·om Harlan County Lake 
were made. In the event Nebraska chooses to substitute supply for 
the Superior Canal from Nebraska's allocation below Guide Rock in 
Water-Short Year Administration years, the amount of the substitute 
supply will be included in the calculation of the split as if it had been 
diverted to the Superior Canal at Guide Rock. 

(2) Ev<1poration Computations for Bureau of Reclamation Reservoirs 

The Bureau of Reclamation computes the amount of evaporation 
loss on a monthly basis at Reclamation reservoirs. The following 
procedure is utilized in calculating the loss in Acre~ teet. 

An evaporation pan reading is taken each day at the dam site. This 
measurement is the amount of"w<1tcr lost Ji·om the pan over a 24-hour 
period in inches. The evaporation pan reading is acljustcd for any 
precipitation recorded during the 24-hour period. Instructions for 
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dctcnnining the daily pan evaporation are found in the "National 
Weather Service Observing Handbook No. 2- Substation 
Observations." All dams located in the Kansas River Basin with the 
exception of Bonny Dam arc National Weather Service Cooperative 
Observers. The daily evaporation pan readings arc totaled at the end 
of each month and converted to a "free water surface" (FWS) 
evaporation, also rctened to as "lake" evaporation. The FWS 
evaporation is determined by multiplying the observed pan 
evaporation by a coefficient of .70 at each of the reservoirs. This 
codTicicnt can be affected by several factors including water and air 
temperatures. 'l"he National Ckcanic and Atmospheric 
Administration (NOAA) has published technical reports describing 
the determination of pan coefficients. The coefficient used is taken 
hom the "NOAA Technical Report NWS 33, Map ofcoefHcients to 
convert dass J\ pan evaporation to free water surface evaporation". 
This coefficient is used for the months of April through October 
when evaporation pan readings arc recorded at the dams. The 
monthly FWS evaporation is then multiplied by the average surface 
area of the reservoir during the month in acres. Dividing this value 
by twelve will result in the amount of water lost to evaporation in 
J\cre-ICet during the month. 

During the winter months when the evaporation pan readings are not 
taken, monthly evaporation tables based on the percent of icc cover 
arc used. The tables used were developed by the Cozvs of Engineers 
and were based on historical average evaporation rates. J\ separate 
table was developed for each of the reservoirs. The monthly 
evaporation rates arc multiplied by the .70 coefficient for pan to ii"ce 
water surJJcc a(ljustment, divided by twelve to convert inches to feet 
and multiplied by the average reservoir surface area during the 
month in acres to obtain the total monthly evaporation Joss in Acrc
JCct. 

To obtain the net evaporation, the monthly precipitation on the lake 
is suhtmcted li"mn the monthly gross evaporation. The monthly 
precipitation is calculated by multiplying the sum of the month's 
daily precipitation in inches by the average ofthe end of the month 
lake surli1cc area for the previous month and the end of the month 
lake surface area for the cmTcnt month in acres and dividing the 
result by 12 to obtain the precipitation for the month in acre feet. 
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J) NonwFederal Reservoir Evaporation: 

For NonwFederal Reservoirs with a storage capacity less than 200 Acrewfeet, 
the presumptive average annual surface area is 25% of the area at the 
principal spillway elevation. Net evaporation for each such NonwFederal 
Reservoir will be calculated by multiplying the presumptive average annual 
surface area by the net evaporation fiom the nearest climate and evaporation 
station to the NonwFederal Reservoir. A State may provide actual data in 
lieu of the presumptive criteria. 

Net evaporation from Non~Fedcral Reservoirs with 200 AcrewfCct of storage 
or greater will be calculated by multiplying the average annual sur!IJcc area 
(obtained from the arcawcapacity smvey) and the net evaporation from the 
nearest evaporation and climate station to the rese1voir. lfthe average 
annual surface area is not available, the Non-Federal Reservoirs with 200 
Acre-1Cct of storage or greater will be presumed to be full at the principal 
spillway elevation. 

B. Specific Formulas for Each Sub-basin and the Main Stem 

All calculations shall be based on the calendar year and shall be rounded to the nearest I 0 
Acre-feet using the conventional rounding formula of rounding up for all numbers equal to 
five or higher and otherwise rounding down. 

AbbrcviJtions: 
""""''iCNl'MWA WS 
.~il.t.~.L5upplv Credit 
Cl3CU =Computed Beneficia! Consumptive Use 
CWS =Computed Water Supply 
D =Non-Federal Canal Diversions ibr liTigation 
Ev =Evaporation from Federal Reservoirs 
EvNFR =Evaporation from Non-Federal Reservoirs 
FF ~Flood Flow 
GW = Groundwater Computed Jlcncficial Consumptive Use (includes irrigation and 
non-irrigation uses) 
IWS =Imported Water Supply Credit from Nebraska 
M&I =Non-liTigation Surface Water Diversions (Municipal and Industrial) 
P =Small Individual Surface Water Pump Diversions for Irrigation 
RF = Return Flow 
VWS =Virgin Water Supply 
c =Colorado 
k =Kansas 
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11 =Nebraska 
liS =Change in Federal Reservoir Storage 
% 
%BRF 
#It# 

=Average system efficiency for individual pumps in the Sub-basin 
=Percent of Diversion ii"om Bureau Canals that rctm-ns to the stream 
=Value expected to be zero 

3. North Fork of Republican River in Colorado 2 

CllC!J Colorado 

CBCtJ Kansas 

CllClJ Ncbrasko 

vws 

cws 

""'0.6 x Ilaiglcr Canal Diversion Colorado+ 0.6 x De+% x 
Pc + 0.5 x M&Jc + EvNFRc + GWc 

~GWk 

= 0.6 x Haigler Canal Diversion Nebraska+ GWn 

Note: The diversion for Haigler Canal is split between 
Colorado and Nebraska based on the percentage of land 
irrigated in each state 

=North Fork of the Republican River at the State Line, Stn. 
No. 06821000 + CBC\Jc + CllCUk + CBCUn + Nebraska 
I laiglcr Canal RF-lWS -~CNFA WS 

Note: The Nebraska llaiglcr Canal RF returns to the Main 
Stem 

~ VWS- FF 

Allocation Colorado = 0.224 x CWS 

Allocation Nebraska :;;; 0.246 x CWS 

Unallocated ~ 0.51 x CWS 

4. Arikarec River 2 

2 The RRC1\ wil! in\"cstigatc \\"he! her return !lows hom the H<~iglcr Canal diversion in Colorado may n::tum to the 
/\rikarec River, not the Nnrth Fork of the Republican Riv~.:r, as indicated in the formulas. lftlH::rc arc return 11ows from 
tlu:: llaiglcr Canal to the Arikarcc Ri\-cr. these fonnubs will be changed ll) recogniYc those returns. 
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CBCU Colorado 

CBCU Kansas 

CBCU Nebraska 

vws 

cws 

= 0.6 x De+% x Pc + 0.5 x M&Je + EvNFRc + GWc 

= 0.6 x Dk +% x Pk + 0.5 x M&Ik + EvNFRk + (;Wk 

= 0.6 x Dn +% x Pn + 0.5 x M&In + EvNFRn + GWn 

= Arikarcc Gage at Haigler Stn. No. 06821500 + CBCUc + 
CBCUk + CBCUn- IWS 

=VWS- FF 

Allocation Colorado = 0.785 x CWS 

Allocation Kansas =0.05] X CWS 

Allocation Nebraska = 0.168 x CWS 

Unallocated 

5. Buffalo Creek 

CBCU Colorado 

CBCU Kansas 

CBCU Nebraska 

VWS 

CWS 

=-0.004 X C\VS 

= 0.6 x De+% x Pc + 0.5 x M&In + EvNFRc + GWc 

=GWk 

= 0.6 x Dn +% x Pn + 0.5 x M&ln + EvNFRn + CiWn 

=Buffalo Creek near Haigler Gage Stn. No. 0682.1500 + 
C!JCUc + CBCUk + CBCUn- IWS 

=VWS- FF 

Allocation Nebraska = 0.330 x CWS 

Unallocated =0.670 X CWS 

6. Rock Creek 

CBCU Colorado =GWc 

CBCU Kansas =CiWk 
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CJJCU Nebraska 

vws 

CWS 

= 0.6 x Dn +% x Pn + 0.5 x M&In + EvNFRn + GWn 

~Rock Creek at Parks Gage Stn. No. 06824000 + CBCUc + 
CIJCUk + CBCUn -IWS 

~vws- FF 

Allocation Nebraska = 0.400 x CWS 

Unallocated ~ 0.600 x CWS 

7. South Fork Republican River 

CBCU Colorado 

CJ3CtJ Kansas 

CBClJ Nebraska 

vws 

cws 

= 0.6 x Hale Ditch Diversion+ 0.6 x De+% x Pc + 0.5 x 
M&Jc + l~vNFRc +Bonny Reservoir Ev + GWc 

= 0.6 x Dk +% x Pk + 0.5 x M&lk + EvNFRk + GWk 

= 0.6 x Dn +% x Pn + 0.5 x M&ln + EvNFEn + GWn 

=South Fork Republican River ncar Bcnkelmnn Gngc Stn. 
No. 06827500 + CllCUc + CBCUk + CBCUn +AS Bonny 
Reservoir- IWS 

= VWS - /\S Bonny Reservoir- FF 

Allocation Colorado = 0.444 x CWS 

Allocation Kansas ~ 0.402 X C\VS 

Allocation Nebraska ~ 0.014 x CWS 

Unallocated ~ 11.140 x CWS 

8. Frenchman Creek in Nebraska 

CBCU Colorado =:::GWc 

CBCU Kansas =GWk 
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CBC\J Nebraska 

vws 

cws 

=Culbertson Canal Diversions x ( 1-%HRF) + Culbertson 
Extension x (l-%BRF) + 0.6 x Champion Canal Diversion+ 
0.6 x Riverside Canal Diversion+ 0.6 x Dn +% x Pn + 0.5 x 
M&In + EvNFRn +Enders Reservoir Ev + GWn 

= Frenclmum Creek in Culbertson, Nebraska Gage Stn. No. 
06835500 + CBCUc + CBC\Jk + CBCUn + 0.17 x 
(.'ulbertson Diversion RF +Culbertson Extension RF + 1\S 
Enders Reservoir- IWS 

Note: 17% of the Culbertson Diversion RF and 100% of the 
Culbertson Extension RF return to the Main Stem 

= VWS - AS Enders Reservoir- FF 

Allocation Nebraska = 0.536 x CWS 

Unallocated 

9. Driftwood Creek 

CBC\J Colorado 

CBCU Kansas 

CBCU Nebraska 

vws 

CWS 

Allocation Kansas 

~0.464xCWS 

=GWc 

~ 0.6 x Dk +% x l'k + 0.5 x M&lk + EvNFRk + GWk 

= 0.6 x Dn +% x Pn + 0.5 x M&ln + EvNFRn + GWn 

= .Dritlwood Creek ncar McCook Gage Stn. No. 06836500 + 
CIJCUc + CBCUk + CBCUn- 0.24 x Meeker Dri!lwood 
Canal RF -lWS 

Note: 24% of the Meeker Driftwood Canal RI-" retums to 
Driftwood Creek 

~VWS-FF 

~0.069 X CWS 

Allocation Nebraska = 0.164 x CWS 

Unallocated ~0.767 X CWS 
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10. Red Willow Creek in Nebraska 

CBCU Colorado 

CBCU Kansas 

CBCU Nebraska 

vws 

cws 

=GWc 

=GWk 

= 0.1 x Red Willow Canal CBCU + 0.6 x Dn + % x l'n + 0.5 
x M&ln + EvNFRn + 0.1 x Hugh Butler Lake Ev + GWn 

Note: 
Red Willow Canal CBCU = Red Wil!ow Canal Diversion x 
(I-%BRF) 

90% of the Red Willow Canal CBCU and 90% ofllugh 
Butler Lake Ev charged to Nebraska's CBCU in the Main 
Stem 

=Red Willow Creek ncar Red Willow Gage Stn. No. 
06838000 + CBCUc + CBCUk + CBCUn + 0.9 x Red 
Willow Canal CBCU + 0.9 x Hugh Butler Lake Ev + 0.9 
xRcd Willow Canal RF +AS Hugh Butler Lake -IWS 

Note: 90% of the Red Willow Canal RF returns to the Main 
Stem 

= VWS -AS II ugh Butler Lake- FF 

Allocation Nebraska = 0.192 x CWS 

Unallocated 

11. Medicine Creek 

CBCU Colorado 

CBCU Kansas 

CBCU Nebraska 

=0.808 X CWS 

=GWc 

=GWk 

= 0.6 x Dn above and below gage+% x Pn above and hclow 
gage+ 0.5 x M&In ahovc and below gage+ EvNFRn above 
and below gage+ GWn 
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vws 

C\VS 

Note: Hany Strunk Lake Fv charged to Nebraska's CBCU 
in the Main Stem. 

CU from Hany Strunk releases in the Cambridge Canal is 
charged to the Main stem (no aqjustmcnt to the VWS 
f(mnula is needed as this water shows up in the Medicine 
Creek gage). 

=Medicine Creek below llmTy Strunk Lake Gage Stn. No. 
06842500 + CBCUc + CBCUk + CBCUn- 0.6 x Dn below 
gage-% x Pn below gage- 0.5 * M&Jn below gage
EvNFRn below gage+ l larry Strunk Lake Ev + 1\S Han-y 
Strunk Lake- 1\VS 

Note: The CBCU surface water terms for Nebraska which 
occur be!OV•' the gage are added in the VWS f(lr the Main 
Stem 

~ V\VS - AS Harry Strunk Lake- FF 

Allocation Nebraska = 0.091 x CWS 

Unallocated 

12. Beaver Creek 

CBCU Colorado 

CBCU Kansas 

CBCU Nebraska 

V\VS 

~ 0.909 X C\VS 

= 0.6 x De+% x Pc + 0.5 x M&Ic + EvNFRc + GWc 

~ 0.6 x Dk +% x Pk + 0.5 x M&lk + EvNFRk + Ci\Vk 

= 0.6 x Dn above and below gage+ % x Pn above and below 
gage+ 0.5 x M&In above and below gage+ EvNFRn above 
and below gage+ GWn 

=Beaver Creek ncar Beaver City gage Stn. No. 06847000 + 
llCUc + CBCUk + CBCUn ·-· 0.6 x Dn below gage-% x Pn 
below gage~ 0.5 * M&ln below gage- EvNFRn below gage 
-1\VS 

Note: The CBCU surface water terms for Nebraska which 
occur below the gage arc added in the VWS f(lr the Main 
Stem 
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cws ~vws-FF 

Allocation Colorado = 0.200 x CWS 

Allocation Kansas = 0.388 X CWS 

Allocation Nebraska = 0.406 x CWS 

{Jnallocatcd 

13. Sappa Creek 

CBCU Colorado 

CBCU Kansas 

CBCU Nebraska 

vws 

cws 

Allocation Kansas 

~0.006 X CWS 

~GWc 

~ 0.6 x Dk +% x Pk + 0.5 x M&Ik + EvNFRk + GWk 

= 0.6 x Dn above and below gage+% x Pn above and below 
gage+ 0.5 x M&In above and below gage+ EvNFRn above 
and below gage+ GWn 

= Sappa Creek ncar Stamford gage Stn. No. 06847500-
Beaver Creek ncar Beaver City gage Stn. No. 06847000 + 
CIJCUc + CBCUk + CBCUn - 0.6 x Dn below gage-% x 
Pn below gage- 0.5 * M&ln below gage- EvNFRn below 
gage -IWS 

Note: The CBCU surfi1cc water terms for Nebraska which 
occur below the gage arc added in the VWS for the Main 
Stem 

~VWS-FF 

~0.411 xCWS 

Allocation Nebraska = 0.411 x CWS 

Unallocated ~0.178xCWS 

14. Prairie Dog Creek 
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CBC\J Colorado 

CBC\J Kansas 

CBC\J Ncbrnska 

vws 

cws 

Allocation Kans<'ls 

""GWc 

=Almena Canal Diversion x (I ~%BRF) + 0.6 x Dk + % x Pk 
+ 0.5 x M&lk + EvNFRk +Keith Sebclius Lake Ev + GWk 

= 0.6 x Dn below gage+% x Pn below gage+ 0.5 x M&Jn 
below gage+ EvNFRn + GWn below gage 

=Prairie Dog Creek ncar Woodruff: Kansas USGS Stn. No. 
06848500 + CBC\Je + CBCllk + CBC\Jn- 0.6 x Dn below 
gage~% x Pn below gage~ 0.5 x M&In below gage
EvNFRn below gage+ AS Keith Sebclius Lake- IWS 

Note: The CBCU surface water terms for Nebraska which 
occur below the gage are added in the VWS for the Main 
Stem 

~ VWS- AS Keith Scbelius Lake- FF 

~ 0.457 X CSW 

Allocation Nebraska = 0.076 x CWS 

Unallocated ~ 0.467 X CWS 

I 5. The North Fork of the Republican River in Nebraska and the Main Stem 
of the Republican River between the ,junction of the North Fork and the 
Arikaree River and the Republican River ncar Hardy 

CBCU Colorado 

CBCU Kansas 

::;:o(iWc 

(Deliveries [rom the Courtland Cmwl to Kansas above 
Lovewell) x (l-%BRF) 
+ /\mount of transportation loss of Courtland C1nal 
deliveries to Lovewell that docs not return to the river, 
charged to Kansas 
+(Diversions of Republican River water from Lovewell 
Reservoir by the Comiland Canal below Lovewell) x (l ~ 
%llRF) 
+ 0.6 X Dk 
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CBCU Nebraska 

+%x Pk 
+0.5 X M&lk 
+ EvNFRk 
+Harlan County Lab:: Ev charged to Kansas 
+Lovewell Reservoir Ev charged to the Republican River 
+GWk 

Deliveries from Courtland Canal to Nebraska lands x (1-
%BRF) 
+Superior Canal x (I- %BRF) 
+Franklin Pump Canal x ( 1- %BRF) 
+Franklin Canal x ( 1- %BRF) 
+Naponee Canal x (!- %)BRF) 
+ Cambridge Canal x ( l- %BRF) 
+Bartley Canal x ( 1- %BRF) 
+Meeker-Driftwood Canal x (1- %BRF) 
+ 0.9 x Red Willow Canal CBCU 
+0.6xDn 
+% x Pn 
+ 0.5 x M&ln 
+ EvNFRn 
+- 0.9 x Jlugh Butler Lnkc Ev 
+ llany Strunk Lake Fv 
+ Swanson Lake Fv 
+ llmlan County Lake Fv charged to Nebraska 
+GWn 

Notes: 
The allocation oftransportationlosscs in the Courtland Canal 
above Lovewell between Kansas and Nebraska shall be done 
by the Bureau of Reclamation and reported in their 
"Courtland Canal Above J ,ovewel!" :-;prcadshect. Deliveries 
and losses associated with deliveries to both Nebraska and 
Kansas above Lovewell shall be rcJ1cctcd in the Bureau's 
Monthly Water I)istrict reports. J ,osscs associated with 
delivering water to Lovewell shall be separately computed. 

Amount of transportation Joss of the Courtland Canal 
deliveries to Lovewell that docs not return to the river, 
charged to Kansas shall be U~0A> of the Bureau's estimate of 
losses associated with these deliveries. 
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VWS 

Red Willow Canal CBCU =Red Willow Canal Diversion x 
(1-% IJRF) 

10% of the Red Willow Canal CBCU is charged to 
Nebraska's CBCU in Red Willow Creek sub~basin 

10% ofliugh Butler Lake Ev is charged to Nebraska's 
CBCU in the Red Willow Creek sub-basin 

None of the IlmTy Strunk Lake EV is charged to Nebraska's 
CBCU in the Medicine Creek sub-basin 

Republican River ncar Hardy Gage Stn. No. 06853500 
-North Fork of the Republican River at the State Line, Stn. 
No. 06823000 
- Arikarcc Gage at Haigler Stn. No. 06821500 
-Buffalo Creek ncar Haigler Gage Stn. No. 06823500 
-Rock Creek at Parks Gage Stn. No. 06824000 
-South Fork Republican River near Benkelman Gage Stn. 

No. 06827500 
-Frenchman Creek in Culbertson Stn. No. 06835500 
- Dri1hvood Creek ncar McCook Gage Stn. No. 06836500 
-Red Willow Creek ncar Red Willow Gage Stn. No. 
06838000 
-Medicine Creek below Hany Strunk Lake Gage Stn. No. 
06842500 
- Sappa Creek ncar Stamford Gage Stn. No. 0684 7500 
- Prairie Dog Creek ncar Woodmf1~ Kansas Stn. No. 68-
485000 

+CBCUc 
+ CBCUn 

+ 0.6 X Dk 
+ 0/oxPk 
+ 0.5 X M&lk 
+ EvNFRk 
+ J Iarlan County Lake Ev charged to Kansns 
+Amount of transportation Joss of the Courtland Canal above 
the Stateline that docs not rctum to the river, charged to 
Kansas 
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-0.9 x RcJ Willow Canal CBCU 
- 0.9 x Hugh Butler Ev 
- Harry Strunk Fv 

+ 0.6 x Dn below Medicine Creek gage 
+% x Pn below Medicine Creek gage 
+ 0.5 * M&ln below Medicine Creek gage 
+ EvNFRn below Medicine Creek gage 

+ 0.6 x Dn below Beaver Creek gage 
+% x Pn below Beaver Creek gage 
+ 0.5 * M&ln below Beaver Creek gage 
+ EvNFRn below Beaver Creek gage 

+ 0.6 x Dn below Sappa Creek gage 
+ % x Pn below Sappa Creek gage 
+ 0.5 * M&Jn below Sappa Creek gage 
+ EvNFRn below Sappa Creek gage 

+ 0.6 x Dn below Prairie Dog Creek gage 
+ % x Pn below Prairie Dog Creek g<Jge 
+ 0.5 * M&In below Prairie Dog Creek gage 
+ FvNFRn below Prairie Dog Creek gage 

+Change in Storage l farlan County Lake 
+ Change in Storage Swanson Lake 

-Nebraska Haigler Canal RF 
- 0.17 x Culbertson Canal RF 
-Culbertson Canal Extension RF to Main Stem 
+ 0.24 x Meeker Driftwood Canal RF which returns to 
Dri1lwood Creek 
- 0.9 x Red Willow Canal RF 

+Courtland Canal at Kansas-Nebraska State Line Gage Stn 
No. 06852500 
- Courtland Canal RF in Kansas above Lovewell Reservoir 

-JWS 

Notes: 
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cws 

Allocation Kansas 

None of the Nebraska Haigler Canal RF returns to the North 
Fork of the Republican River 

81% of the (.'ulbertson Diversion RF and none of the 
Culbertson Extcnsion.RF return to Frenchman Creek 

24 % of the Meeker Driftwood Canal RF returns to 
DriHwood Creek. 

10% of the Red Willow Canal RF returns to Red Willow 
Creek 

Courtland Canal RF in Kansa:-; above Lovewell Reservoir= 
0.015 x (Courtland Cnnal at Kansas-Nebraska State Line 
Gage Stn No. 06852500) 

= VWS- Change in Storage Harlan County Lake- Change in 
Storage Swanson L.akc - FF 

~0.511 xCWS 

Allocation Nebraska = 0.489 x CWS 

V. Annual Dattt/ lnfonntttion Rc<Juircmcnts. Reporting. and Verification 

The following information for the previous calendar year shall be provided to the members of the 
RRCA Engineering Committee by Aprill5111 of each year, unless otherwise specified. 

All information shall be provided in electronic format, if available. 

Each State agrees to provide all information from their respective State that is needed for the 
RRCA Groundwater Model and RRCA Accounting Procedures and Reporting Requirements, 
including but not limited to the following: 

A. Annual Reporting 

1. Surface water diversions and irrigated acreage: 

Each State will tabulate the canal, ditch, and other surface water diversions that arc 
required by RRC/\ anmml compact accounting and the RRCJ\ Clroundwater Model 
on a monthly f(mnat (or a procedure to distribute annual data to a monthly basis) 
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and will j()nvard the surface water diversions to the other States. This will include 
available diversion, wasteway, and l~mn delivery data for canals diverting from the 
Platte River that contribute to Imported Water Supply into the Basin. Each State 
will provide the water right number, type of usc, system type, location, diversion 
mnount, and acres inigatcd. 

2. Groundwater pumping and irrigated acreage: 
Each State will tabulntc and provide all groundwater well pumping estimates that 
arc required for tbe RRCA (Jroundwatcr Model to the other States. 

Colorado -\Viii provide an estimate of pumping based on a county format 
that is based upon system type, Crop Irrigation Requirement (CJR), inigateU 
acreage, crop distribution, and irrigation cfliciencics. Colorado will require 
installation of a totalizing flow meter, installation of an hours meter with a 
measurement of the pumping rate, or determination of a power conversion 
cocJlicicnt for JO% of the active wells in the Basin by December 31,2005. 
Colorado will also provide an mmual tabulation for each groundwater well 
that measures groundwater pumping by a totalizing flow meter, hours meter 
or power conversion coefficient that includes: the groundwater \Veil pcm1il 
number, location, reported hours, usc, and irrigated acreage. 

Kansas~ will provide an annual tabulation by each groundwater well that 
includes: water right number, groundwater pumping determined by a meter 
on each well (or group of' wells in a manifold system) or by repmicd hours 
of use and rate; location; sysll":m type (gravity, sprinkler, LEPA, drip, etc.); 
and irrigated acreage. Crop distribution will be provided on a county basis. 

Ncbrask<l -~will provide an annual tabulation through the representative 
Natural Resource District (NRD) in Nebraska that includes: the well 
registration number or other JD number; groundwater pumping determined 
by a meter on each \Vcll (or group of wells in a manifold system) or by 
reported hours of use and rate; wells \Yill be identified hy; location; system 
type (gravity, sprinkler, LEPA, drip, etc.); and irrigated acreage. Crop 
distribution will he provided on a county basis. 

3. Climate infonnHtion: 

Each State will tabulate and provide precipitation, temperature, relative humidity or 
dew point, and solar radiation for the following climate stations: 

Stale Jdcntilic<ltion Name 
Colorado 
Colorado CIJ50109 Akron 4 E 
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Colorado 
Colorado 
Colorado 
Kansas 
Kansas 
Kansas 
Kansas 
Kansas 
Kansas 
Kansas 
Kansas 
Nebraska 
Nebraska 
Nebraska 
Nebraska 
Nebraska 
Nebraska 
Nebraska 
Nebraska 
Nclm1ska 
Nebraska 
Nebraska 
Nebraska 
Nebraska 
Nebraska 
Nebraska 
Nebraska 
Nebraska 
Nebraska 

Accounting Procedures and Reporting Requirements 
Revised Jt\.):.-i\pril 2(J l J .. ;wo& 

C051121 Burlington 
C054413 Julesburg 
C059243 Wray 
Cl40439 Atwood 2 SW 
Cl41699 Colby !SW 
Cl43153 Goodland 
Cl43837 Hoxie 
Cl45856 Norton 9 SSE 
Cl45906 Oberlin! E 
Cl47093 Saint Francis 
Cl48495 Wakccny 
C250640 Beaver City 
C250810 Bertrand 
C252065 Culbertson 
C252690 Elwood 8 S 
C253365 Gothenburg 
C253735 Hebron 
C253910 Hoi dredge 
C254110 Imperial 
C255090 Madrid 
C255310 McCook 
C255565 Minden 
C256480 Palisade 
C256585 Paxton 
C257070 Red Cloud 
C258255 Stratton 
C258320 Superior 
C258735 Upland 
C259020 Wauneta 3 NW 

4. Crop Irrigation Requirements: 
Each State will tabulate and provide estimates of crop inigation requirement 
infomwtion on a county fOrmat. Each State will provide the percentage of the crop 
iiTigation requirement met by pumping; the percentage of groundwater irrigated 
lands served by sprinkler or Jlood irrigation systems, the crop inigation 
requirement; crop distribution; crop coefiicients; gain in soil moisture from winter 
and spring precipitation, net crop in·igation requirement; and/or other infOrmation 
necessary to compute a soil/water balance. 
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5. Streamflow Records from Stat< .. '-Maintained Gaging Records: 

Streamflow gaging records from the following State maintnincd gages will be 
provided: 

Station No 

00126700 
06831500 
06832500 
06835000 
06837300 
06837500 
06841000 
06842500 
06844000 
06844210 
06847000 

06851500 
06852000 

6. Platte River Reservoirs: 

Name 

Republican River ncar Trenton 
Frenchman Creek ncar hnpcrial 
l·'rcnchman Creek near Enders 
Stinking Water Creek ncar Pt~lisadc 
Red Willow Creek above Hugh Butler Lake 
Red Willow Creek ncar McCook 
Medicine Creek above Harry Strunk Lake 
Medicine C'reck below Harry Strunk Lake 
Muddy Creek at Arapahoe 
Turkey Creek at Edison 
Beaver Creek ncar Beaver City 
Republican River at Riverton 
Thompson Creek at Riverton 
JJn1 Creek at Amboy 
Republican River at the Superior-Courfland Diversion 
Dam 

The State of Nebraska will provide the end-of-month contents, inflow data, outflow 
data, area-capacity data, and monthly net evaporation, if available, from Johnson 
I ,ake; Elwood Reservoir; Sutherland Reservoir; Maloney Reservoir; and JeJlrey 
Lake. 

7. \Vater Administnltion Notification: 

The State of Nebraska will provide the following inl(mnation that describes the 
protection of reservoir releases from Harlan County Lake and for the administration 
of water rights junior in priority to Fcbrumy 26, 1948: 

Date ofnotiJication to Nebraska water right O\Yncrs to curtail their 
diversions, the amount of curtailment, and length of' time for curtailment. 
The number of notices sent. 
The number of diversions curtailed and amount or curtailment in the llarlan 
County f ,ake to C:iuidc Rock reach of the Republican River. 
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8. Moratodum: 

Accounting Procedures and RcpOJiing Requirements 
Revised ,4\·~·:'\pril ~~~ l.l~JO(-B-

Each State will provide a description of all new Wells constructed in the Basin 
Upstream of Guide Rock including the owner, location (!ega! description), depth 
and diameter or dimension oft he constructed water well, casing and screen 
information, static water level, yield of the water well in gallons per minute or 
gallons per hour, and intended use of the water wei!. 

Designation whether the Well is a: 

a. Test hole; 

b. Dewatering Well with an intended usc of one year or less; 

c. Well designed and constructed to pump fifty gallons per minute or 
less; 

d. Replacement Water Well, including a description of the Well that is 
replaced providing the infonnation described above for new Wells and a 
description of the historic usc of the Well that is replnccd; 

c. Well necessary to alleviate an emergency situation involving 
provision of water for human consumption, including a brief description of 
the nature of the emergency situation and the amount of water intended to 
be pumped hy and the length of time of operation of the new Well; 

f. Transfer Well, including a description of tile Well that is rransfcrTed 
providing the infonnation described above for new Wells and a description 
of the Historic Consumptive Usc of the Well that is transferred; 

g. Well for municipal and/or indu:>trial expansion of usc; 

Wells in the Basin in Northwest Kansas or Colorado. Kansas and Colorado will 
provide the information described above for new Wells along with copies of any 
other information that is required to be filed with either State oflocal agencies 
under the laws, statutes, rules and regulations in existence as of April 30, 2002, and; 

Any changes in State law in the previous year relating to existing Moratorium. 

9. Non-Federal Reservoirs: 
Each State will conduct an inventory of Non Federal Reservoirs by December 31, 
2004, for inclusion in the annual Compact Accounting. The inventory shall include 
the following information: the location, capacity (in Acrc-/Cct) and area (in acres) 
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at the principal spi!lway elevation of each Non-Federal Reservoir. The States will 
annually provide any updates to the initial inventory of Non-Federal Reservoirs, 
including enlargements that arc constmcted in the previous year. 

Owners/operators of Non-Federal Reservoirs with 200 Acre-feet of storage capacity 
or greater at the principal spillway elevation will be required to provide an area
capacity survey fi·om State-approved plans or prepared by a licensed professional 
engineer or land surveyor . 

.JO. Augmcntiltion Phm: 

[;\s:Jl.S"~\!.L.:: \ ''i ll Jl!'O\' i<l~JUJ~.~9:iPli.t~B_Q_Ltll~~ .. w.db_,JJlt;.!J.iUlill_g_.d~;_yj_,~·.t) .. , --~:~nlY~)J!J.l\ :,'. 
,21.U.!.o;.~1l!.Sl.'U,.D!Hl < lll1cr ir1 !J·ast ruct ur~ l\J (k·sgih.:_.H!~.J~bY~h.ill.9.8.ES:..!Sri~t if,;'i:_~:at:.::r 
.~J.iy_;::rsi(l!J'>. illl\J.fS~l!?l!.!lU!JiV\' U~l'~ <ISS(lCiat~d \\jlh cadl_ill_!QLl!.~JJ!.{!Ji9.!LJ.2tilll:....J.hq_ 
)JnL~.0 . .})j]J_l]I<W i t:.b;J.HL\:'...!!12SJit tes _LQ_lli~J?1mLillU!.D.J!ll!lll\l.Lllli.~ i:). 

B. RRCA Groundwater Model Data Input Files 

! . Monthly groundwater pumping, surface water recharge, groundwater 
recharge, and precipitation recharge provided by county and indexed to the 
one square mile cell size. 

2. Potential Evapotranspiration rate is set as a unift.mn rate for all phrcatophytc 
vegetative classes~ the amount is X at Y climate stations <md is interpolated 
spatially using kriging. 

C. Inputs to RRCA Accounting 

I. Sul'facc \Vatc1· Information 

<L Streamflow gaging station records: obtained as preliminary USGS or 
Nebraska strcamllow records, with adjustments to rcJlcct a calendar 
year, at the following locations: 

A1ikarcc River at Haigler, Nebraska 
North Fork Republican River at Colorado-Nebraska state line 
Buffalo Creek ncar Haigler, Nebraska 
Rock Creek at Parks, Nebraska 
South Fork Republican River ncar Benkelman, Nebraska 
Frenchman Creek at Culbertson, Nebraska 
Red Willow Creek ncar Red \Villow, Nebraska 
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Medicine Creek below Harry Strunk Lake, Nebraska* 
Beaver Creek ncar Beaver City, Nebraska* 
Sappa Creek ncar Stamf()rd, Nebraska 
Prairie Dog Creek ncar Woodruff, Kansas 
Cmniland Canal at Nebraska-Kansas state line 
Republican River ncar Hardy, Nebraska 
Republican River at Superior-Courtland Diversion Dam near 
Guide Rock, 
Nebraska (new)* 

b. Federal reservoir infonnation: obtained from the United States 
Bureau of Reclamation: 

Daily Ji·cc water surface evaporation, stm·age, precipitation, 
reservoir release information, and updated area-capacity 
tables. 
Federal Reservoirs: 
Bonny Resetvoir 
Swanson Lake 
I I any Strunk I .ake 
Hugh Butler Lake 
Enders Reservoir 
Keith Scbclius Lake 
Harlan County Lake 
Lovc\vell Reservoir 

c. Non-federal rcse1voirs obtained by each state: an updated inventory 
of reservoirs that includes the location, surfi:lcc area (acres), and 
capacity (in Acre-feet), of each non-federal reservoir with storage 
capacity of fifteen (15) Acre-feet or greater at the principal spillway 
clcvntion. Supporting data to substantiate the average surface water 
areas that <1re dif1Crent than the presumptive average annual surface 
area may be tendered by the ofJCring State. 

d. Diversions and related data from USBR 

Irrigation diversions by canal, ditch, and pumping station that 
irrigate more than two (2) acres 
Diversions for non-iiTigation uses greater than 50 Acre-!Cet 
Farm Deliveries 
Wasteway measurements 
Irrigated acres 
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c. Diversions and related data-· from each respective State 

Irrigation diversions by canal, ditch, and pumping station that 
irrigate more than two (2) acres 
Diversions for non-inigation uses greater th<1n 50 Acre-feet 
Wasteway measurements, if available 

2. Groundwater Jnfonnation 
(From the RRCA Groundwater model as output Jiles as needed for the accounting 
procedures) 

a. Imported water- mound credits in amount and time that occur in 
defined streamflow points/reaches of measurement or compliance
ex: gaging stations near conlluence or state lines 

b. Groundwater depletions to strcamllow (above points of 
measurement or compliance- ex: gaging stations ncar conJluencc or 
state lines) 

3. Summary 
The aforementioned data will be aggregated by Sub-basin as needed for RRCJ\ 
accounting. 

D. V crification 

1. Documentation to be Available for Inspection Upon Request 

a. Well permits/ registrations database 
b. Copies of well permits/ registrations issued in calcndm· year 
c. Copies of smfacc W<)tcr right permits or decrees 
d. Change in water right! transfer historic usc analyses 
c. Canal, ditch, or other surface \Vater diversion records 
f. Canal, ditch, or other surface water measurements 
g. Reservoir storage and release records 
h. Irrigated acreage 
i ___ CN l' (.\l!.g!!.!s.!.t~~!l.~_lll.r_).~U...~.~JJJ!lUl!l~liill_Dl!.:-J .<.~\.!.~.1L~:.u.\.;.~_1j_l.l.J.l .. -'.J~_lj.Y.~LY 
r.::~:~:gb 
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2. Site Inspection 

Accounting Procedures and Reporting Requirements 
Revised JB.fy:\pril2QJ.,l..;w~ 

a. Accompanied- reasonable and mutually acceptable schedule among 
representative state and/or federal oflicials. 

b. Unaccompanied- illspcction pa1ties shall comply with all laws and 
regulations of the State in which the site inspection occurs. 
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Table I: Annual Virgin and Computed Wntcr Supply, Allocations and Computed Benchciul 
Consumptive Uses by State, Main Stem nnJ Sub-basin 

D~>l~_JiC~ICt! 
DlaHWfl.C !3:1~\ll 

Not1h FotJ.: 111 
ColonH!O 

Bull"alo 

S0111h Fo1 J.: of 
RepnblicaJ\ 
Ri\"CJ 

F1enchmau 

Dnflwood 

Red Willow 

l'r:uric Dog 

No11h Fotk of 
Rqmblk:m 
River m 
Nd>Ja,b aud 
Mmn Slc\11 
Tol~l All 
Bnsm~ 

No11l1 Fmk Of 
Rcpnblic:m 
RiiWlll 

Nd>Ja~b m1d 
Mmn~lcm 

Jududing 
UnJIIocalc"<l 
Wa!CI 

Tow I 

Col. J· 
Virgin 
\\'<Jlcl 
Sn l 11 · 

Col. 2 
Computed 
Water Supply 
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Table 2: Original Compact Virgin \Vater Supply and Allocations 

Dcsignatcd Virgin Colorado %of Total Kan~as %of Total Ncbw~ka %of Total Unallo· %of Total 
Drilinagc Water Allocation Drainage Allocation Drainage Allocation Drainage catcd Drainage 
Ba~in Supply Basin Basin Ba~in Basin 

Supply Supply Supply Supply 

North Fork· 44,700 10,000 22.4 11,000 24.6 23,700 53.0 
co 
Arikarcc 19,610 15,400 78.5 !,000 5.1 3,300 16.8 -90 -0.4 
River 

Buffalo 7,890 2,600 33.0 5,290 67.0 
Creek 
Rock Creek 11,000 4,400 40.0 6,600 60.0 

South Fork 57,200 25,400 44.4 23,000 40.2 800 1.4 8,000 14.0 

Frenchman 98,500 52.800 53.6 45,700 46.4 
Creek 

Driftwood 7,300 500 6.9 1,200 16.4 5,600 76.7 
Creek 

Red Wi!iow 21,900 4,200 19.2 17,700 80.8 
Creek 

Medicine 50,800 4,600 9.1 46,200 90.9 
Creek 

Beaver 16,500 3)00 20.0 6,400 38.8 6,700 40.6 100 0.6 
('reck 

Sappa Creek 2! ,400 8,800 tl 1. I 8,800 4 I. I 3,800 17.8 

Prairie Dog 27,600 12,600 t[5.7 2,100 7.6 12,900 46.7 
Creek 

Sub-total 384,400 175,500 
Trilmtarit-.~ 

Main Stem 94,500 

' 
Blackwood 
Creek 

Main Stem 270,000 ns,ooo 5!.1 132,000 48.9 

' Unallocated 

Tot:d 47K.900 511,100 190,300 234.500 
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Coloradl) 

Year 

Y<::ar 

Y<::ar 
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Republican River Compact Administration Accounting Procedures and Reporting Requirements 
Revised Jn~•ill?li!.2.WJ-2<~(+,'> 

Table JA: Table to Be Used to Calculate Colorado's Five-Year Running Average Allocation and 
Computed Beneficial Consumptive Usc for Dctcnnining Compact Compliance 

Col. I 
Allocation 

Col. 2 
Computed lkneficial 
Constnnptive 

Col. .1 
Imported Water 
Supply Credit nmt 1.1r 

fr'J_§jH<i'il!"!;ljiHtJ::;\1/~1.1~; 
,\upp_l_~(~"-f.<l.~l.i.~.L0J: 
;\u~<m<:n[;:1!i())J \Va\.9. 
:':i_gpplv ('red it 

Col. 4'--~--=-cc----;--/ 
Difference between Alloeation and 
the Computed Beneficial 
Consumptive Usc offset by 
lmponcd Water Supply Credit 

_and '\'r Alo!tii!S!l:\~Jltt:!S!b:f±g.t!l:lli: 
(-.-iv{!-iH.:l\T A\l!.!!]Wlll<llion \Vat.::r 

S\illplv ( "rcs!.il 
Col 1 ··(Col 2- Col ~) 

~C~U->T~e>~>t~Y='"~'.---j-------+-------··-~···~---· ----------·-----\--------------/ 

I"'' 0 

Avcrag<:: 

Kansas 

Year 

Year 

Table :m. Table to Be Used to Calculate Kansas's Five-Y car Running A vcragc Allocation and 
Computed Beneficial Consumptive Usc for Dctcnnining Compact Compliance 

Col. 1 

Allocation 

Col. 2 

Computed Bcncfici<~l 
(:onsumptivc 

Col. 3 

Imported Water 
Supply Cr<::dit 

CoL 4 

Di!Tercncc b<:twccn Allocation 
and tlw Comput<::d Beneficial 
Consumptive Usc of(<;<::\ by 
Imported Water Supply Credit 
Col l --·(Col 2- Col 3) 

~----·---·-------- ------------+-
Year 

\'·"· -3 

Y<::ar 
['.'.' -2 

Year 
\'''-I 
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Nebraska 

Year 

Year 
T'~ -4 

Year 
"J'o'o•3 

Year 
T,· .. -2 

Year 
T"-1 

Republican River Compact Administnltion Accounting Procedures and Rcp011ing Requirements 
Revised ,ltl.J.yApril 20 l J-;?4U~ 

Table 3C. Table to Be Used to Calculate Nebraska's Five-Year Running Average Allocation and 
Computed Beneficial Consumptive Usc for Dctcnnining Compact Compliance 

Col. 1 Col. 2 Col. 3 Col. 4 
Allocation Computed Beneficial Imported Water Difference between Allocation 

Consumpti\'e Supply Credit and the Computed Benelieial 
Consumptive Usc offset by 
Imported Water Supply Credit 
Coil ·-(Col 2- Col 3) 

·-··--

Current Year 
"~"'"'0 

Average 
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Table 4A: Colorado Compliance with the Sub-basin Non-impaim1ent Requirement 

Suh-hasin 

North Fork 
Republican River 
Colorado 
Arikarec River 

South Fork 
~thlican River 
Beaver Creek 

Coil 
Colorado Sub-basin 
Allocation (5-ycar 
running average) 

Col2 
Unallocated Supply 
(5-year nmning 
average) 

Col 3 

Credits from 
Imported Water 
Supply ;mdirlr CXF 
Au;~tnGn\:liion Watc;· 
s,:npi\· (5-ycar running 
average) 

Col4 
Total Supply Available 
=-Col H- Col 2 +Col 3 
(.5-year running 
a\'crage) 

Col5 
Colorado Computed 
Beneficial Consumptive 
Usc (5-ycar running 
average) 

Col 6 
Difference Between 
Available Supply and 
Computed Beneficial 
Consumptive Use"' 
Col4- Col 5 (5-year 
nmning average) 

Table 48: Kansas Compliance with the Sub-basin Non-impairment Requirement 

Col I Co12 Col3 Col4 Col5 Col6 Col7 
Sub-basin Kansas Sub-basin Unallocated Supply Unused Allocation Credits from Total Supply Available-· Kansas Computed Difference Betw.:en 

Allocation (5-year (5-year running from Colorado (5- Imported \Vater Coil+ Col2+ Col3 +Col Beneficial Consumptive Available Supply and 
running average) average) year running average) Supply (5-year 4 (5-year running average) Use {5-year running Computed Beneficial 

running average) average) Consumptive Usc= 
Col5- Col 6 (5-ycar 
running a\·erac•c) 

r\1·ikarcc River 

S01uh Fork 
Republican River 
Dl"iftwood Creek 

Beaver Creek 

Sappa Creek 

Prairie Dog Creek 
' ' ------
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Republican River Compact Administration Accounting Procedures and Rcpo1ting Requirement$ 
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Table SA: Colorado Compliance During Water-Short Year Administration 

Colorado 

Year 

Year 
T -4 

Ye:n· 
T -3 

Year 
T 2 

CoL 
/\!location 
minus 
Allm:ation 
for Beaver 
Creek 

CoL 2 
Computed Beneficial 
Consumptive minus Compu1ed 
Beneficial Consumptive Usc for 
Beaver Creek 

CoL 3 
Imported Water Supply Credit 
;l_ll_,t.~n~--~g~V.!J.t.H.t~YH~ 
BmeJ......A ... 'tliWNI·' 
Attonwnt<~tion Water Supplv 
i-.'J:.~.~J.iJ..CXelnding Beaver Creek 

Co! 4 
Difference between A!loc;tlion and the 
Computed Beneficial Consumptive Usc 
offset by Imported Water Supply Credit 
an,l ·'(>1- ·AH,omt"it\it+i+)!!--\lh<h'-f±:lit~ 

(\~_# )('_NL./\~1 ~.PJ<;!_tPJ.ign ___ w ;u_cx___0_llPJ?l.Y 
£-.'h:~.iLfor All Basins Exccpl Beaver Creek 
Col 1 ···(Col 2 Col 3) 

1-c,v:::."c::c-' +--+-------/------\---------·----1 
T·-J 
(';;;,:;;;;;-····-----·1-----------t--------+----------------·---l 
Year 
T 0 

Average 

Table 513: Kansas Compliance During Water-Short Year Administration 

--·--·---
Kansas 

-y·~;;~:·-·-·- Allocation Computed Imported 
Beneficial Water Stlpply 
Consumptive Credit 
Use 

Column I ' J 4 5 
Sum Sub- Kansas's Share Total 
basins of the Coli ' 

Unallocalcd Col 2 
Su1mly 

Previous 
Year 

Cuncnt 
Year 
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Diftercnee 
Between 
Allocution and the 
Computed 
Bcncllcial 
Consumptive Usc 
oO'se! by Imported 
Water Supply 
Credit 
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Table 5C: Nebraska Compliance During Watcr~Short Y car Administration 

-·-·--·-··--···-----·· ·------·-·-~·----

Nebraska 
--···-

Yl·ar Allocation Computed Bcndicial Consumptive Imported Difference B<.:twcen 
Usc W;l!cr Supply Allocation and the 

Credit Computed lkncficial 
ConsumpliYc Usc 
ofl\ct by lmporkd 
Water Supply Credit 
Above Guide Rock 

Column Col I Col 2 Col :I Col 4 Col 5 Co16 Col7 ColS 
State Allocation State Wide St;1k CBCU State Credits above Col3 (Col6 Col 
Wi(k hdow Guide Allocation Wide below Wid..:: Guide Rock 7) 
Allocatil)!l Rock above Guide CBCU Guide CBCU 

Rock Rock above 
Guido:: 
Rock 

Previous 
Year 

Curro.::nt 
Yc:1r 
Averag~ r-·· ----
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Table SD: Nebraska Compliance Under a Alternative Water-Short Year Administration Plan 

~-----

Year Allocation Computed Beneficial Consumptive Imported DiJ)Crcnce 
Usc Water Supply Between 

Credit Allocation and the 
Computed 
Beneficial 
Consumptive Usc 
offset by Imported 
Water Supply 
Credit Above 
Guide Rock 

Column Col J Col2 Col3 Col 4 Col 5 Col6 Col7 Co! 8 
State Allocation State Wide State CBCU State Wide Credits above Col 3-- (Col 6- Col 
Wide below Guide Allocation Wide below CBCU Guide Rock 7) 

Allocation Rock above Gt1ide CBCU Guide nbove Guide 
Rock Rock Rock 

.---~---·~ ---------
Year -2 

Year,-_ -I 

----- ---
Current 
Year 
----· 
Three-
Ye:n· 
Averane 

----··-·---=··~·· ----
Sum ofl'rcvious Two-year DifJCrcnee 

Expected Decrease in CBCU Under Plan 
·-

Table 5E: Nebraska Tributary Compliance During Water-Shoti Year Administration 

Year Sum of Sum of Total Computed Imported DiflCrenee 
Nebraska Nebraska's Available Beneficial Water Supply between 
Sub-basin Share of Sub- Water Supply Consumptive Credit Allocation And 
Allocations basin for Nebraska Use the Computed 

Unallocnlcd Beneficial 
Supplies C'onsumptiv..: Usc 

offset by 
Imported Water 
Sup 1\y Credit 

Coli Co\2 'Col J Col4 Col5 Co\6 
Previous Y car Col 3 -(Co! 4-Col 

5) 

Cuncnt Year 
Avera ~c 
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Updale of Figure 3 - Map Showing Sub-basins, Streams, and lhe Basin Boundalies 
RRCA Accounting Procedures and Reporting Requinements 
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Attachment l: Sub-basin Flood Flow Thrc~ho!ds 

Sub-basin Sub-basin Flood Flow Threshold 
Acre-feet per Year3 

Arikarcc River 16,400 
North Fork of Republican River 33,900 
Buffalo Creek 4,800 
Rock Creek 9,800 
South Fork of Rcpublic;m River 30,400 
Frcnclunan Creek 51,900 ----
Driftwood Creek 9,400 
Red Willow Creek 15,100 
Medicine Creek 55,100 
Beaver Creek 13,900 
~;,Creek 26,900 

Prairie Dog 15,700 

.l Flows consi(krcd to be Flood Flows arc no\\"S in excess ofthc 94% Jlow b<1sed on a flood frequency analy:;is for 
the years 1971-2000. The Gaged Flow:; ar~· mea:;un:d after dcpklions by lkncficial Consumpti\"c Usc and clwngc in 
reservoir st oragc. _b..!U.ill:..m!l:.E.~.~>-~:,!.:J:s.!.:n.u; !..i.LI.l.\';.>.:.5.\;,! .il.JJJ.,.Ll .. J . .c...iJ.\:o~-~-E\!o'&.UJ.!.:.\ , . ., ~ll;~D.;,'l!!~lc ·i\ii~mt'-'t\f.\lt i !.:11 
~t:l;::.~J+~.f..:l~{i~(J': !' ;\.llgm~'l.l !:lt.l .. oll .. \\'a.t_.::·.~:.i.\I!)J~l;,~ < :.r.:o,IJ_l:, (_k_lj\·~:~:~'d .. i.n :u1y_ c.al;;p_~l_:tr y~':l!'· 
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Attachment 2: Description of the Consensus Plan for Harlan County Lake 

The Consensus Plan for operating Harlan County Lake was conceived after extended discussions 
and negotiations between Reclamation and the Corps. The agreement shaped at these meetings 
provides for sharing the decreasing water supply into I larlan County I ,ake. The agreement 
provides a consistent procedure for: updating the reservoir elcwllion/stonlgc relationship, 
shming the reduced inflow and summer evaporation, and providing a January forecast of 
irrigation water available for the fol!owing summer. 

Dming the interagency discussions the two agencies found agreement in the fo!lowing areas: 

• The operating plan would be based on cunent sediment accumulation in the irrigation 
pool and other zones of the project. 

• Evaporation from the lake a1fects all the variouf) lake uses in proportion to the amount of 
water in storage for each usc. 

• During drought conditions, some water for irrigation could be withdrawn from the 
sediment pool. 

• Water shortage would be shared between the different beneficial uses of the project, 
including fish, wildlitC, recreation and irrigation. 

To incorporate these areas of agreement into an operation plan for Harlan County Lake, a 
mutually acceptable procedure addressing each of these items was negotiated and accepted by 
both agencies. 

I. Sediment Accumulation. 

The most recent sedimentation survey for Harlan County project was conducted in 1988, 
37 years after lake began operation. Surveys were also performed in 1962 and 1972; however, 
conclusions reached after the 1988 survey indicate that the previous calculations arc unreliable. 
The 1988 survey indicates that, since closure of the clam in 1951, the accumulated sediment is 
distributed in each of the designated pools as follows: 

Flood Pool 
Irrigation Pool 
Sedimentation Pool 

2,387 Acre-feet 
4,853 i\crc-fcct 

33,527 i\crc-fcct 

To insure that the irrigation pool retained 150,000 Acre-!Cct of storage, the holt om of the 
irrigation pool was lowered to I ,932.4 feet, msl, af1er the 1988 survey. 

To estimate sediment accumulation in the lake since 1988, we assumed similar conditions 
have occurred at the project during the past II years. Assuming a consistent rate of deposition 
since 1988, the irTigation pool has trapped an additional I ,430 J\crc-!Cct 
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A similar calculation of the Jlood control pool indicates that the 1lood control pool has 
captured an additional 704 Acrc-JCct for a total of},090 Acre-fCct since construction. 

The lake elevations separating the different pools must be adjusted to maintain a J 50,000-
acrc-fOot irrigation pool and a 500,000-acre-foot flood control pool. Adjusting these elevations 
results in the following new elevations for the respective pools (using the 1988 capacity tables). 

Top of Irrigation .Pool I ,945.70 feet, msl 

Top of Sediment Pool 1,931.75 feet, msl 

Due to the variability of sediment deposition, we have determined that the elevation 
capacity relationship should be updated to reflect ctment conditions. We will complete a new 
scdimentntion survey of Harlan County I ,ake this summer, and new area capacity tables should 
be available by early next year. The new tables may alter the pool elevations achieved in the 
Consensus Plan for Harlan County Lake. 

2. Summer Evaporation. 

Evaporation from a Jake is affected by many Htctor.'-i including vapor pressure, wind, solar 
radiation, and salinity of the ''vater. Total water loss from the lake through evaporation is also 
aJTccted by the size of the lake. When the Jake is lower, the surbce area is smaller and less \Vater 
loss occurs. Evaporation at Harlan County Lake has been estimated since the lake's construction 
using a Weather Service Class A pan which is 4 feet in diameter and 10 inches deep. We and 
Rcclmnation have jointly reviewed this information and assumed future conditions to determine 
an equitable method of distributing the evaporation loss from the project between ilTigation and 
the other purposes. 

During those years when the irrigation purpose expected a summer water yield of 
119,000 Acre-feet or more, it was determined that an adequate water supply existed and no 
sharing of evaporation was necessary. Therefore, evaporation evaluation focused on the lower 
pool elevations \Vhcn water was scarce. Times of water shortage would also generally be times 
of higher evaporation rates from the lake. 

Reclamation and we agreed that evaporation from the lake during the summer (June 
through September) would be distributed between the irrigation and sediment pools based on 
their relative percentage of the total storage at the time of evaporation. If the sediment pool held 
75 percent of the total storage, it would be charged 75 percent of the evaporation. IJ'the 
sediment pool held 50 percent of the total storage, it would be charged 50 percent of the 
evaporation. At the bottom or the irrigation pool (1,931.751Cet, msl) all of the evaporation 
would be charged to the sediment pool. 
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Due to downstream water rights for summer inilow, neither the irrigation nor the 
sediment pool is credited with summer inflow to the Jake. The summer inflows would be 
assumed passed through the lake to satisfy the water right holders. Therefore, Reclamation and 
we did not distribute the summer inflow between the project purposes. 

As a result of numerous Jake operation model computer runs by Reclamation, it became 
apparent that total evaporation from the project during the :mmmcr averaged about 25,000 Acre
feet during times of lower lake elevations. These same models showed that about 20 percent of 
the evaporation should be charged to the liTigation pool, based on percentage in storage during 
the summer months. About 20 percent of the totnllakc storage is in the inigation pool when the 
lake is at elevation l,9J5.0 feet, msl. As a result of the joint study, Reclmnation and we agreed 
that the irrigation pool would be credited with 20,000 Acre-1Cct of water during times of drought 
to share the summer evaporation loss. 

Reclamation and we further agreed that the sediment pool would be assumed full each 
year. In essence, if the actual pool elevation were below 1,931.75 feet, msl, in January, the 
irrigation pool would contain a negative storage for the purpose of calculating available water for 
irrigation, regardless of the prior year's summer evaporation from sediment storage. 

3. Irrigation withdrawal from sediment storage. 

During drought conditions, occasional withdrawal of water !l"mn the sediment pool for 
irrigation is necessary. Such action is contemplated in the Field Working Agreement and the 
Harlan County Lake Regulation Manual: "Until such time as sediment fully occupies the 
allocated reserve capacity, it will be used for inigation and various conservation purposes, 
including public health, recreation, and fish and wildlife preservation." 

To implement this concept into an operation plan for Harlan County Lake, Reclamation 
and we agreed to estimate the net spring inflow to Harlan County Lake. The estimated inflow 
would be used by the Reclamation to provide a finn pro_iection of water available for irrigation 
during the next season. 

Since the construction of Harlan County Lake, intlows to the Jake have been depleted by 
upstream irrigation wells and fanning practices. Reclamation has recently completed an in-depth 
study of these depleted Hows as a part of their contract renewal process. The study concluded 
that if the current conditions had existed in the basin since 1931, the average spring inflow to the 
pn~ject would have becn57,600 Acre-feet of water. The study fllrther concluded that the 
evaporation would have been R,800 Acre-feet of\vater during the same period. Reclamation and 
we agreed to usc these values to calculate the net intlow to the pn~ject under the current 
conditions. 

In addition, both agencies also recognized that the inflow to the project could continue to 
decrease with further upstream well development and water conservation Hmning. Due to these 
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concems, Reclamation and we determined that the previous 5-year inflow values would be 
averaged each year and compared to 57,600 Acre-feet. The inflow estimate for Harlan County 
Lake would be the smaller of these two values. 

The estimated inflow amount would be used in January of each year to forecast the 
amount of water stored in the lake at the beginning of the inigation season. Based on this 
forecast, the irrigation districts would be provided a firm estimate of the amount of water 
available for the next season. The actual storage in the lake on May 3 J would be reviewed each 
year. When the actual water in storage is less than the January forecast, Reclamation may draw 
water from sediment storage to make up the difference. 

4. Water Shortage Sharing. 

A final component ofthe agreement involves a procedure fOr sharing the water available 
during times of shortage. Under the shared shortage procedure, the irrigation purpose of the 
pr<~jcet would remove less water then otherwise allowed and alleviate some of' the adverse effects 
to the other ptuvoses. The procedure would also extend the water supply during times of 
drought by "banking" some water for the next irrigation season. The following graph illustrates 
the shared shortage releases. 

o; 
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5. Calculation oflrrigation Water Available 
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Each January, the Reclamation would provide the Bostwick irrigation districts a firm 
estimate of the quantity of water available f(lr the following season. The finn estimate of water 
available for itTigation would be calculated by using the following equation and shared shortage 
adjustment: 

Storage+ Summer Sediment Pool Evaporation+ Inflow
Spring Evaporation=Maximum Irrigation V·latcr A vailablc 

The variables in the equation are defined as: 

• Maximum Inigation Water A vailablc. Maximum irrigation supply fi·om Harlan County 
Lake for that inigation season. 

• Storage. Actual storage in the irrigation pool at the end of December. The sediment pool 
is assumed full. lfthe pool elevation is below the top of the sediment pool, a negative 
irrigation storage value would be used. 

• Inflow. The inilow would be the smaller of the pastS-year average inilow to the pn~jcct 
from January through May, or 57,600 Acre-feeL 

• Spring Evaporation. Evaporation Ji"cnn the project would be 8,800 Acre-feet which is the 
average January through May evaporation. 

• Summer Sediment Pool Evaporation. Summer evaporation from the sediment pool 
during June through September would be 20,000 Acre-feeL This is an estimate based on 
lmvcr pool elevations, which characterize the times when it would he critical to the 
computations. 

6. Shared Shortage Adjustment 

To ensure that an equitable distribution of the available water occurs during short-term 
drought conditions, and provide Cor a "banking" procedure to increase the water stored J()r 
subsequent years, a shared shortage plan would be implemented. The maximum water available 
for irrigation according to the above equation would be reduced according to the following table. 
Linear interpolation of values will occur between table values. 

17,000 
34,000 
51,000 
68,000 

Shared Shortage Adjustment Table 

Irrigation Water Available 
(Acre-feet) 

0 

Irrigation Wafer Released 
(Acre-feet) 

0 
15,000 
30,000 
45,000 
60,000 
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S5,000 
102,000 
119,000 
136Jl00 
151,000 
170,000 

75,000 
90,000 
100.000 
II 0,000 
120,000 
130,000 

7. Annual Shutoff Elevation for liar! an County Lake 

The anmml shutoJT elevation for Harlan County Lake would be estimated each Jmmary 
and Jinally established each June. 

The annual shutoJT elevation for irrigation releases will be estimated by Reclamation each 
January in the following manner: 

1. Estimate the May 31 Irrigation Water Storage (IWS) (Maximum 150,000 
Acre-feet) by taking the December 31 itTigation pool storage plus the Janumy
May inflow estimate (57,600 Acre-1Cet or the average inflow for the last 5-
year period, whichever is less) minus the January-May evaporation estimate 
(8,800 Acre-feel). 

2. Calculate the estimated Irrigation Water Available, including all summer 
evaporation, by adding the Estimated Irrigation Water Storage (ft·om item I) 
to the estimated sediment pool summer evaporation (20,000 AF). 

3. Use the above Shared Shortage Adjustment Table to determine the acceptable 
Irrigation Water Relc3Se fi·om the Irrigation Water Available. 

4. Subtract the Irrigation Water Release (ti"om item 3) from the Estimated IWS 
(fi·om item 1). The elevation of the lake corresponding to the resuhing 
irrigation storage is the Estimated Shutoff Elevation. The shutoff elevation 
will not be below the bottom of the irrigation pool if over 119,000 AI-' of 
water is supplied to the districts, nor below I ,927.0 feet, msl. If the shutoll 
elevation is below the irrigation pool, the maximum irrigation release is 
119,000 AF. 

The annual shutoff elevation for irrigation releases would he finalized each June in 
accordance with the following procedure: 

I. Compare the estimated May 31 IWS with the actual May 31 IWS. 
2. If the actual end of May IWS is less than the estimated May IWS, lower the 

shutoff elevation to account for the reduced storage. 
3. If the actual end of May IWS is equal to or greater than the estimated end of 

May JWS, the estimated shutoff elevation is the annual shutoff elevation. 
4. The shutoff elevation will never be below elevation! ,927.0 feet, msl, and will 

not be below the bottom of the irrigation pool if more than 119,000 Acre~l'cct 
of water is supplied to the districts. 
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B:\SEL!i'\E RUN- 1993 LEVEL !!'-'FLOW TO HARLAN COUNTY RESERVOIR 
YE,\R J,\N FEB MAR APR MAY JUN JUL 

1931 10.2 10.8 13.4 5.0 18.8 15.8 -U 
1932 

1933 
1934 
1935 
1936 
1937 
!938 
1939 
1940 

1941 
1942 
1943 
1944 
1945 
1946 
1947 
1948 
1949 
1950 

1951 
1952 
1953 
1954 
1955 
1956 
1957 
1958 

1959 

1960 
1961 

6.8 
OA 
2.1 

0.3 
0.3 
48 
99 
2.7 

~0 

~0 

3.3 
1.2 
0.1 
4.3 

5.9 

1.1 
6.2 

2.0 

0.3 
3.8 
16.4 

!.8 
1.0 
0.0 

1.6 
0.0 
0.8 
1.9 

lA 

' ' -·' 

16.6 

0.0 
0.0 

0.1 
0.0 
12.9 
7.8 
7.5 

0.0 
10.6 

10.6 
11.2 
4.3 
7.8 

1!.2 
3.2 
9.8 

1.5 
5.7 
3.4 
21.4 
4.6 

6.8 
4.0 

3.4 

4.1 
3.0 

15.4 
12.3 

6.4 

18.5 
3.9 
:u 
0.7 
11.9 

6.0 
8.7 

9.6 
12.2 

10.6 
0.5 
14.6 
9.0 
5.7 

9.3 
10.4 
24.1 

25.2 

10.8 
7.1 
26.3 

53 
1.9 

6.3 
2.9 
6.2 

14.2 

16.4 
71.4 

7.7 

4.6 

30.2 

1.8 

4.2 
0.0 
2.5 
10.4 
12.2 
5.2 
7.7 

34.1 
31.4 
43.1 
9.5 
4.9 

8.2 
5.4 

16.3 

10.9 
5.3 
23.8 

3.3 
3.2 

4.8 

2.4 
12.8 
14.0 

83 
23.9 
7.4 

3.8 
31.0 
0.7 
0.8 
35.9 

0.0 
18.7 

6.6 
4.6 

17.2 

30.8 
4.7 
31.9 
4.1 

7.0 
11.9 

0.2 
49.0 
28.9 
42.0 
34.6 

15.1 

7.1 
2.9 

!.3 
3.5 
18.7 

13.6 
21.7 
26.5 

47.6 

5.4 
7.3 
389.3 
4.7 
12.6 

8.6 
13.3 
23.7 

67.1 
83.9 
28.3 
63.9 
53.5 

3.1 
195.4 
39.8 
57.4 
10.1 

39.9 
4.0 

9.5 
2.4 
6.4 

1.5 

62.4 
!.3 
4.2 

53.7 
24.0 

69 

3.8 

1.8 

0.8 
6.1 
0.4 
6.3 
7.3 
5.0 
2.8 

28.9 
11.7 
4.8 

26.6 
5.0 
1.6 
22.3 

13.5 
9.2 
12.7 
42.1 

9.3 

1.8 

0.0 
2.7 
0.0 
21.3 
3.4 

1.4 
14.1 
7.2 

AUG 
1.8 
2.8 
0.0 
0.0 
19.1 
0.0 
6.9 
7.8 
4.1 
3.2 

19.7 
10.9 

0.3 
15.4 

0.9 
11.4 

5.9 
6.8 
5.5 
9.3 
10.1 
3.1 

0.2 
1.2 

0.0 
0.6 
1.2 
2.2 
1.2 
3.2 
4.9 
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SEP 

1.8 

4.8 
I 0.4 

1.3 
26.1 
1.8 
2.4 
4.9 

0.0 
0.0 
14.9 

36.5 
0.9 
0.5 

1.5 

28.1 

2.9 
4.2 

2.1 
7.8 
36.0 
1.5 
0.0 
0.0 
1.4 
0.0 
2.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 

OCT 
0.0 

0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
2.4 
0.0 
0.0 
0.2 
0.0 
3.6 

8.3 
3.1 
0.0 
0.3 
5.0 

129.9 

0.2 
0.0 

3.0 
7.2 
15.5 
11.7 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
3.4 
0.4 

4.3 
0.0 
2.3 

NOV 

0.1 
0.0 
2.6 
2.2 

5.2 
1.6 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 

6.7 
8.7 

0.0 
3.0 

6.0 
25.0 
0.3 
0.1 
2.8 
3.8 
!4.8 
4.3 

2.8 
0.0 
0.0 

0.0 
4.5 
0.0 
1.0 
0.2 

4.8 

DEC 

0.1 
0.4 

5.5 
0.0 
0.9 
3.8 
12.4 

4.7 

0.0 
1.4 
7.1 

0.3 

11.8 
4.5 

6.3 
12.1 
0.3 
0.1 
0.3 
3.1 
8.9 
0.1 
0.1 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
4.7 
0.6 
4.5 

2.8 

1.7 

TOTAL 
82.1 
109.7 
91.2 
19.4 

455.2 
60.4 
66.8 
89.0 

61.0 
56.7 
198.8 

234.4 
109.2 
202.6 
109.6 
249.5 
262.1 
110.2 
174.3 
110.6 
228.9 
156.5 

44.5 
23.6 
28.5 
13.7 
126.1 
58.6 
72.4 
204.7 

95.2 
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BASELINE RUN- 1993 LEVEL INFLOW TO HARLAN COUNTY RESERVOIR 
YEAR JA:--.r FEB MAR APR MAY JUN JUL 

1962 4.5 9.1 16.2 9.9 14.4 42.6 41.6 
1963 3.4 18.2 18.2 15.0 12.7 14.7 3.4 
1964 5.4 7.6 8.3 8.4 9.9 t 1.9 7.2 
1965 6.0 8.1 t 1.1 12.8 32.8 40.0 22.9 
1966 8.9 21.4 15.7 11.4 12.0 34.7 12.4 
1967 7.2 11.5 11.5 12.9 9.1 75.3 43.7 
1968 3.9 10.2 8.5 11.6 10.8 !2.5 3.1 
!969 4.2 10.8 24.5 15.1 18.9 !7.5 17.0 
1970 3.5 8.7 8.5 10.5 11.1 7.7 4.6 
1971 4.1 10.3 12.4 12.8 18.3 7.2 8.4 
1972 55 8.1 9.2 8.:> 14.8 8.5 6.5 
1973 

!974 
1975 
1976 
1977 
1978 
1979 
1980 
1981 
1982 
!983 
1984 
1985 

1986 
1987 
1988 
1989 
1990 

1991 
1992 

1993 

1 1.4 

13.2 
7.2 
7.0 

4.4 

5.0 
!.3 
5.7 
5.5 
5.3 
6.5 

6.8 
6.9 

9.1 
5.9 
6.2 
5.4 

6.6 

2.4 
8.0 
5.2 

14.2 
13.4 
8.2 
10.2 
9.6 

6.5 

7.6 
9.3 
6.0 
12.5 
9.7 
14.6 

14.1 
9.4 

9.2 

13.7 
5.9 
7.7 

8.0 
8.8 
14.4 

19.0 
12.0 

13.6 

10.1 
12.9 

20.6 
21.5 
11.6 

11.6 
17.9 
27.2 
17.2 
13.6 
!2.2 
!9.7 

11.6 

!0.5 
13.2 
9.0 

12.7 
71.6 

16.2 
14.3 
14.8 

16.0 

2 !.2 
12.9 
18.8 
15.2 
14.9 
14.3 

16.4 

32.9 

11.9 
11.7 

24.1 
15.2 
9.1 
9.7 

10.6 
8.5 

22.7 

17.4 
1 5.4 

12.0 
12.1 
31.5 
11.8 
15.9 

10.4 

22.5 

26.8 

41.4 

40.6 
27.4 
34.3 
24.3 
15.2 
11.4 

15.5 
15.2 
4.5 

21.0 

:W.9 
!7.2 
48.1 

3.5 
]2.1 
3.8 
5.4 
2.1 

6.4 

27.1 

74.2 

15.5 

9.9 
13.0 

!1.7 

7.0 
l 1.8 
L4 
3.9 
6.1 
17.0 

70 

9.1 

5.5 
11.6 

2.2 
5.9 

0.0 
10.4 

2.5 
II .5 

8.9 

10.7 
8.1 
10.0 

13.5 
19.0 
17.9 
14.0 

4.3 

1.9 
6.5 
68.0 

AUG 

21.1 

6.1 

6.5 

6.5 

2.5 
15.3 

2.7 
12.6 

' ' ,).~ 

6.2 
4.4 
1.9 
0.0 

7.4 
1.8 
1.9 
1.0 

10.6 

0.0 

16.3 

2.7 
7.6 
4.5 

2.0 
4.6 

5.7 

10.4 

6.2 

10.7 
0.5 
9.4 
37.5 
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SEP 
2.3 

8.7 
2.4 
37.2 
3.5 
4.4 
1.6 
16.6 

0.5 
1.9 
0.1 

8.4 
0.0 
0.1 

0.9 
10.6 

0.0 

i.6 
0.0 
4.3 
0.0 
3.8 
0.0 
6.0 
3.3 

' ' ~.J 

0.6 

0.2 
0.6 
0.0 
2.4 
23.3 

OCT 
8.7 
0.8 
1.9 

53.7 
5.4 

7.3 

2.0 
9.2 
3.3 

4.2 

2.9 
I 9.6 
0.0 
3.0 
1.0 
4.1 
0.0 

0.9 

0.0 

2.5 
6.5 
3.1 
5.5 

8.5 

5.9 

2.7 
2.0 

3.1 
3.2 
0.0 

6.9 
16.8 

NOV 
8.3 
5.3 

1.4 

19.5 
6.8 
6.9 
4.3 
11.8 
4.7 
7.3 
7.6 
11.9 
4.9 

6.2 
3.2 
5.5 

0.3 
3.6 
2.5 
6.7 

6.3 

6.7 

4.8 
5.6 
5.4 
8.2 

5.9 

3.1 
2.0 

2.7 
6.7 
30.1 

DEC 
5.7 

1.8 
7 ' -·' 
11.0 

5.7 
5.4 

3.4 
9.9 
4.5 
7.1 
4.1 
13.2 
5.5 
7.3 

3. I 

5.3 
1.6 
6.2 

2.2 
6.2 
15.5 
5.2 
6.2 
5.8 
7.1 
7.0 
5.4 
3.5 

2.7 
4.8 
5.2 
17.7 

TOTAL 
!84.4 
108.3 
73.2 
261.6 
140.4 

210.5 

74.6 
168.1 

70.8 
100.2 

80.0 

163.2 

101.4 
139.5 
7!.1 
125.0 
63.5 
I 03.8 
61.5 
114.4 
143.8 
212.5 
156.7 
!2!.7 
129.5 

!39.8 
111.1 
84.2 

77.6 
59.0 

85.7 
345.3 
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Avg 4.5 8.8 14.1 13.0 17.2 30.6 

71 

1 1.0 6.2 
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I 
Republican River Compact Administration 

Attachment 4: Evaporation Loss Harlan County Lake 1993 Level of Development 

BASELINE- 1993 LEVEL FLOWS- HARLAN COUNTY EVAPORATION 

YEAR JAN FEB MAR APR MAY JUN 

1931 0.7 0.9 1.6 2.9 4.2 7.4 

1932 0.6 0.8 1.5 2.7 4.1 5.0 
1933 0.6 0.8 1.4 2.5 3.8 7.8 
1934 0.6 0.8 1.4 2.4 4.5 6.5 
1935 0.6 0.8 1.3 2.3 2.2 3.6 
1936 0.7 0.9 1.6 2.9 5.5 6.8 
1937 0.6 0.8 1.4 2.5 3.6 4.0 
1938 0.6 0.9 1.5 2.7 3.4 4.9 
1939 0.6 0.8 1.4 2.6 4.3 4.9 
1940 0.6 0.8 1.4 2.4 3.5 5.0 
1941 0.6 0.8 1.4 2.5 3.9 4.2 
1942 0.6 0.9 1.5 2.8 4.0 5.2 
1943 0.7 1.0 1.8 3.2 4.3 5.7 
1944 0.6 0.8 1.4 2.7 4.2 5.3 
1945 0.7 l.O 1.8 3.1 3.8 3.0 
1946 0.6 0.9 1.6 2.8 3.5 5.1 
1947 
1948 
1949 
1950 

1951 
1952 
1953 
1954 
1955 

1956 

1957 

1958 
1959 

1960 
1961 

!.0 
0.8 
0.1 
0.7 
0.5 
1.1 

0.5 

0.7 

0.5 

0.6 

0.7 

0.7 
0.4 
0.1 
0.9 

1.5 

0.7 
0.9 
0.1 
0.2 

l.2 
i.O 
0.6 

1.0 
l.l 
1.0 

0.1 
1.0 

0.7 
1.0 

2.9 

1.5 
0.7 

0.8 
2.1 

1.9 

1.5 
2.2 
2.1 

1.9 

1.3 
1.0 
1.1 
2.0 
lA 

3.2 

3.6 
1.8 
2.8 

0.7 
2.5 
2.9 
3.6 
4.6 

2.8 

0.5 
0.6 

2.1 
2.7 

2.7 

3.4 

3.1 
!.1 
2.0 

-0.1 
5.2 

4.7 
0.3 
3.4 
3.9 
-0.6 
? ' ··' 
1.0 
0.9 

·1.1 

-1.2 

2.4 
0.7 
5.6 

1.9 
6.2 

4.5 

4.9 

·0.5 
4.5 
.].] 

4.4 

3.5 

0.1 
0.6 

72 

JUL 

6.9 
6.8 

6.1 
8.0 
9.7 

8.7 

6.2 
6.5 
6.8 

6.5 

6.7 
8.3 
7.9 

7.0 

6.7 
5.6 
5.8 
4.2 
6.5 

0.8 
3.5 

1.5 
4.6 
6.7 
7.3 
5.0 
6.1 
1.0 
5.0 

4.9 

5.1 

AUG 

5.2 
5.0 

4.2 

6.2 
6.2 
6.5 
6.5 

5.7 

4.6 

4.6 

5.3 

5.1 

6.3 
5.8 
5.7 
4.4 

5.3 
4.7 
4.1 
2.8 
4.1 
3.4 
6.6 
1.6 
6.9 
3.7 

3. 7 
1.9 

4.8 

3.6 
2.9 

Accounting Procedures and Reporting Requirements 
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SEP 
2.7 
2.7 
2.7 

2.7 

3.1 
2.7 

2.7 
2.7 

2.7 
2.7 

2.8 
3.2 

2.7 

3.5 

2.9 

2.9 
3.7 
3.0 
3.1 

4.5 
0.4 
3.6 
5.3 

3.6 
2.7 

4.7 

2.3 

3.3 

2.3 
3.9 
1.2 

OCT 
2.1 
2.1 
2.1 
2.0 
2.5 
2.1 
2.1 
2.1 
2.1 
2.1 
2.1 
2.5 
2.1 
2.6 

2.2 
2.7 

1.7 
2.7 
1.7 
7 ' __ , 
3.1 
2.9 

3.3 

1.6 
2.6 

3.7 
1.7 
3.3 
0.7 
2.0 

2.4 

NOV 

1.2 
1.2 
1.2 

1.2 
1.4 
1.2 
1.2 

1.2 
!.2 
1.2 

1.3 
1.5 

1.2 
!.5 
1.3 

l.S 
0.5 

0.8 
1.5 

1.6 
2.2 

1.1 

0.1 
1.5 
1.4 
1.3 
1.2 
1.0 
1.5 
1.3 
0.7 

DEC 
0.4 

0.4 

0.4 

0.4 

0.5 

0.4 

0.4 

0.4 
0.4 

0.4 

0.5 

0.5 

0.4 

0.5 
0.5 

0.6 

0.1 
0.3 
0.4 

0.6 

0.9 
·0.1 

0.0 
0.6 
0.4 

0.5 
0.4 

0.6 
0.6 
0.4 
0.1 

TOTAL 
36.2 

32.9 
33.6 
36.7 

34.2 

40.0 

32.0 
32.6 
32.4 

31.2 

32.1 
36.! 
37.3 
35.9 
32.7 
32.5 
27.9 

27.8 
22.6 
24.6 

19.5 
30.5 

35.0 
27.9 
32.4 
33.7 
17.2 
20.2 
24.0 

22.6 
17.9 
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I 
Republican River Compact Administration 

Attachment 4: Evaporation Loss Harlan County Lake 1993 Level of Development 

BASELINE- 1993 LEVEL FLOWS- HARLAN COUNTY EVAPORATION 

YEAR JAN 

1962 0.6 

1963 0.7 
!964 0.8 
!965 0.4 
1966 0.9 

1967 0.7 

!968 0.9 
1969 0.4 
1970 0.7 

1971 0.7 
1972 0.8 
I 973 0.5 

1974 0.7 

197:' 0.7 
1976 0.8 
1977 0.7 

1978 0.5 
1979 0.5 
!980 0.5 
1981 0.5 
1982 0.5 

!983 0.5 
1984 0.6 
1985 0.5 
1986 0.6 
1987 0.5 
1988 0.5 
1989 0.5 

1990 0.5 
!991 0.5 
1992 0.6 

FEB 

0.6 
j-1. 

O.R 
0.7 

0.8 

1.2 
!.2 
0.6 

1.4 
0.2 
1.3 
1.1 

L5 
0.7 

1.2 
1.3 
0.7 

0.6 

0.6 
0.6 

0.7 
0.7 
0.8 
0.7 
0.7 

O.R 
0.7 
0.7 
0.7 
0.7 
0.7 

MAR 
0.9 

1.3 
1.7 

1.2 
2.9 

2.5 

2.8 

2.4 
7 --.,) 

2.0 
2.0 
-0.7 

2.6 

2.0 
1.7 
0.2 

1.2 

1.1 

1.2 
1.2 
1.2 
1.4 
1.4 

1.3 
1.3 
!.3 
1.3 

1.2 
!.2 
1.2 

1.2 

APR 
3.7 

4.5 

3.2 

2.8 

2.7 

3.0 
2.6 
j_j 

2.8 

2.9 
1.7 

2.5 
1.5 
2.1 
0.7 
1.1 
3.4 
3~ 

3.4 
3.8 
3.9 

2.9 
2.9 
7-__ , 
2.8 
3.1 
3.5 
47 
3.0 

2.8 

1.8 

MAY 

3.4 
4.6 

5.6 

l.5 
7.5 

2.0 

3.2 
0.1 

4.7 

0.7 
1.1 

3.4 
3.7 

0.8 

1.5 
0.0 

3.9 

4.4 
3.7 
- 7 -'·'-

3.8 
4.2 
4.2 

4.0 

4.4 
4.2 

4.9 

4.5 

3.5 
_).:> 

3.2 

JUN 

1.5 
6.3 
1.2 

-0.5 
2.8 

-2.9 
4.9 

3.8 

4.4 

5.1 
0.0 

6.7 
2.5 

1.1 

5.0 
4.6 

6.2 
4.6 

4.7 

4.8 
).9 

5.3 
5.8 

4.5 
5.8 
6.2 

6.6 
4.4 
5.6 

5.5 
2.2 

73 

JUL 
0.3 

6.1 
6.9 
2.0 

5.8 
1.6 

4.7 

-0.7 

6.5 

3.4 

3.3 

-1.7 

9.1 
4.) 

5.9 

4.0 

7.1 

3.5 
6.8 
4.2 

5.1 
8.6 
i.i. 

5.6 
6.7 

6.9 

4.6 

4.8 

6.4 

6.0 
4.1 

AUG 

1.6 
3.] 

3.0 
2.8 
3.7 
4.5 

1.8 
2.9 

5.9 
4.5 

1.8 
4.2 

2.6 

2.7 
5.7 

0.6 

4.5 

5.1 
6.0 
3.7 

3.8 

7.2 
5.7 

3.5 
4.0 

3.5 

4.8 

3.6 

4.0 

5.0 

3.5 
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SEP 

2.0 

-0.8 
3.0 

-3.9 
2.7 

3.5 
2.3 

2.2 

0.9 

1.4 
2.1 

-3.0 

3.4 

3.0 

-0.2 
2.0 
4.5 

4.1 
3.9 
2.9 

2.9 

4.6 
4.7 

3.8 
2.7 

3.1 
3.5 
3.0 

5.0 

5.1 
4.2 

OCT 

2.0 

2.7 

3.3 

1.7 
2.8 

2.0 
0.7 

-1.0 
1.0 

1.5 

1.7 

0.2 

1.4 
3.4 

1.4 
1.6 
3.0 

2.8 

2.7 

!.7 
2.2 

1.8 

1.4 
1.5 
1.3 
2.2 

2.2 
2.5 
3.4 

3.2 
2.9 

NOV 
1.7 

1.5 

1.2 
2.1 

1.5 
1.6 

1.2 

1.5 
].5 

0.2 

-0.4 

0.2 

1.1 
0.7 

1.4 
1.0 
1.1 
1.4 

1.3 

1.3 

1.4 
1.5 
1.4 
1.5 
1.4 

1.4 

1.4 
1.4 
1.4 
1.3 

1.9 

DEC 

0.3 

0.4 
0.6 
0.4 

0.4 

0.4 

0.2 

0.4 

0.7 

0.5 
0.1 

0.2 

0.3 
0.6 

0.7 

0.4 

0.5 

0.7 

0.6 
0.7 

0.8 

0.6 

0.7 
0.7 

0.7 

0.7 
0.7 

0.7 

0.6 

0.6 
1.0 

TOTAL 
18.6 

31.8 
31.3 
11.2 
34.5 

20.1 
26.5 
!5.9 
32.8 

23.1 
15.5 

13.6 
30.4 

22.! 

25.8 

17.5 
36.6 

32.7 

35.4 

28.6 

30.2 

39.3 
36.8 

29.9 

32.4 
33.9 

34.7 

31.5 
35.3 
35.2 

27.3 
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I 
Republican River Compact Administration 

1993 

AYg 
0.6 

0.0 

Trigger Calculations 

Based on Harlan County Lake 

Irrigation Supply 

1993 Level AVE intlow 

1993 Level AVE evap 

(1931-93) 

0.5 

0.8 

Unil~·IOOO 

A<::rc·fcct 

Oct 

I 6.3 

I '' 

1.0 

!.5 

Nnv 

' 
1.3 

2.2 
2.7 

3.1 
3.2 

4.6 

3.9 

lrri~ation Trig_ger I 119.0 

Total Irrigation Supply I 130.0 

Bottom liTigation 164.1 

Evaporation Adjust I 20.0 

De<:: Jan Feb 

47 4.5 8.8 

0.5 0.6 O.S 

Avl!. ln11ow Last 5 Years I IO.l' I 1.3.0 I 12.3 I 12.9 I 16.6 

Attachment 5: Projected \\later Supply Spread Sheet CalculatiOns 

Year 2001-2002 

Oct- .Jun 
Trigger and 
Irrigation Supply 
Calculation 

Calculation Month 0" Nov Dec J:m ,,b 
Previous EOM Content 236.5 ~35.9 238.6 242.9 24B.1 

lnllow to Mav 31 73.6 67.3 62.3 57.6 53.1 

Last 5 Yrs Anz In now to May 31 12.5.6 l14.S 101.7 89.5 76.6 

Evap to Mav 31 12.S 10.6 9.3 8.8 8.2 

Est. Cont Mav 31 297.3 292.6 291.6 291.7 293.0 

Est Elevation Mav 31 1944...14 1944.08 1944.00 1944.01 1944.11 

Max. In·igation A vailab\c 153.2 148.5 147.5 147.6 148.9 

lrri2ation Release Est. 120.1 117.4 116.8 !16.8 118.1 

Trigger- Yes/No r-.:o YES YES YES YES 

130 kAF Irrirration Supply- Yes/No NO NO NO NO NO 

74 

4.2 
5.3 
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4.9 
4.3 

4.5 
2.8 

4.4 

2.2 

Assume that during irrigation rckasc season 

HCL Inflow"' Evaporation Loss 

3.1 
1.3 

1.2 
0.5 

34.3 
29.1 

;\'i:lr ,, ' l\lav .Jun .Jul A no Sc Total 

14.1 13.0 17.2 Gli.f> 

\.5 2.7 3.2 29.1 

22.4 19.4 18.1 14.8 16.5 1\.() 4.7 172.6 

Mar Ap< !\fay .run 

255.1 2(13.8 269.6 276.2 

44.3 30.2 17.2 0.0 

59.9 37.5 IS.! 0.0 

7.4 5.9 3.2 0.0 

292.0 288.1 283.6 276.2 

194-M3 )943.72 19-1-3.37 1942.77 

147.9 !44.0 139.5 132.1 

117.1 116.8 1 !6.8 I !6.8 

YES YES YES YES 

NO NO NO NO 
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I 
Republican River Compact Administration 

Attachment 5: Projected Water Supply Spread Sheet Calculations 

Year 2002 

.Jul- Scp 
Final Trigger and 
Total Irrigation Supply 
Calculation 

Caiculation Month I 
Prr.::vious EOM lnigation Release Est. 

Previous Month lnllow 

Previous Month Evup 

Irrigation Release Estimate 

Final Trigger- Ye~/No 

130 kAF lrri_gation S~1pply- Ycsil\o 

.Jul 

I 16.S 

~5 

6.3 

116.0 

Yf:S 

;\() 

Ao" Sc 

li(LO ) 09.7 

0.5 1.} 

6.8 6.6 

109.7 I 04.4 

I NO I -:-..o 

75 
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Republican River Compact Administration Accounting Procedures and Reporting Requirements 
Revised Jan~;;1n :2000~.: 2t:t:5 

Attachment 6: Computing Water Supplies and Consumptive Usc Above Guide Rock 

:\ IB c l) E F G H J K L M N 0 p Q R 

Total I f!o.rdv 
Main gage 

Superior- C:ourtlnnd Superior ("ourtland Sup..:rior Total i'<l'. KS Total G;\1n vws :-.·lain Ncbmska Kansas N..:braska Kan~a~ 

Conn land Canal (';mal Canal Canul Bos1wick CBCU CBCl.' CBCU Guide Guide Stem i\·1ain Main Guide Guide 
St..:m Diversion [)iv..:rsions Di\·ersions Returns Returns R,;;tums Below B.::lOII Bel Oil Rock to Rock to Virgin Stem Stem Rock to Rock to 
vws Dam Below Guide Guide Guide l!ardy Jlardy Water Allocation Allocation Hardy llardy 

Gage Guide Rock Rock Rock Supply Above Above Allocation r\lloc~llion 

Rock Above !lardy Hardy 
(iuidc 
Rock 

CoiF: I 
ColG I 1:·o1 ["'" 1:Cnl B-~-+Col L 

Col J Col c.-. -t· Col K 
ColA- 1.489x 
Col M Col\.' 

I .. 51) X 
Col N 

l/89 X 
Collvl 

I ;511 X 
Col \-1 

ColK-
Col H 

76 
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Republican River Compact Administration Accounting Procedures and Reporting Requirements 
Revised LlW!;gy_2_(H)2_JuJ~Oi-

Attachment 7: Calculations ofRetum Flows from Bureau of Reclamation Canals 

Coli Col2 

Canal Cnnnl 
Diversion 

Name Canal lkildgalc 
Diversion 

Ex~mple 100 

Cl\HJCt1son 

Culbertson 
Extcn~ion 

Meeker-
Dliflwood 
Red Willow 

Batllcy 

Cambridge 

Ni!jlOJUlC 

Franklin 

Fnmkhn 
!'tll)ll 

Almena 

Snperiot 

Ncbra>h 
ComUaml 
CO\ntlnnd 
Cana!Abow 
Lovewell 
(KS 
Comtl~nd 

C~n~ll3clow 

Lovewell 

Col3 

Spill to 
\\'m,te-way 

Sum of 
n1casmcd 
spills to 
lWei 

Col•l Col S Col6 Col7 

Field Canal Lo~s A vel age Field Lo>~ 
Ddivcrics Field L<ISS 

Faclcn 

Snmuf tCol2 -Col 1-Wcight~d Col4x 
tlclivcrics to .] :\Vctag~ Cul6 
the field EfftCIC!IC)' of 

Applkati<>JI 
System for 
the Dis\t!Ct• 

·10 30"'<· 

.>0% 

.'lO% 

30% 

30% 

~0% 

30% 

35% 

:;.s~o 

35% 

~0~(, 

310·'<> 

~3fr·Q 

V% 

2.1% 

IS 

Co18 

Total Loss 
from District 

C'ol5 1 

Col 7 

Col9 

Percent Field 
and Canal 
Loss 'llmt 
Rchum to 
the Stream 

E~timalcd 

l'<.'t<.'enl 
J.o;s• 

82% 

CoiiO Colli 

T(ltal Rctnn1 Re!\llll a~ 
to Slrenm l'l'l'CC!lt of 
from Canal C'aual 
awl Fidd Divcrlik'n 
L%s 

Cohunns 8 x Col JO!Col2 
Col 9 

,18 48% 

*The average field elTicicncies f()l' each district and percent loss that rctums to the stream may be 
reviewed and, if necessary, changed by the RRCA to improve the accuracy of the estimates. 
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Exhibit 3 

RHWCD Compnct Compllance Wells 
Peri11il'# - '- -- - - - ' " . r~RWCD submitted Corrccied S"an(l Hills To be 

approved by 
GWC (af/yr) 

Comments 
& GWC published 

(affyr) 

f:;-o;=;-;oc,;--'-----,----'f"-irsoecl QLJblicntion 
12567-FP 201 

1.2589-FP 

same well 
1'2967~FP . 

- 1-6926-~FP .. 
13509-FP 

·-16Cri5--FF'-i same well 

i_35iJ.Ff' .. 

376 
3~5 

0 
??_4 ___ 
30 
192_ 
258 

- r--
13513-FP 

1607HP(. 
f~~~2-fp···-- . 
13813-FP 
.. i6923-ff' 

13814-FP 
i3B1S-FP 

s<Jme well 1 

same wei! 
j. 

44 
29_1 
174 

. 32 

13856--Fp· 
. -- - 1-G-667 ~F-P, same well 

334 
29_1 
241 . ~a··-

i D.?.$!}? 
_1_~89.B:fP ... ~ 
13859-FP 

16069~FPi 
1'4'()~-8~/P_____ . 
14019-FP 
j ~.Q2_2~fP~. _ 
14923·FP 
14024-FP 
140:?7-FP 
1402.8-FP 
14121-FP 
14122-FP ----1-
11~~~-F.~ 
14397-FP 
1439B·FP 
14600-FP 
T{i.i?j-P_~-
1471_9-FF _ 
14753-FP 
15285-FP 
isoii-i'r 
H~-612-h~ 

..... 19060-FP 
1801_HP 
18014-FP 
18015-FP 
1'8.9!7-FP 

19001-FPi 
1"s01·a~-FP .. 
18019-FP 
187ao-r'f> 
18i81-Ff' 
18783-FP 
1_B966-FP 

_1_~_99?-~f. '' 
19372-FP 
i.0896-FP 
:ii.476-FP 

subtota!j 

sarne well >· 

---- i" 

same well 

same well 

.??.~ 
~28 
228 
42 
252 
217 

.. .2~_9 __ . 
. 21.9 

141 
251 
218_ 
_4_3?. 
215 
i92 
192 

.·... 249 
_197 
526 
455 - .. ----- ""~-

310 .. 
161 
431 
221. 
101 
350 
259 
549 

~.8.0.5. 
180.5 
2_30. 
173 

1~~ 
_216_ 
273 
172 .. 

.. 1.78. 
218 
169 
144 

12,259 

' 
i 
I 
~ ---

· secoii-(TJ)liGifciiii'Oii- .. 
279 
141 

amount opproved for 
(af/yr) , export (af/yr) 

203 

I 
323 
311 

. I 249 
! 217 
)"' 2:Q~.-i .. 

260 

234 
i . 206 
l '"255' 
r- fM 

-·--- -- ---~1-~ . -- ]_~~~--
237 ····· 2o2 
420 
2o4 ···········-··· -i ·--- 186 
f84 
2'30 

·fa?· 
526 
424 

. }ii? 
140 
42"1 
317 

350 
24'7 

·:.Hr,-· 
353 

····-··· -··. 218 

' 
220 
40 
234 

-206 t -- -2-55'" 
I .i9i 
! . i%~--

ACreS C'orreCied · fi-om 309 ac to 200 ac 
·r~··-

·j 

I 

! 
_237 f 
202 ··r 
4-z·o- >" - :r ·· 

.. 2·o4· 
!- 180-L 184~ t 

. 236 ' 

·~~~· ......... li 
. '424 

~-j '''""26i" . ! 
'"14'0 
·421-----r. 
218 
99 
29T i 247 

·"! --~ '"497 
177 
177 
218 

. i_63: 
192 

··---p~;cr~"S~--~i?B.e~t~_djf~in 'z§Q_a_c_i_~_?_2a-:?c 
' 

i 
163 
f9'2 

·:io6 
--- '2'73. ---- ! -

. 266 
273 

172 
174 xn· 
168 
1:l9 

-ii2 
1"74 
211 
i6B 
139 

4-J<Jn-2013 

~4Q~~-F_P 
19Q04~FP 

23222-FP 
4319-FP 

230 168 
75 

... jPl!_rnPh9 :~-~r!~~~~d..h pen~j_l_\ed. atllg~nt 
4922-f:p: 

20198-FP 
20196-FP 

subtotal 

samewe!l 
0 

194 

249 ------·----------' --
1,168 1,106 

13.427 13.227 

75 

194 
249 

1,168 

12,857 

J .. 

1 '196 

12,641 
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Exhibit4 

Modeling the Colorado Compliance Pipeline in the RRCA Groundwater Model 

Modeling the Colorado Compliance Pipeline (the "CCP") in the RRCA Groundwater Model (the 
"Model") consists of two parts. The first involves fifteen wells that will be pumped via a collector 
system and storage tank into the pipeline (the "CCI' Wells"). The water rights for these wells were 
changed from existing irrigation wells that will be retired. The historic consumptive usc from those 
wells has been transferred to the CCP Wells. The second part involves the surface water outflow 
hom the pipeline. 

Modeling of Well Pumping 

The irrigation wells that were acquired as part of the CCI' will be removed from the irrigation well 
data set used to represent irrigation wells in the Republican River Basin in Colorado. Because the 
irrigation wells will no longer be pumped, they will not be included when calculating pumping and 
return flows from agricultural wells. 

Instead, production for each CCP Well will be recorded and supplied as monthly input values by 
well based on actual production of each well. The pumping of each well will be considered to be 
fully consumptive and the appropriate volume added to the Republican River Pre-Processor ("rrpp") 
pumping input files (".pmp" files) for each month. Since there arc no irrigation return flows 
associated with these wells, nothing will be added to the ".reg" files. 

Those pumping values for the CCP Wells will be ON in all of the model simulations except the 
simulation with pumping in Colorado turned OFF. Therefore, the impacts of the CCP Wells on 
base flow will be evaluated as part of the evaluation of other Colorado pumping. No changes arc 
required to "rrpp" to simulate the CCP Wells. 

Only the consumptive usc of the retired irrigation wells is transferred to the CCP Wells. It was 
previously demonstrated that due to the distance between the wells and the North Fork of the 
Republican River, the changes in the timing of the pumping results in no net increase in depletions 
ofbascflow in the Republican River. 

Modeling of Pipeline Outflow 

The outflow of the CCP will be added to the stream network for all the Model simulations. 

The MODFLOW stream package requires that the stream network be specified in such a way that 
the flows in the stream network can be solved from the top to the bottom of the system. The 
outflow from the CCP must be added to the stream network as a tributary to Segment 153. In order 
to do so, a new segment must be created in the stream network with a segment number less than 
153. To avoid renumbering all of the segments in the stream network and the corresponding change 
required to the accounting that would occur as a result of renumbering all the segments, a change 
will be made to the stream network that avoids renumbering. 

Muddy Creek in Nebraska is represented as Segments 122 and 125. The model cells representing 
Segment 122 will be added to Segment 125, and the routing updated so that the flow fiom 
Segments 33 and 66 that previously went to Segment 122 will go to Segment 125 instead. 

Segment 122 will then be rc-purposcd to represent the outflow from the CCP. The new Segment 
122 will have a single cell with a stream conductance of zero. The monthly CCP outflow volume 
will be set as the inflow to Segment 122. The stream routing will be updated so that the outflow 
from Segments 122 and 130 will go to Segment 153. The result will be that the inflow into 
Segment 153 will be the sum of the simulated baseflow in the North Fork of the Republican River 
at the Colorado-Nebraska Stale Line and the CCP outflow 
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The monthly CCP outflow volume will be added to all simulations. The outflow will therefore 
cancel out in all the CBCU0 terms it would potentially be included. Therefore no changes arc 
required to the acct program used to summarize the groundwater model results for the accounting 
spreadsheets. 

A change to the "mkstr" program will be required in order to add the CCP outflow to the stream 
package file for every month. The existing Model version 12s.str stream template file will be 
updated to reflect the change to Segments 122 and 125 and changes to the routing of segments 63, 
66, 122 and 130. A new version of the "mkstr" program called "mkstr2" will be used to read 
monthly CPP volumes from the file "flow.dbf' and add it to Scgmentl22. 

Changes to Procedures 

The CCP Wells and CCP outflow will be processed along with the annual updates to the Model and 
the CCP data supplied along with the backup information for other components of the Colorado 
data. 

The Model will be updated to Version 12s3 to reflect changes in the stream network required to add 
the outflow from the CCP to the stream network. Version 12s3 will usc the updated "mkstr2" 
program that will require an additional "flow.dbf' input file to specify the monthly CCP outflow 
volume. No changes arc required to the other programs used to run the Model. 

The CCP will require no changes to the "acct'' program that summarizes the Model results for 
incorporation into the accounting spreadsheets. Changes to the accounting spreadsheets to account 
for the Augmentation Water Supply resulting from the CCP arc described elsewhere. 
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Arbitration Time Frame Designation 

Colorado u. Kansas & Nebrasha 

Colorado Compaet Complianee Pipeline 

Colorado Formally Submits Resolution to RRCA 

RRCA Special Meeting and Vote on Resolution 

If Necessary ... 

Colorado Formally Submits the Issue to Arbitration 

Nebraska and Kansas May Amend the Scope of the Dispute 

States Submit Lists of Proposed Arbitrators 

States Meet and Confer Regarding Arbitrator Selection 

CDR Selects Arbitrator (if necessary) 

Initial Conference with Mediator; Set Schedule for 
Arbitration 

Final Day of Arbitration Hearings 

Arbitrator Issues Written Decision 

4/5/2013 

5/5/2013 

5/5/2013 

5/15/2013 

5/15/2013 

5/25/2013 

5/25/2013 

6/1/2013 

9/29/2013 

11/28/2013 
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REVISED APPLICATION FOR APPROVAL OF AN 
AUGMENTATION PLAN AND RELATED ACCOUNTING 

PROCEDURES UNDER SUBSECTION III.B.I.K. OF THE FINAL 
SETTLEMENT STIPULATION IN KANSAS V. NEBRASKA AND 

COLORADO, NO. 126, ORIGINAL 

For 

The Colorado 
Compact Compliance Pipeline 

Submitted by 

The State of Colorado 
And 

The Republican River Water Conservation District, acting by and 
through its Water Activity Enterprise 

April 5, 2013 
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1.0 INTRODUCTION 

In March 2008, the State of Colorado submitted an application to the Republican 

River Compact Administration (RRCA) requesting approval of an augmentation plan 

and revisions to the RRCA Accounting Procedures pursuant to Subsection III.B.1.k of 

the Final Settlement Stipulation (FSS) for a pipeline project to deliver groundwater to the 

North Fork of the Republican River (the "Colorado CCP" or "CCP"). The purpose of the 

project was to offset stream depletions so that Colorado can comply with its Compact 

Allocations. 

In 2009, Colorado submitted two resolutions to the RRCA to approve an 

augmentation plan and proposed revisions to the RRCA Accounting Procedures. The 

RRCA did not approve the resolution, and Colorado then invoked non-binding 

arbitration pursuant to the FSS to resolve the dispute. An arbitrator was selected, and 

Colorado resolved Nebraska's concerns with the CCP prior to the arbitration hearing. 

On October 7, 2010, Arbitrator Martha Pagel issued a Final Decision on the 

Colorado CCP Dispute which addressed deficiencies that Kansas had raised 

concerning the Colorado CCP. The Arbitrator concluded that Kansas had not 

unreasonably withheld its consent to the CCP proposal; however, the Arbitrator 

concluded that with certain clarifications and revisions she recommended in the 

Decision, the CCP proposal would provide a reasonable and necessary approach for 

meeting Colorado's Compact obligations that should be approved by the RRCA. 

This revised application for approval of an augmentation plan and related 

accounting procedures for the Colorado CCP is based on the agreement between 

Colorado and Nebraska, the Arbitrator's Final Decision, and subsequent discussions 

with Kansas. 

1.1. The Republican River Compact and the Final Settlement Stipulation in 
Kansas v. Nebraska and Colorado 

Colorado, Kansas, and Nebraska entered into the Republican River Compact 

(Compact), which became operative in 1943, to allocate the waters of the Republican 

River Basin. The Compact allocates water for beneficial consumptive use to each State 

derived from the computed average annual virgin water supply for designated drainage 

basins (sub-basins). 

In 1959, pursuant to Article IX of the Compact, the RRCA was formed to 

administer the Compact. Each State appoints one member to the RRCA, but the RRCA 

requires unanimity to take any action. 

1 
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Following the formation of the RRCA, the States debated whether the Compact 

included ground water in the water supply allocated for beneficial consumptive use. 

The States were unable to resolve this dispute, and in 1997 Kansas filed a motion with 

the U.S. Supreme Court for leave to file a bill of complaint against Nebraska claiming 

that Nebraska was violating the Compact by permitting excessive pumping of 

groundwater. In January 1999, the U.S. Supreme Court granted Kansas' motion. 

Although Kansas made no claims against Colorado in its initial complaint, Colorado was 

named a party to the suit because it is a signatory to the Compact. 

A special master was appointed, and settlement negotiations resulted in a Final 

Settlement Stipulation (FSS). In the FSS, the States agreed to (1) dismissal of all 

claims against each other with respect to activities or conditions occurring before 

December 15, 2002; (2) a moratorium on the construction of all new wells in the basin 

upstream of Guide Rock, Nebraska, with certain exceptions listed in the FSS; (3) the 

development of a groundwater model to determine stream flow depletions caused by 

well pumping and the credit for water imported into the basin; (4) revised accounting 

procedures to determine Compact compliance; and (5) a procedure to resolve disputes 

relating to Compact administration. The U.S. Supreme Court approved the FSS in 

2003. 

1 .2. Subsection III.B.1.k of the FSS 

Subsection III.B.1.k of the FSS provides that the moratorium on the construction 

of new wells in the basin upstream of Guide Rock, Nebraska, does not apply to wells 

acquired or constructed for the purpose of offsetting stream depletions in order to 

comply with a State's Compact Allocations. Subsection III.B.1.k includes a proviso that 

such wells "shall not cause any new net depletion to stream flow either annually or long

term." It further states: 

The determination of net depletions from these Wells will be 
computed by the RRCA Groundwater Model and included in 
the State's Computed Beneficial Consumptive Use. 
Augmentation plans and related accounting procedures 
submitted under this Subsection III.B.1.k. shall be approved 
by the RRCA. 

1.3. The Republican River Water Conservation District 

In 2004, the Republican River Water Conservation District ("RRWCD" or 

"District") was created to assist Colorado in complying with Compact. The RRWCD is 

located in northeastern Colorado and includes all of Yuma and Phillips Counties and 

2 
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those portions of Kit Carson, Lincoln, Logan, Sedgwick, and Washington Counties that 

overlie the Ogallala aquifer. Figure 2 is a map showing the boundaries of the RRWCD 

and local groundwater management districts, as well as the approximate location of the 

pipeline. Currently, with the exception of approximately 200 acres irrigated by surface 

water, virtually all the irrigated acreage in the RRWCD is irrigated with groundwater 

from the Ogallala aquifer. 

The RRWCD established a water activity enterprise (the RRWCD WAE) as 

authorized by Colorado statute and imposed a water use fee on the diversion of water in 

the District to raise revenues to assist Colorado in complying with the Compact The 

RRWCD WAE has used revenues from use fees to retire approximately 48,000 acres 

that were historically irrigated with groundwater in the District In addition, revenues 

have been used to purchase and lease surface water rights in the District to reduce 

beneficial consumptive use in Colorado by approximately 3,000 acre-feet per year. 

1.4. The Ground Water Rights for the CCP and the Compact Compliance Wells 

In 2009, the RRWCD WAE purchased groundwater rights that will be diverted for 

the CCP. These ground water rights are located north of the North Fork of the 

Republican River in Colorado and have an aggregate historical consumptive use of 

approximately 13,000 acre-feet per year. The RRWCD WAE also acquired easements 

for fifteen well sites, collector pipelines, a storage tank, and a main transmission 

pipeline, and acquired a parcel of land for an outlet structure on the North Fork of the 

Republican River for the CCP. In 2012, construction of the CCP was completed. 

The groundwater rights acquired by the RRWCD WAE for the CCP were 

historically used for irrigation in the Republican River Basin in Colorado. The RRWCD 

WAE applied to change the use of these groundwater rights and to consolidate them at 

eight existing wells (Compact Compliance Wells) to be used to pump groundwater from 

the Ogallala aquifer to the North Fork of the Republican River. An additional seven 

existing wells will be alternate points of diversion that can be brought into production in 

the future as needed. The location of the CCP, including the Compact Compliance 

Wells, is shown in Figure 4. 

The historical consumptive use of the groundwater rights that will be diverted at 

the Compact Compliance Wells is discussed in Section 2.1. 1. 
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The 15 Compact Compliance Wells have a pumping capacity between 1,500 to 

1 ,800 gallons per minute per well. New motors, pumps and a valve vault with control 

and measurement valves have been installed at each well. PVC collector pipelines 

connect the wells to a 140,000 gallon storage tank. Water will be delivered from the 

storage tank to the North Fork of the Republican River by gravity through 12 miles of 

42" to 30" diameter pipe at rates up to 40 cfs. At the outlet structure near the river, 

water will be discharged through a multiple-orifice valve located in a partially buried 

concrete outlet structure, which dissipates the pressure head before the water is 

discharged into a rip-rap lined outlet channel and then enters the river. 

Surge control and flow measurement have been provided at the outlet structure, 

along with a measurement flume located in the outlet channel. The CCP is initially 

capable of delivering 15,000 acre-feet per year. However, the capacity of the CCP can 

be increased to 25,000 acre-feet per year in the future if additional wells are connected 

to the system and additional groundwater rights are acquired. 

1.5. The Arbitrator's Final Decision 

In the Final Decision, the Arbitrator concluded that Kansas had not unreasonably 

withheld its consent to the CCP proposal with respect to five of the factual issues. At a 

minimum, the Arbitrator concluded that the CCP proposal was deficient in its current 

form because it did not adequately incorporate into a single, integrated proposal all of 

the operational details and limits Colorado had described and relied upon at the trial. 

However, the Arbitrator concluded that with certain clarifications and revisions 

recommended in the Decision, the CCP proposal "represents an appropriate and 

necessary augmentation plan that should be approved by the RRCA." (Colorado 

Compact Compliance Pipeline Dispute, Arbitrator's Final Decision (October 7, 2010) at 

4) 

Following the Arbitrator's Final Decision, Colorado and Kansas have conducted 

additional discussions in an effort to resolve Kansas' concerns regarding the Colorado 

CCP. This revised application incorporates the operational details and limits Colorado 

described and relied upon at the 2010 arbitration trial, as well as modifications based on 

the Arbitrator's Final Decision and subsequent discussions with Kansas. 

1.6. Project Sponsor of the Colorado CCP- The Republican River Water 
Conservation District, acting by and through its Water Activity Enterprise 

The RRWCD encompasses approximately 7,761 square miles or about 7.5% of 

Colorado's 104,247 square miles. A map of the RRWCD boundaries is shown in Figure 
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2. The RRWCD is managed and controlled by a 15-member board of directors 

comprised of one member appointed by the county commissioners of each of the seven 

counties wholly or partially within the RRWCD, one member appointed by the boards of 

the seven ground water management districts within the RRWCD, and one member 

appointed by the Colorado Ground Water Commission ("CGWC"). 

The RRWCD Board of Directors has imposed use fees on the diversion of water 

within the District. In 2008, the use fee on the diversion of water for irrigation use was 

increased to $14.50 per assessed irrigated acre to pay for the Colorado CCP. There 

are approximately 500,500 assessed irrigated acres within the RRWCD subject to the 

use fee, and use fees generate approximately $7.3 million per year to repay the CWCB 

loan for the Colorado CCP and for other expenses. 

The RRWCD WAE uses a portion of the revenues collected from use fees to 

purchase and/or lease surface water rights to reduce Colorado's beneficial consumptive 

use and to provide local cost-sharing for federal programs designed to retire irrigated 

acreage in the basin, including the Republican River Conservation Reserve 

Enhancement Program (CREP) and the Environmental Quality Improvement Program 

(EQIP). To date, approximately 48,000 irrigated acres have been voluntarily retired in 

the basin under CREP and EQIP, or approximately ten percent (10%) of the irrigated 

acreage in the basin. RRWCD WAE has submitted to the US. Department of 

Agriculture for its approval an amendment to the Republican River CREP designed to 

retire an additional 30,000 irrigated acres. The RRWCD WAE has committed to provide 

local cost-sharing for the amendment. CREP is an important part of the RRWCD's 

efforts to implement conservation measures in the basin to reduce ground water 

pumping in Colorado to assist in meeting Colorado's compact obligations. However, 

reduction of ground water pumping in Colorado alone is not sufficient for Colorado to 

comply with its Compact obligations. Therefore, the RRWCD has constructed the 

Colorado CCP. 

2.0 PROPOSED AUGMENTATION PLAN AND RELATED ACCOUNTING 
PROCEDURES 

2.1. Groundwater Water Rights Acquired for the CCP 

2.1.1. The Historical Consumptive Use of the Groundwater Rights 

A change of use and a change of well location of ground water rights permitted 

under the Colorado Ground Water Management Act requires approval of the CGWC. 
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The procedures for changing the use of existing rights to designated ground water 

based on historical consumptive use are established in the CGWC's rules and 

regulations. 

In 2008, the RRWCD WAE applied to the CGWC to change the use of the 

ground water rights acquired for the CCP and to consolidate them at fifteen existing 

wells (Compact Compliance Wells) to be used to offset stream depletions in order to 

comply with Colorado's Compact Allocations, with provision for limited use to revegetate 

the lands historically irrigated by the ground water rights. Initially, only eight of the wells 

will be used to pump ground water for the Colorado CCP, and seven wells will serve as 

backup if additional well capacity is needed. The locations of the 15 wells are shown in 

Figure 4 (wells A2 through AS, and B5 are the initial wells; wells numbered A1 and B1 

through 4, B6, and B7 are the backup wells). 

The lands historically irrigated by the ground water rights for the CCP are shown 

in Figure 3. The average annual historical consumptive use was determined for the 

period 1998-2007 from historical cropping records, pumping estimated from power 

consumption records and a power coefficient that converts the kilowatt-hours to acre

feet pumped, irrigated acreage, and climate records. The crop irrigation requirement 

was determined using the same procedures used in the RRCA Accounting Procedures. 

Nebraska and Kansas previously reviewed the average annual historical 

consumptive use calculations for the groundwater rights to be used in the CCP. 

Nebraska provided comments and Colorado revised the average annual historical 

consumptive use amounts based on Nebraska's comments. The Colorado Division of 

Water Resources also provided comments, resulting in additional changes to average 

annual historical consumptive use amounts. The Compact Compliance Wells will cause 

no new net depletions because pumping will be limited to the historical consumptive use 

of the existing rights. 

The final average annual historical consumptive use amounts of the groundwater 

rights that were acquired for the CCP have now been determined by the CGWC 

pursuant to its rules and regulations, which are shown in Table 1. The CGWC's rules 

and regulations limit withdrawals under the groundwater rights that were acquired for 

the CCP to the historical consumptive use of the groundwater rights, subject to banking 

provisions in the rules. Colorado has incorporated these limits and the provision for 

banking in the proposed resolution. 
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In areas where a ground water management district (GWMD) has been formed, 

the board of directors of the GWMD can prohibit the use of ground water outside the 

boundaries of the GWMD. All but one of the ground water rights acquired for the CCP 

are located within the Sandhills GWMD, and the RRWCD WAE filed an application with 

the Sandhills GWMD for approval to export ground water from the Sandhills GWMD, 

and the Sandhills GWMD has approved the export, subject to terms and conditions 

contained in its order. A copy of the order is attached as Appendix A. 

One ground water right acquired by the RRWCD WAE for the CCP is located in 

the Central Yuma GWMD, but the RRWCD WAE has not requested approval of the 

Central Yuma GWMD for export at this time and this right is not included in the 

proposed augmentation plan at this time. 

2.1.2. Additional Terms and Conditions on Pumping from the Compact 
Compliance Wells 

The Colorado State Engineer has adopted rules and regulations for the 

Republican River Basin in Colorado that require measurement of ground water 

withdrawals. Totalizing flow meters have been installed on the Compact Compliance 

Wells in compliance with the State Engineer's rules and regulations, and pumping from 

the Compact Compliance Wells will be measured in accordance with those rules and 

regulations and will be provided to the Division of Water Resources for inclusion in the 

RRCA Groundwater Model in accordance with Subsection III.B.1.k of the FSS. Terms 

and conditions requiring measurement of withdrawals by totalizing flow meters and 

including the pumping in the RRCA Groundwater Model are incorporated into the 

proposed resolution to approve the augmentation plan and revised RRCA Accounting 

Procedures for the CCP. 

As a term and condition of the change of the groundwater rights to the Compact 

Compliance Wells, the RRWCD WAE agreed that diversions from any individual 

Compact Compliance Well shall be limited to no more than 2,500 acre-feet per year. 

This limit was included here and in the proposed resolution to address concerns that the 

future drawdowns under the CCP operations might be significantly different than the 

historical drawdowns. 

Colorado proposes that banking of ground water be permitted in accordance with 

the CGWC's rules and regulations; however, the banking reserve would not override the 

provisions for calculating the Projected Delivery or the minimum annual delivery of 

4,000 acre-feet in the proposed resolution. Under the CGWC's rules and regulations, 
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the RRWCD WAE can be authorized to use a three-year banking reserve, which would 

allow the RRWCD WAE to initiate a banking reserve for consumptive use water that is 

not pumped, subject to limits in the CGWC's rules and regulations. The amount of 

water in the banking reserve is then available for withdrawals in future years, but the 

banking reserve is limited to an amount equal to three times the difference between the 

maximum annual permitted appropriation and the average annual historical withdrawal. 

For the CCP groundwater rights, the banking reserve would be limited to 30,996 

acre-feet (23,391 ac-ft - 13,059 ac-ft x 3), but the amount that could be withdrawn in 

any year is limited to the maximum annual appropriation of 23,391 acre-feet per year. 

However, the physical limitations of the pipeline and wells itself provide for a maximum 

ability to divert 25,000 acre-feet per year. Further, while that much could be 

theoretically withdrawn from the banking reserve in any year, Colorado agrees that the 

Augmentation Water Supply Credit will be limited as set forth in paragraph 3 of the 

resolution. 

2.2. Proposed Augmentation Plan and Related Accounting Procedures 

Groundwater pumped by the Compact Compliance Wells will be delivered 

through collector pipelines to a storage tank and then by a main pipeline to the North 

Fork of the Republican River a short distance upstream from the streamflow gage at the 

Colorado-Nebraska state line (USGS gaging station number 06823000, North Fork 

Republican River at the Colorado-Nebraska State Line). The locations of the Compact 

Compliance Wells, the collector pipelines, and the main pipeline are shown in Figure 4. 

Colorado's proposed revisions to the RRCA Accounting Procedures for the CCP 

provide that the discharges from the CCP will be measured at the outfall structure and 

subtracted from the gaged flow of the North Fork of the Republican River to calculate 

the Augmentation Water Supply Credit to the North Fork of the Republican River in 

Colorado. The proposed revisions to the RRCA Accounting Procedures further provide 

that the amount of the discharge to the North Fork of the Republican River from the 

CCP will be the Augmentation Water Supply Credit for the purpose of offsetting stream 

depletions to the North Fork of the Republican River to comply with Colorado's Compact 

Allocations. 

2.3. Operation of the Compact Compliance Pipeline 

Based on the delivery schedule agreed to with Nebraska and discussions with 

Kansas, the CCP will be operated as follows: 
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1. Accounting for deliveries will start January 1 of each year. 

2. Colorado will begin deliveries on January 1 and will make a minimum annual 
delivery of 4,000 acre-feet during the months of January through March. 

3. Colorado will calculate and provide notice to the Kansas and Nebraska RRCA 
Members by April 1, of the Projected Delivery as provided in the Colorado 
resolution. Unless Colorado determines by April 1 that it will not be able to 
deliver additional required augmentation water in October through December, 
Colorado shall stop deliveries at the end of March. If Colorado anticipates that 
deliveries in the months of November and December will not be sufficient for 
Compact compliance, Colorado will maximize deliveries first in January, then 
sequentially in the months of February, March, and April. Deliveries will be made 
in May only if there is reason to believe that additional deliveries in the months of 
October through December will not be sufficient for Compact compliance. 

4. No later than September 1st. Colorado will gather provisional hydrologic data for 
the months of January through August of the same year and will estimate the 
amount of deliveries needed for Compact compliance for the remainder of the 
year after accounting for the deliveries earlier in the year. Colorado will then 
maximize any additional water deliveries first in the month of December, then 
sequentially in November, and October. 

Because the final accounting for determining Compact compliance is not done 

until after the compact year is completed and because Colorado's allocations and 

computed beneficial consumptive use are dependent upon such factors as runoff, the 

amount of pumping, precipitation, and crop evapotranspiration, Colorado cannot know 

the precise amount of augmentation water that will needed in any given year. However, 

because Compact accounting is done on a five-year running average, Colorado will 

know the accounting for the previous four years and will know whether there is a deficit 

in the prior four years that will need to be made up in the coming year in addition to the 

delivery required for the coming year. 

Colorado has agreed to make a minimum annual delivery of 4,000 acre-feet from 

the CCP and, assuming there is no deficit to be made up, will deliver the 4,000 acre-feet 

in January, February, and March. Colorado will then collect preliminary data for 

Compact accounting for the current year and, by no later than September 1, will update 

the projected delivery required for the remainder of the year. If additional deliveries are 

required, Colorado will then schedule them in October, November, and December. If 

there is a deficit to be made up, Colorado will determine if additional deliveries need to 

be made in April or May in addition to deliveries that will be made in October, 

November, and December. In the first years of operation, Colorado will have a large 

deficit; however, deliveries are limited by the historical consumptive use of the 

groundwater rights for the CCP. Thus, the maximum amount of water that Colorado 
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could deliver in the first four years of operation of the CCP is approximately 13,000 

acre-feet per year, or a maximum of 52,000 over the four year period. Even assuming 

these deliveries resulted in Colorado having no deficit at the beginning of the fifth year, 

Colorado would still be obligated to deliver a minimum of 4,000 acre-feet in the fifth 

year. By September 1, most of the irrigation pumping during the year is completed and 

preliminary data are available for the portion of the year that is most critical in 

determining beneficial consumptive use. Thus, no later than September 1, Colorado 

can update the earlier Projected Delivery and produce a better estimate of the Projected 

Delivery that will be required for the year, and this method of operating the CCP and the 

minimum delivery of 4,000 acre-feet per year are intended to avoid large over or under 

deliveries in any given year. The provision for a minimum delivery of 4,000 acre-feet 

per year is also designed to address concerns that Colorado would make large over

deliveries in wet years and no deliveries in dry years. 

As with the operation of any facility of this size, operational and structural 

problems could prevent the CCP from operating in the precise manner described above, 

but Colorado has agreed to consult with Nebraska prior to December 31 51 of the year 

preceding the scheduled deliveries and Colorado and the RRWCD WAE together have 

agreed to consult with Nebraska as needed to coordinate the timing and volume of 

deliveries to the North Fork of the Republican River. 

2.4. Proposed Revisions to the RRCA Accounting Procedures and Terms and 
Conditions for Operation of the CCP 

Colorado's proposed revisions to the RRCA Accounting Procedures are attached 

to the proposed RRCA resolution. For the CCP, Colorado proposes that the Computed 

Beneficial Consumptive Use of the Corn pact Compliance Wells, specifically the ground 

water impacts of these wells upon the stream system, will be determined by use of the 

RRCA Groundwater Model as the difference in streamflows using two runs of the 

model, as specified Section III.D.1 of the RRCA Accounting Procedures and Reporting 

Requirements. Terms and conditions on pumping from the Compact Compliance Wells 

are discussed in Sections 2.1.1 and 2.1.2. 

The ground water pumped by the Compact Compliance Wells will be delivered to 

a storage tank by collector pipelines and then delivered by the main transmission 

pipeline to the North Fork of the Republican River through an outfall structure located a 

short distance upstream from the streamflow gage at the Colorado-Nebraska state line 

(USGS gaging station number 06823000, North Fork Republican River at the Colorado-
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Nebraska State Line). Discharges from the Colorado CCP will be measured by a 

Parshall flume at the outlet structure. 

Colorado's proposed revisions to the RRCA Accounting Procedures provide that 

these discharges will be subtracted from the gaged flow of the North Fork of the 

Republican River to calculate the Annual Virgin Water Supply and that the discharges to 

the North Fork of the Republican River from the Colorado CCP will be credited against 

depletions in the North Fork sub-basin for purposes of demonstrating sub-basin 

compliance with Compact Allocations. Likewise, Colorado's proposed revisions to the 

RRCA Accounting Procedures provide that these discharges will be the Augmentation 

Credit for the purpose of offsetting stream depletions to comply with the State of 

Colorado's Compact Allocations and shall be counted as a credit/offset against the 

Computed Beneficial Consumptive use of water allocated to Colorado. 

3.0 NEED FOR THE CCP 

Although the RRCA has not approved the final accounting for all of these years, 

the approximate amount that Colorado exceeded its Compact allocations for the years 

2003-2008 is shown in Figure 5. Figure 6 shows the components of Colorado's 

average annual computed beneficial consumptive use for the years 2003-2007. As 

shown in Figure 6, stream depletions from groundwater pumping are the largest 

component of Colorado's average annual computed beneficial consumptive use. 

Figure 7 shows a projection of the annual amounts Colorado's statewide 

Compact allocation is exceeded for two scenarios, with current pumping and eliminating 

all pumping. As shown in the graph, Colorado's computed beneficial consumptive use 

exceeds Colorado's Statewide Compact allocations 25 years in the future even when all 

pumping is eliminated. 

Figure 8 shows how Colorado can achieve Compact compliance with the CCP. 

In addition to the CCP deliveries, Figure 8 shows the effect of other actions Colorado 

and the RRWCD WAE have or could take to assist with Compact compliance. The 

projection of the amounts Colorado's Compact allocation is exceeded with current 

pumping is the same as shown on Figure 7. The annual bars on Figure 8 show the 

effects of 1) the elimination of beneficial consumptive use from irrigation with surface 

water rights, 2) draining Bonny Reservoir to eliminate the beneficial consumptive use 

resulting from evaporation of water stored in the reservoir and seepage losses to the 

Ogallala Aquifer, and 3) the operation of the CCP. Colorado can achieve Compact 
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compliance under the projection made for this scenario with the combination of actions 

shown in Figure 8. However, as shown in Figure 7, Colorado cannot achieve Compact 

compliance in the next 25 years without the CCP, absent a dramatic change in the 

hydrology of the basin in Colorado. 

The State of Colorado exceeded its compact allocation by approximately 11,000 

ac-ft/yr for period of 2003-2007. In order to comply with Colorado's Compact 

Allocations, the RRWCD WAE has purchased ground water rights that were historically 

used for irrigation in the Republican River Basin in Colorado and has constructed the 

Colorado CCP to deliver ground water pumped under these rights to the North Fork of 

the Republican River through an outlet structure located a short distance upstream from 

the Colorado-Kansas State line. This is the stream gage location where the Virgin 

Water Supply of the North Fork and Colorado stream depletions on the North Fork are 

calculated under the RRCA Accounting Procedures. 

The Compact Compliance Wells are located in the area of the Ogallala Aquifer in 

Colorado that has the greatest saturated thickness. The wells typically have 250 to 300 

feet of saturated thickness. The well field is also located in the sand hills region of 

Colorado, which has the highest recharge rates of any location in the Republican River 

Basin in Colorado. The location of the Compact Compliance Wells was selected to 

ensure a long-term water supply as water levels decline. 

4.0 CLARIFICATIONS AND REVISIONS TO ADDRESS THE ARBITRATOR'S 
2010 FINAL DECISION 

During the 2010 arbitration, Kansas raised eight deficiencies in the Colorado 

CCP proposal ("Colorado's Proposal"), which were addressed by the Arbitrator in the 

Final Decision. The objections were: (1) the augmentation water to be delivered to the 

North Fork of the Republican River was not included in the RRCA ("Republican River 

Compact Administration") Groundwater Model; (2) the Colorado Proposal did not 

address Colorado's failure to meet the sub-basin non-impairment requirement in the 

South Fork sub-basin; (3) the limitations set forth in the Colorado Resolution were 

insufficient to require augmentation deliveries on a reliable basis and left those 

deliveries to Colorado's discretion; (4) the Colorado Proposal lacked "temporal limits"; 

(5) the States had not conducted a detailed review of Colorado's proposed changes to 

the RRCA Accounting Procedures; (6) Colorado's "catch-up" provisions were 

inadequate; (7) Colorado had not explained the reasons for adding language to the 

Resolution that would allow future augmentation deliveries to increase to 25,000 acre-
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feet per year; and (8) Colorado and Nebraska had refused to disclose the terms of their 

stipulated agreement. 

The following sections respond to the Arbitrator's rulings. 

5.0 Responses to Kansas' Objections Noted in Arbitrator's Final Decision 

5.1. Kansas' Objection Number 1: The Colorado Proposal Did Not Include the 
Augmentation Water in the RRCA Groundwater Model 

Kansas' first objection to Colorado's Proposal was that the augmentation water to 

be delivered to the North Fork of the Republican River was not included in the RRCA 

Groundwater Model. 

The States were in agreement that pumping from the Compact Compliance Wells 

would be included in the RRCA Groundwater Model to determine the net depletions 

from these wells, but disagreed on whether the RRCA Groundwater Model should be 

informed of the water delivered from the CCP. The Arbitrator reviewed Kansas' and 

Colorado's positions and noted that the expert evidence provided by Kansas had 

demonstrated that use of the CCP would result in an increase in negative pumping 

impacts and had raised a related issue regarding the treatment of transit losses 

between the point of discharge and Swanson Reservoir. The Arbitrator concluded that 

it was reasonable for Kansas to insist that such impacts be considered in calculating the 

amount of augmentation credit, whether by use of the RRCA Groundwater Model or 

through some other approach. 

Based on further discussion with Kansas, Colorado proposes that Colorado be 

given 1 00% credit for CCP deliveries as an offset to stream depletions to the North Fork 

of the Republican River, provided the deliveries are in compliance with the other terms 

and conditions of the resolution, and that the CCP deliveries be included in all runs of 

the RRCA Groundwater Model (including the "Colorado Pumping" and the "No Colorado 

Pumping" runs used to determine stream depletions), as shown in the proposed 

revisions to the RRCA Accounting Procedures. 

5.2. Kansas' Objection Number 2: The North Fork Credits Should be Limited to 
Protect Kansas' Allocation in the South Fork Sub-basin 

Kansas' second objection to Colorado's Proposal was that it would allow 

Colorado to replace its South Fork overuse on the North Fork for purposes of 

determining Compact compliance with sub-basin allocations. 
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The Arbitrator concluded that, at a minimum, the CCP proposal as presented for 

the arbitration did not clearly describe the specific limitation Colorado acknowledged 

was intended with respect to providing sub-basin credit only in the North Fork sub-basin 

and that the proposal should be clarified. She also recommended that the amount of 

augmentation credit approved for the North Fork, and subsequently applied to the 

determination of Statewide compliance, should be reasonably tied to the amount of 

estimated overuse in the North Fork. 

Colorado's proposed revisions to the RRCA Accounting Procedures have 

clarified that augmentation deliveries to the North Fork from the Pipeline will be credited 

only against stream depletions in the North Fork sub-basin in Table 4A of the RRCA 

Accounting Procedures and will not be credited against stream depletions in the South 

Fork of the Republican River. (Table 4A is used to determine Colorado's compliance 

with the sub-basin non-impairment requirement.) 

Kansas also objected to Colorado's CCP Proposal because it did not address the 

sub-basin non-impairment requirement on the South Fork of the Republican River. To 

address Kansas' concern about Colorado's compliance with the South Fork sub-basin 

non-impairment requirement, the Colorado State Engineer ordered Bonny Reservoir to 

be drained and has proposed revisions to the RRCA Groundwater Model accounting for 

Bonny Reservoir. That proposal and a resolution are before the RRCA 

contemporaneously with the CCP proposal and resolution. 

5.3. Kansas' Objection Number 3: The Operational Limits in Colorado's 
Proposal Are Insufficient 

Kansas' third objection to Colorado's Proposal was that the limitations set forth in 

the Colorado Resolution were insufficient to require such deliveries on a reliable basis 

and instead left those deliveries to Colorado's discretion. 

The Arbitrator reviewed Kansas' concerns and Colorado's responses concerning 

operation of the CCP and concluded, at a minirnurn, that the specific additional 

operation details should be integrated into a single, unified CCP Proposal and that 

clarification was also needed regarding substantive standards and operational limits in 

response to the questions raised by Kansas. 

Colorado has revised the Colorado Proposal regarding the operational details 

and limits for projected deliveries based on the Arbitrator's recommendations. 
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There was little or no disagreement between Kansas and Colorado on the basic 

procedure that would be used to estimate the projected Pipeline deliveries each year. 

The status of Colorado's compliance with its allocations in the prior four years would be 

considered and a projection would be made of the amount of the deliveries required for 

the current year. The status of Colorado's compliance over the prior four years will be 

more or less known at the beginning of the current year (although the final accounting 

for the prior four years will not have been completed). The more difficult problem is 

making a projection of the deliveries required for the current year because Colorado's 

allocations and computed beneficial consumptive use are not known at the beginning of 

the year and are determined by the hydrology during the year. 

To address concerns that Colorado would over-deliver a large amount of 

augmentation water in one year and then little or no augmentation water in the 

succeeding four years, Colorado agreed to make a minimum annual delivery of 4,000 

acre-feet. By April 1, Colorado will make a projection of deliveries for the year based on 

any deficit from the prior four years and the minimum annual delivery of 4,000 acre-feet. 

No later than September 1st, Colorado will gather provisional hydrologic data for the 

months of January through August of the year and will update the estimate of the 

amount of deliveries needed for Compact compliance for the remainder of the year after 

accounting for the deliveries earlier in the year. These operational details are 

incorporated into the revised Colorado resolution. 

Colorado had proposed a limit on the augmentation water supply credit based on 

a "Projected Delivery." Colorado has revised how the Projected Delivery will be 

estimated consistent with the presentation during the 2010 arbitration. 

5.4. Kansas' Objection Number 4: The Colorado Resolution Lacked "Temporal 
Limits" 

Kansas objected to the Colorado CCP Proposal because it did not include 

"temporal limits". Kansas asserted that the Ogallala aquifer of eastern Colorado, which 

is the source of augmentation supply for the CCP, is finite and exhaustible and is not 

sustainable at current rates of water level declines. Colorado asserted that water level 

declines in the area would diminish in the future as irrigated lands at the edge of the 

aquifer went out of production and that the CCP would have an indefinite life span. 

The Arbitrator reviewed both States' positions and concluded that some type of 

time limit or periodic review should be included and recommended that an initial 
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approval for a period of 20 years would be appropriate and should include provisions for 

on-going periodic review with assurances that the CCP may continue in operation 

unless there is a substantial change in basin conditions demonstrating the 

augmentation plan is not sustainable. 

Colorado has incorporated the Arbitrator's recommendation for an initial 20-year 

approval after the CCP begins operation and periodic review every 20 years thereafter, 

with the provision that the CCP may continue in operation unless there is a substantial 

change in basin conditions demonstrating that the augmentation plan is not sustainable. 

5.5. Kansas' Objection Number 5: Colorado's Proposed Changes for the RRCA 
Accounting Procedures Were Incomplete and Required Further Review 

Kansas asserted that the States had not conducted a detailed review of 

Colorado's proposed changes to the RRCA Accounting Procedures. 

The Arbitrator concluded that the specific changes Colorado had proposed to the 

RRCA Accounting Procedures were complete for the purposes of implementing the 

CCP Plan as proposed, but that further changes would be needed to incorporate 

recommended changes in order to allow for final approval. 

Colorado has revised the proposed changes to the RRCA Accounting 

Procedures based on the Arbitrator's recommendations and further discussions with 

Kansas, and Kansas will have an opportunity to review them before action is taken by 

the RRCA on Colorado's proposed resolution. 

5.6. Kansas' Objection Number 6: Colorado's Proposed "Catch-Up" Provisions 
Were Unreasonable 

Kansas expressed concern that the "catch-up" provisions Colorado had proposed 

had not been the subject of any sustained discussion among the States prior to the 

arbitration and were not reasonable. 

The Arbitrator concluded that there was nothing inherently wrong with the 

methodology Colorado had developed for determining projected deliveries and for 

making subsequent adjustments in the following year to reflect its actual compliance 

obligations, but said that the essence of Kansas' objection to the so-called "catch-up" 

provisions was its underlying concern about the potential for under- or over-deliveries 

under the augmentation plan. The Arbitrator concluded that the CCP proposal was 

deficient in its current form because it did not adequately incorporate into a single, 
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integrated proposal all of the operational details and limits that Colorado had described 

and relied upon at trial, including the "catch-up" provision. 

Colorado has revised the Colorado resolution based on the Arbitrator's 

recommendations to include a required minimum delivery to address concerns 

regarding the potential for under- or over-deliveries under the augmentation plan. 

5.7. Kansas' Objection Number 7: Colorado's Proposed Expansion of its 
Augmentation Plan Was Unreasonable and Must Be Separately Approved 
by the RRCA 

Kansas expressed concern that the proposed Colorado resolution would allow its 

augmentation to increase to 25,000 acre-feet per year, which was far greater than the 

amount by which Colorado had exceeded its Compact Allocation. Kansas insisted that 

any plans to expand the water supply must be separately approved by the RRCA. 

Paragraph 6 of the previously proposed Colorado resolution provided that 

Colorado could acquire additional groundwater rights to be pumped through the 

Compact Compliance Wells upon the terms and conditions of the resolution; however, it 

required Colorado to file a notice identifying the additional groundwater rights and gave 

RRCA members sixty days from the notice to object to the addition of groundwater 

rights. If there was an objection, the notice would be treated as an application for 

approval of an augmentation plan. 

The Arbitrator concluded that the approach proposed by Colorado offered 

essentially the same procedural safeguard that Kansas asserted was lacking and that 

the Colorado plan was sufficient in this regard and no further changes were needed. 

While the Arbitrator concluded that no further changes were needed, Colorado 

has revised its proposal regarding the addition of additional groundwater rights based 

on further discussions with Kansas (see Resolution,~ 11 ). 

5.8. Kansas' Objection Number 8: Colorado and Nebraska's Refusal to 
Disclose the Terms of a Stipulated Agreement was Unreasonable and 
Required that the CCP be rejected 

Kansas asserted that Colorado and Nebraska's refusal to disclose the terms of a 

stipulated agreement was unreasonable and required that the CCP be rejected. 

The Arbitrator concluded that the refusal by Colorado and Nebraska to disclose 

the terms of the stipulated agreement did not mandate that the CCP proposal be 

rejected and that in the absence of a motion to compel production of the document, it 
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was not necessary to deal directly with this issue in the arbitration proceedings. This 

issue is now moot because the stipulated agreement has been produced to Kansas. 

5.9. Revised Colorado Resolution 

The revised resolution for the RRCA to approve the Colorado CCP is submitted 
contemporaneously to the RRCA with this Application. 

6.0 ENGINEERING ANALYSIS FOR THE COLORADO COMPACT COMPLIANCE 
PIPELINE 

At the present time, Colorado has estimated that at least 4,000 acre-feet of water 

per year needs to be supplied by the Colorado CCP to meet Colorado's Compact 

statewide allocation, and Colorado has agreed with Nebraska that it will make a 

minimum delivery of 4,000 acre-feet during the months of January through March. The 

other terms agreed to be Colorado and Nebraska are set forth in the Joint Notice of 

Stipulation filed in the arbitration before Martha Pagel, Arbitrator. A copy of the Joint 

Notice of Stipulation is attached as Appendix B. 

The initial capacity of the main transmission pipeline is 3,000 acre-feet per 

month. 

Second, to address Kansas' concern that the CCP proposal would allow 

Colorado to replace South Fork overuse with augmentation flow delivered to the North 

Fork for purposes of determining Compact compliance with sub-basin allocations, the 

Colorado State Engineer has ordered Bonny Reservoir to be drained to reduce 

Colorado's beneficial consumptive use in the South Fork sub-basin. 

6.1. Water Quality 

All of the streamflow in the North Fork of the Republican River, with the exception 

of occasional rainstorm events, is derived from ground water inflow from the Ogallala 

Aquifer. The Colorado CCP will deliver ground water from the Ogallala aquifer to the 

North Fork of the Republican River at an outlet structure a short distance upstream from 

the Colorado-Nebraska State line. Table 2 represents the ground water quality of the 

Ogallala aquifer relative to the water quality standards for the North Fork of the 

Republican River, as published by the Colorado Water Quality Control Commission. 

The water quality of the Ogallala Aquifer meets or exceeds drinking water standards. 

Thus, the water quality of ground water for the Republican River Compact Compliance 
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Pipeline is appropriate for delivery to the North Fork of the Republican River to offset 

stream depletions. 

6.2. Colorado CCP Design and Construction 

The RRWCD WAE contracted with GEl Consultants to prepare a preliminary 

feasibility study for the design of a compact compliance pipeline. The $50,000 study 

was completed in January of 2008. Based on the recommendations in the preliminary 

report, the RRWCD WAE contracted with GEl Consultants to proceed with the final 

design of the Colorado CCP. The final design was completed in 2008, and construction 

of the Colorado CCP was completed in 2012. 

The well field to pump ground water consists of 8 wells numbered A2 through AS 

and 85 as shown in Figure 4. The design of the Colorado CCP allows for an additional 

7 wells numbered A 1, and 82 through 84, 86, and 87 in Figure 4 to be connected as 

needed. The RRWCD has agreed that pumping from any individual Compact 

Compliance Wells will not exceed 2,500 acre-feet per year, and this limitation was 

incorporated into the Colorado Ground Water CGWC's approval of the change of the 

ground water rights. 

Water pumped from the individual wells is collected in a series of collector 

pipelines that vary in size from 12" to 24." The water is then conveyed to a 140,000 

gallon re-regulating storage tank. The storage tank provides reserve capacity allowing 

the main pipeline to operate for 11 minutes at two-thirds capacity with no inflow to the 

tank from the well field. The storage tank also provides protection of the main pipeline 

from surges and negative pressures that could develop if the main pipeline were 

connected directly to the well field collection system. 

From the storage tank water flows by gravity through the main transmission 

pipeline approximately 12.7 miles to the North Fork of the Republican River. The 

alignment of the pipeline is shown on Figure 4. 

Releases from the tank are regulated by a discharge valve located at the end of 

the transmission pipeline, and an electromagnetic flow meter is located just upstream of 

the discharge valve. The electromagnetic flow meter readings may be used in 

conjunction with turbine flow meters at each supply well to monitor the pipeline for 

leakage. A SCADA system is used to monitor and operate the wells and pipeline. The 

main transmission pipeline is designed so that additional wells may be added to the 
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project to increase the pipeline capacity to approximately 25,000 acre-feet per year. The 

pipeline is buried with minimum cover of three feet above the crown of the pipe. Access 

manholes, air release valves, and drain valves have been provided at appropriate 

locations along the pipeline. 

The Colorado CCP was tested in 2012, and is currently functional and capable of 

delivering water; however, the water rights for the CCP are currently under lease for 

irrigation use. Therefore, deliveries will not begin until January 2014 at the earliest. 

7.0 REQUEST FOR APPROVAL 

The State of Colorado on behalf of the RRWCD WAE requests that the RRCA 

approve the revised augmentation plan and related accounting procedures for the 

Colorado CCP described above under Subsection III.B.1.k of the Final Settlement 

Stipulation. A proposed resolution for approval of the Colorado CCP that incorporates 

terms and conditions consistent with the State of Nebraska's approval of the Colorado 

CCP Project and revisions based on the Arbitrator's Final Decision and discussions with 

Kansas is submitted contemporaneously to the RRCA with this Application. Because 

Colorado's compliance with the sub-basin non-impairment requirement in the Final 

Settlement Stipulation (Art. IV. B) for the South Fork of the Republican River was raised 

by the State of Kansas as an issue during the 2010 arbitration, the Colorado State 

Engineer ordered Bonny Reservoir to be drained to reduce the beneficial consumptive 

use charged to Colorado under the RRCA Accounting Procedures so as not to impair 

the ability of Kansas to use its South Fork sub-basin allocation within the South Fork 

sub-basin. To properly reflect the change in operation of Bonny Dam and Reservoir, 

Colorado is separately submitting a proposed resolution to change the representation of 

Bonny Reservoir in the RRCA Groundwater Model. 
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Table 2 
Comparison of stream water quality in the North Fork to the ground water quality in the 

Ogallala Formation. 

Surface Water Classification and Associated In-Stream or Drinking Water Standards ''1 

Classifications: 
Aquatic Life -· Cold Water 1 N/A 
Recreation ~~ 1 a N/A 
Water Supply- Agriculture N/A 
Physical and Biological Standards: 
Dissolved Oxygen = 6.0 mgil 0.2 to 8.6 mgil; 50%> 5.4 mgil 
pH= 6.5-9.0 7.0- 7.9 
F eca I coliforms 200/100 ml 
E Coli- 126/100 ml 
Inorganic Standards: 
Ammonia (acute)- Table Value Standard (TVS) 
Ammonia (chronic)- 0.02 mgil 0.01 to 0.244 mgil; 50%< 0.015 mgil 
Chlorine (acute) 0.019 mgil 
Chlorine (chronic)- 0.011 mgil 
Cyanide 0.005 mgil 
Sulfide = 0.002 mgil 
Boron - 0. 75 mgil Dissolved boron: 20- 130 ~gil 
Nitrate N02 - 0.05 mgil < 0.01 mgil 

Nitrate N03 -10 mgil 1.1 to8.9 mgil 

Chloride = 250 mgil 1.4 to 29.5 mgil 
Sulfate - 250 mgil 5.5 to 95.7 mgil 
Total Dissolved Solids- 500 mgil 219 to 461 mgil 
Metal Standards: 
Arsenic (acute) 50 ~gil (total recoverable) Dissolved arsenic: <5-12 ~gil 
Cadmium (acute)- TVS (trout) 
Cadmium (chronic) TVS 
Trivalent Chromium (acute)- 50 ~gil (total) 
Hexavalent Chromium (acute/chronic)- TVS 
Copper (acute/chronic) - 1.3 moil Dissolved copper: <5-35 ~gil 
Iron (chronic)= 300 ugil Dissolved iron: <3-60 ugil 
Iron (chronic) -1000 ~gil (total recoverable) 
Lead (acute/chronic)- TVS (dissolved 15ugil) Dissolved lead <5 ~qil 
Manganese (acute/chronic)- TVS (dissolved 50~gil) Dissolved manganese <3-40 ug/1 
Manganese (chronic)- WS (dissolved) 
Mercury (chronic) - 0.01 ug/1 (total} 
Nickel (acute/chronic) TVS 
Selenium( acute/chronic}- TVS (dissolved 50 ~gil} Dissolved selenium: <5 IJg/1 
Silver (acute) = TVS 
Zinc (acute/chronic}- TVS Dissolved Zinc< 5-124 ~gil 

Notes: 

1. Stream classifications and water quality standards obtained from a report by David Litke, U.S. Geological Survey, and Historical Water-Quality 
Data for the High Plains Regional Ground-Water Study Area (1930- 1998) or from CDPHE/WQCC- Colorado Primary Drinking Water Standards. 

2. Blanks indicate data that were not reported in the reference. 

3. Reported ground water quality data is from Litke, USGS {see Note 1). 

Page 15of21 
Tables for RRCA Mar 2008 Report.xls,Table 2,3/6/2008, JES 
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Figure 6 
Components of Historical Consumptive Use In Colorado 

(Average for 2003-2007) 
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Figure 7 
Projected Compact Compliance under Current Pumping and No Pumping 

Conditions 
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Note: The current pumping conditions projection assumes projected pumping conditions are equal to the average pumping for the 1999-2008 period and 
the precipitation recharge is equal to the 1918-2008 average. The amount the compact allocation is exceeded is based on the average value for the 2003-
2007 period and does not reflect the 2,500 ac-fUyr reduction in Colorado's consumptive use from the surface water rights purchased by Colorado. 
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Figure 8 
Projected Compact Compliance with Compact Compliance Pipeline in 

Operation 
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Note: The current pumping conditions projection assumes projected pumping conditions are equal to the average pumping for the 1999-2008 period and the 
precipitation recharge is equal to the 1918-2008 average. The amount the compact allocation is exceeded under current pumping conditions is based on the 
average value for the 2003-2007 period and does not reflect the 2,500 ac-ftlyr reduction in Colorado's consumptive use from the surface water rights 
purchased by Colorado. 
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Appendix A 

SANDIIILLS GROUND WATER iVI;\Nt\GE~'ILcNT 
DISTRICT 

CONCERNIN(i THE I'XI'URT AI'I'I.ICATION 01-
TIII: REPUBLICAN RIVER WATER 
CONSERV;\TION DISTRIC'J'. acting by and through its 
Wi\TER ACTIVITY ENTERPRISE 

FINDINGS OF FACT, CONCLUSIONS OF LAW, AND DECISION 

This matter came on ror hearing on January 24. 2012, bdorc the Board or Directors 
("Board") or the Sanclhills Ground Water Management District ("GWMIT or ''District") on the 
ctpplication or the Republican l<iwr \V"tc•r Cunserv.,tion District. acting by and through its Water 
Activity Enterprise ("RR WCIY'). to usc ground "ater outside· the boundaries or the Sandhi lis 
UWMD. 

Having considet·ed the application and the evidence prcscntcd, the Sandhills GWiviD 
Board makes the following findings o!' fact. conclusions or law. and decision: 

I. The RRWCD initially submitted a letter dated February 25,2008, to the Board 
requesting authorization and approval to usc ground water under specified ground water rights 
outside the boundaries orthc District I(H' the sole purpooc or oi'J'setting stream depletions to the 
Republican River and its tributaries in order to comply ll'ith the State o!'C'olorado's allocations 
under the Republican River Compact ("Compact") and the Finn! Scnlcmcnt Stipulation ("FSS") 
in 1\ansas r•. Nebraska and Colorado. No. 126. Original (U.S. Supreme Court). RR WC'D lcxh. I. 
The RR WC'I) requested a hearing on its rcqucoa at the Board's earliest convenience. hi. 

2. !\t that time of' the initial request. the RR \\'CD had entered into an agreement to 
purchase ground water rights in the District, had applied I(Jr a $60 million loan ii·om !he 
Colorado Water Conservation Board ("CWCB") to purchase the ground water rights and to build 
a pipeline to deliver ground water !'rom c'isting \\'ells in the District to the North Fork of the 
Republican River ("Pipeline project") and had lilcd applications with the Colorado Ground 
Water Commission ("Commission") to change the usc of the ground 1\'ater rights to be purchased 
to Compa(.:l Complianr..;c w~lls and had rcqucst~...·d ~~ variant.:c from ~.:t:rlain Commission Rules to 
consolidate the \Veils to n.:clucc the cost ol· constructing und operating the Pipeline project. 
RRWCD bh. I. 

3. The District is a ground \\'~llt.'r m:uHJgl'l11C!H distriCl j\.}rmcd under the rroYisiom; or 
the Colorauo Ground Wawr Management 1\ct ("i\ct") and IJ:\S the powers provided in the t\ct. $ 
37-90-101 through 135. C.R.S. 
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Appendix A 

4. Section 37-90-130{2)(0. C.R.S., of' the Act pro,·ides that the District has the 
authority to regulate thl.! USC', control. and cons<:rvation or the ground water or the District 
covered by any well pcrmil. including the authorit) ··jqo pmhibil. ai'lcr an<mling an opporlunity 
t'or a hearing bc!'orc the board nftht: Jocul district and presentation oJ'cviJencc, the usc of ground 
wa\cr outside the boundaries oJ'thc district where such usc materially nJTeets the rights acquired 
by permit by an)' owner or operator of' land within the distric1." 

5. t\tthc time of the RIZ WCl)'s February 28. 1008 initial request, the Board had 
adopted Rules, Regulations, and Guidelines ("Rules"). which included a rule prohibiting removal 
oJ' ground water fi·mn the District unless ituthority is lirst obtained rrom the Board a tier a 
hearing. District Rule 3. The Board did not huld a hearing on the RR WCD's initial export 
request at that time because the RR WCD did not know the crcditth:1t Colorado would receive ror 
the Pipeline deliveries to of'lset stream depletions under the Compnct, and tho RR WCD agreed lo 
postpone the hearing unti I more was known about this issue. 

6. The Stales ol Kansas, Nebraska. and Color;1Jo entered into the FSS as of 
December 15. 2002, 10 resolve pending litigation in the U.S. Supreme Court regarding the 
Compact. RRWCD Esh. 7 at p. ~- The Special ~·laster and the U.S. Supreme Court 
subscgucnily approved the FSS. Kansas v. Nebraska am/ Colorado, 538 U.S. 720 (2003). In 
Subsection Ill./\ or the FSS, the Stales oJ'Kansc1s. Nebraska, and Colorado adopted a moratorium 
on new wells. with ccnuin exceptions set J'orth in subsection III.B or the FSS. 

7. Subsection !II.B. l.k <>fthc' FSS pro,·idcs that the moratorium shall not apply to 
wells acquired or constructed by a Stutc lor the sole purpose or o!Tselling stream depletions in 
order to comply with its Compact ;II locations, provided thm such wells shall not cause any new 
net depletion to stream llow eithc'r anmmlly or long term. Subsection I II.B. I .K further provides 
that augmentation plans and related accounting pnH:~durcs umkr this subsection shall be.' 
approved by the Republican River Compact i\dministration ("RRCi\") prior to implementation. 

8. In March, 2008. the State or Colormlo and the RR WCD subminccl an application 
to the RRC/1 seeking approval or an augmcmation phm and rclntcd changes to the RRCi\ 
Accounting Procedures !'or the Pipeline project. which provided thm Colorado would receive 
100% <:reditf(>r Pipeline dcJi,cries to tile Nonh Fork of the Republican River to ot'f'sct stream 
depletions. 

~, In 1\ugust. 2009, Colorado suhmincd a proposed resolution to the RRC!\ to 
approve an augmentation plan and rdatccl changes to the RRC'i\ Accounting Procedures for the 
Pipeline project. 

I 0. r\1 the RRC!\ annual meeting in J\ugust, 2009, the Kansas and Nebraska RRC;\ 
members voted agninst Colorado ·s proposed resolution. and Colorado initiated non-binding 
arbitration pursuant to tile FSS. RR WCD Exh. 9 at 2. 

11. !3cforc the arbitrntiun hearing. Colorado and l\ebraska -:ntcrl:d in ton slipu!ntion 
in which Nebra~k•1 agreed to suppl>rt Colorado's Pipeline resolution. subject to k·rms concerning 
the operation oi'thc l'ipclinc project. RR WCD 1·:;-;h. 8: RR WC'D r:xh. 9 at 2. 

2 
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12. Following a hearing in .lui)•, 20IO.thc' ,\rbitrator selected by the States issued a 
Final Decision on the Pipeline project dispute on October 7, 2010. in which the Arbitrator 
concluded thatl(ansas had not arbitrarily withheld its approval o!"thc Pipeline project, but also 
concluded that the Pipeline projccL in general. provided a reasonable and necessary approach ror 
mt:eting Colorado's Comp~1ct obligations and. with the chnngcs recommended in the Final 
Decision, slated that the Pipeline project should be approved. RR WCD bh. 9 at pp. 21-22. 
Colorado anti Kansas disagreed as to \\hcther the RI\C!\ grmmtl 1vater mntlcl should be used to 
e<~lculatc the credit that Colorado mndd receive fl>l·thc Pipeline dcli1·cries. lhc Arbitrator 
agn:ed that the expert evidence provided by Colorado wus convincing in clcn1onstrating that 
discharge !i·om the Pipeline can and should be measured. rather than modeled, but eoncludcdthat 
the expert evidence provided by Kansas demonstrated thm the Pipeline would result in an 
increase in .. negative pumping impacts:· und thereby provide a long-term ndditional benefit to 
Colorado to the detriment o!" Kansas. hi. at I 0. The Arbitrator recognized possible options. and 
recommended a l 0%) reduction in credit for Pipeline deliveries ~IS a reasonable rcllcction of the 
potent in] impact bnscd on seasonal dc!h·crie:-:. /d ill 11. 

13. Because or a concern thm the Colorado Legislature would take the CWCI3 loan 
funds for the Pipeline project !"or other purposes because ol" budget short lid Is, the RR WCD Board 
o!" Directors proceeded with the purchase or the ground water rights lor the Pipeline project. 
which was cornpktccl on .lunc 19. 200'!. RR WCD Lxh. I 0. and construction of the Pipeline 
projcct,whi<;h began in September. 2011. 1\RWCI) hh. 13. 

14. In 2011. the Board proposed an additional rule to supplement the District's 
e:\isling Rule 17, to add more dL:taikd pron:dund rcquin.!mcnts to clari!'y how e:'\port applications 
would be processed by the District. 

15. On August 16. 20 I I. in accordance with proposed Rule 17;\, the RR WCD 
submitted nn i-lpplication for export of water c\.~xport application'). nn engineering report 
prepared by Slattery & Hendrix J:nginecring I.I..C in support o!"the application. evaluations by 
th!.! Stntc Engineer's Onice rcg;m.ling the nver;1ge nnnual historical \Vithdrnwals and depletions to 
the aquifer by the wells included in the Pipeline project. and legal and engineering information to 
support the export application. Fxh. I. The RR WCD also submiHcd proposed terms and 
conditions to prevent the export rmm matcri~1lly injuring the District and water users within the 
District. and supplemental terms and conditions lor the approval to export up to 500 acre recto!" 
groundwater /"rom eight Comp<1ct Compliance Wells and to deliver that water to the North Fork 
ol"thc Republican River w test the Pipeline in 2012. RR\\'CD Exhs. 3 and 4. 

16. On September 16. 2011.thc RRWCD :mel the Uis1rict entered into :111 agreement 
in which it was agreed tlwt proposed Rule 17 ;\ would apply to the RR WCD's export request 
without the need for l(nmal promulgation ol'thc Rule. and the Board agreed. in full compliance 
with the procedural steps con wined in proposed Rule 17,\. to make rc:~sonnblc crli.>rts to expedite 
the time ror holding a hearing and to issue a wrillcn decision on the c:-.:pon application in 
necordancc \Vith proposed Rule 17.t\ :md rek\·ant sU!tutcs. l:xh. 1. 

17. J\ftcr clcknnining tlwt th~.: application was !.:0111pktc. the 13oard caused notice or 
tht.! export npplic•llion to be published in ~1 newspaper with general circulation in Yuma County. 
Colorado, and allowed any person wishing tn support or object to the approval ol' the application. 

3 
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lO provide othl!r comments cum.:L"!rning the npplicution. or to rcqu(:st party SI<.JlUS. to do so in 
writing to be /lied with the District no btcr than Uctolx:r J I. 20 l l. by n time spccilied in the 
notice. kd1. 2. 

18. No objections to the .::sport ClpplicCJtion 1vcr'' received. Support l'or the csport 
application was lilcd by the Colorado i\gricultun: Pn.:scrvntion ;\ssociation. the Central Yuma 
Groundwater M:magcrncnt District. the \V-Y Ground \Vmer Managemenl District, the Boards of' 
County Commissioners ol' Lincoln ( 'ounty. Kit Carson County. Yuma County. Washington 
Coumy. Sedgwick County, Phillips County. and the Plains Ground \Vater ManCJgcmclllDistricl. 
The Frenchman Ciroundwmcr Managcmclll Dis1ric1 :md !he i\-larks llut!e Ground11·ater 
Managemcnl District requested party status J\)r the cspnrt hearing. Bill Cure. on be hal Cor Cure 
Land, requested approval or the export application if I 00% credit for water is ob1ained from the 
project under the Compact. Exhs. 4-16. 

19. The Board then set the dat(' lor a !K-arin!! to be held on the export application for 
January 2'1, 2012. at the Wauneta Fire l·!all. located north or \Vray. Culorado and within the 
District, and caused notice of !he hearing to be published in a newspaper of general circulation in 
Yuma County, Colorado. Exh. 3. The h~aring took place on.Jamt11ry 24. :w12. pursuant to the 
notice. The Board designated !'vlichacl D. Shimmin. Esq" w be the hearing onlcer to conduct the 
hearing~ but the entire 13oard was present at the h<:nring and h...::11rd all ot' the evidence and 
comments presented. Testimony and documcntnr)' cvidenc~ wn:-i prL~sented by three witn!..!sscs 
for !heRR \VCD. whit:h is summ:nizcd below. All parties \\\~1\! <!I lowed the ch:ulCc Col' cross 
examination and to present testimony. Opportunity wns also allnwL'd l(,r public comment by 
non-parties. /\ summary or the cvidctH.:e and comments prcscnkd. and the Board· s !indings 
based on th1...~ evidence and comments f()llows. 

20. Tho RRWCD is a water conserYntion district that was created by Colorado statute 
to assist the State or Colorado !1> comply with the Compacl. * 37-50-10\. -I 03. C.R.S. 

21. The RR WCD has purchased ground water rights associated with a total or 62 well 
permits. of \\'hich 61 nrc located in tht: District as described in the 1..:nginccring report. RR \VCD 
Esh. 2 at 9. and has acquired e~1scmcnts l(>r lll'tcen wells ("Compact Compliance Wells") in the 
District lor the Pipeline projccl. The RR WC:U has also acquired casements l(>r the collcc10r 
pipelines. a storage tank. the main pipeline. and the outfall structure. 

22. The RR WCD proposes to pump the hisll>ric<il eonsumptive use of some or all ur 
these groundwater rights /h)m the Compact Compliance \\'dis into a pipeline nnd deliver that 
\\•Her into the North Fork of the Republicnn Rin.:r nl..!nr the Color~1do/:-icbraskn state line as 

necessary to ort'sct stream depletions in order to comply with Cnluradu·s Compact a!locntions. 

23. The RRC';\ has not appron::d an uugmcnt~ltion plan J'or the Pipeline project at this 
timC". but Colorado hns entered into n stipu!ntion with NebrasKa that gives Co!on.H.lo J'ul! credit for 
l)ipclinc (k\ivcrics that nrc made in <H:cordunce with thL' stipu!atiDn. and Colorado is currcn!!v 111 
discussions with Kansa!:l com:t!rning the credit tlwt Cnlor<.HJo will receive ror the Pipeline · 
deliveries under the Compact. 

> iC)ICIIl\!i~lricr·~OIIIdht!h ~~II !lldiJ rwcd • L'\ JlliTl 111! 111g • .i · I:! JiJ1:1l lli <iJ'l d,<;\ 4 
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24. 1\t rhc he" ring on rhc ex pori application. !he RIZ \V('J) provided !es!imony in 
supporl or !he ex pori npplic:llion by: Dennis CoryelL l'residcn! of rhe RR WCD 13o<Jrd or 
Dircclnrs: .lames E. Slancry, RRWCD engineer: and Dick \Yolk. !he Colorado S!a!c Engineer. 

25. !VIr. C'oryclltcs!iticd nboutlhe hislory or!hc JZRWCD, !he RRWCD Board or 
Directors· l:ill)rts to nssist Colorado to comply with the Compact b~-' providing cost-sharing ror 
redcral \:Onscrva!ion programs. why the IZR WCD Bo:ml or JJircc!Ors coJKiudcd !hal a Pipeline 
project w~1s n~ccssary to assist Colorado in nchic\·ing C'ompact compliance, nnd the feasibility 
s!udy conducted by the RR WCJ) !o select !he loc:llion i(>r !he l'ipclinc project. 

26. Mr. Slat!cry gave a presclllation on the Pipeline projcc! based on !he engineering 
report submillcd in support ol.!he application and explained why rhc Pipeline proje\:1 is nc\:cssary 
i(lr Compacl compliance and how rhc Pipeline projecl will be operared based on the stipulation 
between Colorado :mel Ndoraska. He also explained rhc proposed terms and conditions for the 
e.'\port o!'grouncl water lhHn the District. 

27. 1\llr. \Vol!'c testified ubout tlw stutus of' discussions with [(nnsas and answered 
questions !·rom the Board abou1 Colorado's ciTons to obrnin appl\l,·al li·om Kansas lor the 
Pipeline project. 

28. The RR \VCD ol't'crecl 15 cxhibirs :lllhc hearing. including the Joinl No lice of 
Siipulnlion bel ween Colorado and Nebraska (RR WCD Ex h. 8). rhc ;\rbilrato(s Final Decision 
onrhc Colorado Compact Compliance l'ipclinc Dispute (RR WCJ) Ex h. 9), Corrcc!cd Resolution 
No. 08-06 of the RR \VCD Board or Directors agreeing lo limil pumping lhlln ihc Compacl 
Compliance Wells to a maximum or 2.500 acrc-l'cct per year per well (RR WCD Ex h. I I), 
answers 10 Ex pori Qucsrions rha! I he Sandhi lis CiWivJJ) had submilled 10 rhc RR \VCD be lore rhc 
hearing (RR \VCD Ex h. I 4 ). and a lcncr dared Seplembcr 6. 20 I I. from J<cith Vander Horst. 
Designakd Basin TL:t\111 l.eadcr. Colorado Cround \Vater Commission, explaining the actions of 
the Commission on the ER \VCD's applications to chnngc existing rights to designated ground 
wmcr (RR WCD Ex h. I 5 ). These exhibils were :Jdmincd wirhcnil objcclion. 

29. The RR WCD has begun consrruelion oft he Pipeline and will need to divert up 10 
500 ncrc feel or groundwnlcr Ji·om eiglll of I he Compacl Compliance \Veils and to deliver thai 
water into I he North Fork ol.ihc Republican River ncnr the Colorado/Nebraska Srare Line 10 k•si 
I he l'ipclinc in 20 I 2. 

30. The RRWCI) proposed the l'ollowing terms and conditions on the appro,·al ofrhe 
cxpon applicarion pursuanl 10 proposed I<ulc I 7.!\. which arc· \(lund by rhc Board to be 
rcusonnb!c and appropriate. and they arc incorporakd in!o this J)ccision ns binding terms and 
conditions on tl11; ruturc operation or the requested export and the Pipeline project: 

1 < The a\·crage annuul historical L'OJ1Slllllpli\'L' 'use or tht.! groundwater rights 
that may be di\'Crtcd m the Compact Compliam:c \Veils shall be as 
determined b)· the Colomdo Cround \Vah:r Commission pursuant to its 
rules and regulations. provided that the average annual historical 
consumpti\·c usc of' the gnJUJH.iwait.'r rights listed on T'ablc 3 or the 
l·:ngincering Report prcpnrcd by Slatter~· & Hendrix !:nginccring LLC 

.> --,·li~'lftldl~lfH:ll,iUHihills ~\\llld 1 Jfwc-•l · .._.,p,lrt rul1n:; · 3·1 !. li1wl t!r;1!l d,,.;~ 5 
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dated :\ugusl 17. 20 II 1 RR \VCJ) hh. 2). shall not exceed the average 
annu;d amounts shmvn ln column ((J) 011 Tabk 3 (Corrected Historical 
Consumptive Usc). 1\nmull di\'crsions during any calendar year under the 
groundwat~r rights listc:d on Tubk 3 shall not exceed the total corrected 
annual historical cunsumptivt: usc or !he groundwatl..!r rights as shown in 
column (6) of Table 3. csccpt as provided in pmagntph 5 below. i\ copy 
ofTilbk 3 is allachcd as Exhibit,\ and incorporated in these Findings. 

2. Ciroundwatcr diwrsions l'romthe Compact Compliance Wells sl,.rll be 
measured by llltalizing Jlow meters. at the RR WCD's cspcnsc, in 
complinncc with the Rules :md Re~ulations (iovcrning the Jvlcasurcmcnt 
of Ground Water Diversions located in the Republican River Basin and 
the RR WCD shall report annually or 1\l other rc:bonablc limes to the St;llc 
Engineer thc readings oJ' such measuring devices and the ammuHs pumped 
from the Compact Compliance Wells. 

3. Diversions Jhrm the Compact Compliance Wells shall be limited to no 
more than 2,500 acre fcc•t per yc·ar per well. 

4. Discharges ofgroumlwator to the North Fork o!'thc Republican River 
Ji·om the Colorado Compact Compliance J'ipclinc will be measured at an 
outlet structure located nppro,imalcly onc-hnll'mile from the Colorado
Ncbrask:~ Swte Line. 

5. Banking or groundwat~r shnll bL' permiucd in accordnncc with the Rules 
and RLgulations of thL' Colurmlu CJround \Vater Commission J()r the 
Management and (\mtrol or Designated (Jround \:Vater. as amended. but 
divcr,ions Ji·omthe Compact Compliance \Veils shall be limited to the 
amount necessary to oli')ct :-;trcam depletions in order to comply with 
Colorado's .:\llocntions under the Republican River Compact in 
accordam;c with the terms oC the Stipulation bl.!twccn the States of 
Colorado and Nebraska. as set J(Jrth in the .Joint Notice or Stipulation 
between the SlHtcs of Colorado and Nclmt'ka submillcd to Arbitrator 
Manh'r 0. !'agel cl!l ivlay 17. 20!0 (".loinr Notice of Stipulation") 
(RRWCD J·:xh. KJ. 

(i. Deliveries to the North Fork of the Republican River from the Colorado 
Compact Compliance Pipeline will be in compliance with the terms or the 
Stipulation between the StillC:-i or Colorado and 1\cbraska, us set rorth in 
the Joint Notice or Stipulation. 

J I. ;\dditionally. the 13onrd <lnticip:rlcs that when the Commission issues its ;rpprov;rl 
o!'thc change of usc !Or thl' ground water rights to be used in the Pipeline project and export, thnt 
all o!'the typical terms and conditions th~H me usu~llly included in such approvals purswml to 
Commission Rule 7 will be; included in this om:, and spcci!icaliy including those administrative 
terms and conditions for which the District typically plays a role in monitoring and 
administration ol'thc chnngc of use upproval. The 13oanl rinds that such terms and conditions 
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should be included in that approval. nnd should ;.d:so be incorporated into this Dccisinn. but 
b~cause they have not yet been issued, the l3o:lrd cannot review th~..!m at this time, Thcrcllwc, the 
Board retains jurisdiction over this Decision lOr the purpose oJ' reviewing those terms and 
conditions lc1r adequacy and lor the purpose oi' adding <111)' additional terms and conditions that 
the Honrd determines to be needed. but that me not tl(h.:qu:n~ly midrcsscd in tllL'· Commission's 
cllangt.: or usc approval. The rcwinl!d jurisdktion dcscrihccl in this paragraph may be exercised 
by the Board only il" it determines that the· terms and conditions contained in the Commission 
appro\'al of' the: change of' usc !Or the ground water rights to be used in the Pipeline project and 
export arc not adequate, and need to be supplemented by the District. If' the 13oarclmakcs this 
decision. it will give written notice to the parties ol"thc additional terms and conditions that it 
believes <1rc needed. and giw the RR WCJ) 60 days to submit a response. The Board "·ill 
consider any request for an additional hearing. nnd tkt('rminc if an additional hearing is needed. 
or whcthl:r the existing record is uckquate for a decision about ;:~dditional tcnns and conditions. 

32. The Board also adds the term and condition of' requiring the RR WCJ) to submit to 
the District by April I of each year. a copy oi'thc annual projections of the amount and timing 
l(lr l'ipclinc project clclivcrics that arc prepared in accordance with the stipulation with Nebraska. 
The RR WCJ) indicated during the hearing that this term and condition would be acceptable. Sec 
RR \VCJ) J·:xh. 14. at page 6. 

33. The RRWCD proposed the l(lilowing supplcmcntul terms and conditions lor the 
approval oJ'thc cxpoti of up to 500 acre feet of' ground water to be pumped from Wells ;\-2 
through i\-8 nmlll-5 (the "Wells''), as shown on Figure I attached to RRWCD L':xh. 4. to test the 
Pipeline in 20 I 2 and delivery of that water into the North J.'ork oft he Republican ll.ivcr ncar the 
Colorado/Nebraska State Line. These nrc l(nllld by the lloarclto be reasonable <l!ld appropriate, 
nnd they arc incoq)oratcd into this Decision as binding terms and conditions on the requested 
cxpmt o!' 500 acre lectto test the Pipeline in 2012. 

! . In calendar ye~lr 2012. no diversions or ground water shall be mndc f'rom 
Well i\-2. except as needed h)' the RRWCD to test the l'ipclinc. and the 
fields described in paragraph 2 below will be 1(11lowcd in 2011. 

:!. During 2012. the l(lilowing fields that me permitted under Permit No. 
180 15-FI' to be irrigated with Well i\-2 shnllnot be irrigated: Fields 6-17, 
6-18, and 6-19 (totaling approximately 329 acres), as shown on Figure I, 
which is an ached as hhibit ll and incorpotated in these 1-'inclings. 

3. fn cnlcndnr yenr :2012, diversions of' groundwater mny be mndc from 
Y.h:lls t\~3 through 1\~S and H-5 J(n irrigation and to test the Pipeline, 
subject to the suppkme.ntall(:rms and conditions herein. CJroundw~ncr 
diversions J'romthc Wells simi I be measured by tottdi;-.ing Jlow meters and 
the RR \VCD shall record and report to the Stutc Engineer the readings 
!'rom such mo..::ter.s bl..'!~)!\: nnd a!kr the \VeiLs arc pumped to li.:sl the 
Pipclinc and the amounts pumped Ji·om thl' \Vclls to h.:st the Pipelinl'. 

-L Discharges or groundwater to the North Fork of the Republican River 
!'rom the Colorado Compact Compliance Pipeline shall he measured at an 

7 
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outkt structure tocatt:d appro.'\inwtc!y onc~lwlfn1ile from thL: Colorado
Nd)raska Swte Lin\.'. 

5. No more· than 500 acre l'cct oi' groundll'a!Cr in trnal shall be divcncd lrom 
the• \\'ells and delivered inlO the i\onh h1rk oi' the Republican River ncar 
the Colnrado/'\dJraska Stmc Unc 10 test the l'ipdinc in 2012. 

6. The approval b)' the Sandhills G\\'ivlD to allow the RRWCD to divert up 
10 500 acre-Icc\ or groundwmcr from the Wells to test the Pipeline in 
2012. in accordance with the terms and conditions provided herein. shall 
not impair the right to usc the water rights in the fulurc ror irrigation. 

7. The approval oftlw Sanclhills UWMD lin the diwrsion or up to 500 acre 
Icc\ or groundwater rrom the Wells and the export of that groundwater lor 
delivery into the Nonh l'ork or the Republican River ncar the 
Colorado/Nebraska State Line to test the Pipeline in 2012 shall not be a 
prctcdent ror thl.' approval of any other export or groundwater from the 
Sandhi !Is GWMD. 

34. Additionally, the Board anticipates that the Commission will issue its approval or 
the change of use lor the ground water rights to be used in the l'ipcliuc project and export before 
any water is used for Pipclille testing. and that nl! or tht: typical terms ~md conditions that arc 
usually included in such approvals pursuant 10 Commission Rule 7 will be included in this one. 
and specilically including those administrative terms and conditions i'or which the District 
typically plays a role in monitoring <md administration or the change of' usc approval. The Board 
linus that such terms and conditions should be included in that approval. and should also be 
incorporated inh} this Decision. but bccau:-;c they haVi..' not ycl bc~n issued. the Board cannot 
rcl'icw them at this time. Thcrei(Jre. the Board retains jurisdiction over this Decision lor the 
purpose of reviewing tho:-;c terms and conditions ror adequacy and lOr the purpose of adding any 
additional terms and conditions that the Board determines to be needed. but that arc not 
adcquatdy addressed in the Commission's change or usc approval. The retained jurisdiction 
described in this paragraph may be exercised by the Board only if it clctcnnincs that the terms 
and conditions contained in th~ Commission appnn·al or the change of' usc !'or the ground water 
rights to be used in the Pip~! inc project and c:-:port ar~ not adcquat~, and need to be 
supplemented by the District. II' the Board makes this decision. it will give writlen notice to the 
panics of the additional terms and conditions that it bclici'CS arc needed, and gi\'e the RR WCD 
60 days to submit a response. The BoanJ will consider any request Cor un additional hearing, and 
tktcrminc if an mldilionnl hearing is n~..·~..~dl...'tL ur wh~..·thcr the cxi.stin~ record is ndcqu~l\c for a 
decision about •ldditionultcrms and conditiuns, 

35. At the hearing, those who had submiucd wriucn comments or sought pnrty status 
were given an opportunity to make any run her statement to the Board; none objected to the 
export application or requested to comment !'urthcr. The Central Yuma Groundwater 
Management District, which had sought party stnttts. submitted a letter in support of the cxpon 
npplicmion. which was marked as Fxh. 8-/\ and accepted :1s pan of the record. 
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36. The Board then ullowcd public comment on the e:-;port application. lhc only 
ll"ll.:mbcr ol'thc:. public who spoke \\'<IS Sue Jarrett. Sht.: stated that lvlr. Rex rr~IC)1 lwd signed up 
lo give public comment and asked that she be allowed to suhmi1 a writ1L:n stntcnH:nt on his bchnlJ' 
opposing the export app!it:ation on the basis th;l\ it \\ill ht.: of' no bene/it, which Wi.lS marked and 
ndrnittcd as E,h. IS. Ms. Jarrett objected to the c:-;port application because she questioned the 
wisdom of continuing to pump ground \Vater from the Ognlbb aquif'cr to mnintain the c:--;.i~ting 
agricu!turnl economy nnd the wisdom or pumping ground w~1tcr into n sul"l~tcc stream. She 
submitted a written statement. which was marked and Jdmittcd ~1s Ex h. 19. 

37. At the conclusion of the hearing. the RRWCD requested that the Board approve 
the e:-;port application to allow the RR \VCD to c:-;port up to 500 Hcrc-lect o!"ground water in 
2012 to test the Pipeline based on the supplcmenwlterms and conditions the RR WCD had 
submincd (RRWCI) E:-;11. 4), which includes tile condition that approval is not a prcccdcntl(lr 
the approval of any other c:-;port or ground water ti·mn the District. 

38. The RR WCD abl requested that the B<l"rd approve the export application based 
on the terms and conditions the RRWCD had submiucd (RR\VCD Exh. 3) if Colorado receives 
! 001% credit for Pipeline dclivl:rics that an: cunsisl(.:JH with th~..~ stipulation with Nebraska. The 
terms and conditions include the condition that Pipeline: deliveries be mack in compliance with 
the terms of the stipulation with Nebraska. 

39. Lastly. the RR WCD asked that the 13o,ml reserve consideration ,,r the c.xport 
applicntion until Colorado has completed discussions with Kansas on the credit Colomdo will 
receive for Pipeline deliveries in the event the Slates ccm agree to a percentage credit for Pipeline 
deliveries that is less than 100%. While the RRWCD believes Colorndo should receive 100% 
credit !or Pipeline deliveries that arc consistent with the stipulntion with Ncbrnska. the RR WCJ) 
recognizes that the /\rbitrator recommr.::ntlecl 90% t:rcdit to addn.:ss Kansas' concern that Pipeline 
cklivcrics would result in ·'negative pumping impm:ts'' 10 the detriment or Kansi.1S. 

40. The evidence presented at the lrc<~ring demonstrated that the Pipeline project is 
needed for Colorado to comply with the COJnpa(:t nt current kvcls of' well pumping in the 
Republican River basin in Colorndo. The -.'\'idl'llCI.' run her shOWl'd that C\'Cll shutting d0\\'1) ~:dl 
wells in the basin in Colorado would not bring Co Iondo into Comp"ct compliance !(Jr decades. 
l"he I'SS allo,vs lor the usc or wells to offset stream depletions, nnd the IZR WCD Board or 
llirectors cmcfully evaluated the !i::asibility ora Pipeline project be!orc it proceeded with the 
pruject. 

CONCLUSIONS OF LAW 

41. The Buard bus authority to prohibit. ai\cr al"lirrding "n opportunity lor hearing 
bc!(m.: the Board and presentation or cvidGnCt.'. the usc or ground \\'atcr outside the bounduric.s or 
the Districl. where such ust..! matcria!!y affects the rights acquired by permit by any owner or 
operator or land within the Distrkt. and nHl)'. in the rcasonabk discretion or the Board, condition 
approval to us~ ground wall'\' outside the boundnri~..·s uf thv District where such conditions arc 
necessary to prevent such usc ll·om materially ;tl"J"t:cting the rights m:quired by permit by any 
owner or opcrntor or land within the District. CIZ.S. Section 37-90-137(2)(1}. 

9 
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42. The export application in this rn<Ht~.:r \\-~ls !ike! with the Dislrict pursuant to its 
Rules and the Agreement between the District and the IZRWCD. The 13onrd has jurisdiction to 
make a decision on the export appli<:mion pursuant to District Rule 3 nnd C.R.S. Section 37-90-
137(2)(1). 

'n. Timely and adequate notice oftlw c.xporl application and the hearing on the 
c.xpon application was published in accordance with C.R.S. Section 37-90-112( I). 

44. The RR \VCJ) has complied with all procedural requirements or the District's 
Rules and the ;\grecmcnt between the District and the RR \VCD. 

DECISION BY TilE JlOAIW 

NOW, THEREFOR!'.. it is hereby the decision ot'the lloard ot' Directors oi'thc District as 
l(ltlows: 

-15. The Board appro,·cs the c.xpon ot'up to 500 acre-teet of ground water in 2012 to 
test the Pipdine, subject to the supp!emclllaltcnns and conditions and retained jurisdiction set 
!"orth in pnragruphs 33 nnd 34 above. 

46. The Board a! so ~1pprovcs the export of ground \\i.ltcr under thi..! ground wat\!1' rights 
l(rr the 61 permits located in the District specilicd in Table 3 oi' the engineering report attached 
as E.<hibit A and delivery ot'thc ground water to the North Fork ot'thc Republican River !'or the 
sole purpose ol'ollsctting stream depletions that reach the Republican River after the date of this 
decision in order 10 comply with Colorado's allocations under the Compact and the FSS. on the 
condition that Colorado rccL'ivcs I 00% credit I(Jr such deliveries !hat arc in compliance with the 
stipulation between Colorado and \'cbraska. and subj~ct to thl.' mher terms and conditions and 
retained jurisdiction set forth hl.'rcin. 

47. Jlowcvcr.thc Board rct,rinsjurisdiction t'or further consideration ol'thc export 
application until Colorado has completed discussions with K'lllsas on the credit thai Colorudo 
will receive for Pipelinl..! deli\ cries under the Compact in thi..! event the States can agree to a 
percentage credit !'or Pipeline deliveries that is kss than 1 OOCVo or Colorndo again initiates non
binding arbitration lo resolve the dispute over the credit that Colorado will receive and that 
process results in a credit or less than I OO'X, The retained jurisdiction described in this 
paragraph may be c..·xercised upon the request o!" any party made by f!ling a written request with 
the District asking that l'urth('r consideration or the expo!'! be given by the District, and may also 
be exercised by the Board itsclr by giving notice w '111 parties dun runhcr consideration of the 
cxpnrl \\'ill be given by the District. .;\ny wril!L'Il request likcl by a pany mhcr than the District 
shall spccil'y the lt.:rms and cnnditions that the person sc\..'ks to have the Board rcvic\\' and shall 
spcci!)" an)· moc\ilication to the terms and conditions the person scL'ks to ha\'c made. /\notice 
givL~n by the Board that tlw District will initiate mlditioncd n:vicw under this rdaincd jurisdiction 
wilt state the reasons why the mlditional re\'icw is sought. The RRWCD shall ha\'c the 
opponunity to submit a response within 60 cbys. The Board shall hold a hearing and allow 
presentation of evidence bcfon; making a modification to tht.: terms and conditions under this 
paragraph. 

10 
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4B. T!h.~ tlpj)I'0\'"(1} t..)rthc L'Xport orgrounJ \'.Cllt.'J' as pruvidcd in raragr~tph 46 shall aLso 
be ~ubject to the retained jurisdiction or the Bonrd to !\.'\'i ... :w thc adequacy or the other terms and 
conditions .set forth herein and tht: necessity ror mklitiunul terms and conditions on tht..: export. no 
t..::ulicr than l\V\.: years alkr tlK' !irst l)ipe!inl.! project dcli\·~:rics ~11\: mack consistent with this 
itpprovnl and no mnn.' ortcn thun C\'t,:ry Jive ~·c]rs tht.'fL·aJkr. RR \VCD shal! give notice to the 
Di:-;trh:t within 60 days ~d'tcr the !irst~.kli,crit:s are m~u.k su th:ll the initiallivt.: year dale can be 
d~..·krmin.:.·d with CL'l1ainty. Any pL-TSOll s~..~vking w inq)kc ti1L' rctaitllXIjuriS'dil'tion oftht.•l3oard 
tkscribt.•d in this pmagruph shu!! tik• u rcqUl'S\ in \\riting ~l!ld sk1ll :.;pcciJ\ the h..'rms and 
cunUitions thut thL' pL"rsoll seeks tu hmL' the Bo~m..l rc\ i~.-'\\' and slnll! sp~..·ci!)· any modllication to 
the terms and conditions th~ JK'!'SOil :-;ecks lo hH\\.' made. rll..- Hu~ll\l itscll'mny also initiate 
additional review under this p~1ragn1ph by giving the panics \Hitll'n nut ice that the District will 
initiate additional rcvkw nnd ~Wting the r.:usons why the adJitinna! J\:\·iew is sought. The 
RR\VCD shall have the opportunity to ~ubmit a rcspnnsL" \\ithin ()()days. Any person other than 
tht.: District rcqut.:sting to irn·oke the r~.-·wincd jurisdiction sh:!ll h<!h.: the bun:Jen to show why any 
modilic~Jtion to the terms and ClHh.litinns is ncccssnry iJ' the RR \V( '!)disagrees with the propo!icd 
rnoditication. The 8uard shall hold a hl.'aring and all\ I\\' }Xt:S>mtution of evidence bcf'orc making 
a n1t1dilication to the h.:rms and conditinns under this par~1~raph 

--!9. Subject to the knns and cunditions und till' l'>.'Win~.-~d jurisdiction provisions s~.-·t 

!{1rth herein, \Yhich the District think:; >trt' mutters l~1r pulcntial ruture consi<.knnion and 
r~.·solution. this Dl.'cision is i,nh . .'ndl'd b) the Distri...:! \(} bL' ;\ nn:d ch:cision on all or tht.:: matters 
CUITL'ntly pending in this proCL;t,:dint~· :'vlon.: .:>pl.'cilicall:. th~.· CO!nmission should regard this 
Decision ns Jlnal pursuant to l.'mnmi.ssion Rule 7.7.··1.1. 

Dated: !Ylarch 12. 2011. 

llY Till' llUAIW OF DIRECTORS 

II 
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Field Number 

1-3 
1-4 
1-5 

2-2 
2-3 
2-4 
2-5 

3-2 
3-3 
3-4 
3-5 
3-6 

4-2 
4-3 
4-4 
4-5 
4-6 
4-7 
4-8 
4-9 
5-1 

6-1 
6-2 
6-3 

6-4,6-5 
6-6, 6-7 

6-8 
6-9, 6-10 

6-11,12,13,14 
6-15,6-16 

6-17,6-18,6-19 
6-21 

7-2, 7-2A 
7-3, 7-3a 

7-13, 7-14 

Page 31 of 32 
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Table 3 
Rights to Designated Groundwater 

Permit #1 

13858-FP 
13859-FP 16069-FP 
13857-FP 
14398-FP 

14027-FP 
14022-FP 
14023-FP 
14600-FP 
15285-FP 

14028-FP 
14753-FP 
13522-FP 
14024-FP 
13509-FP 16075-FP 
13511-FP 
18781-FP 
21476-FP 
18783-FP 

19005-FP 
18966-FP 
18018-FP 
18017-FP 19001-FP 
23222-FP 
18019-FP 
18014-FP 
18013-FP 
18011-FP 
18015-FP 
18012-FP 19000-FP 

13814-FP 
13815-FP 
14718-FP 

188 
147 
144 

153 
180 
133 
124 
98 

146 
185 

148 
107 
176 

197 
358 

Groundwater Corrected Maximum 
Commission Historical Annual Groundwater 

Historical Consumptive Volume of Commission 
Consumptive Use Use Appropriation Preliminary 

Date 

204 

173 
259 
350 

291 
526 

EXHIBIT A- to 
SHGWMD Export Decision 
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c;ororaoo 
Groundwater Corrected Maximum 
Commission Historical Annual Groundwater 

Acreage in Historical Consumptive Volume of Commission 
Change of Consumptive Use Use Appropriation Preliminary 

Field Number Permit #1 Permit#2 Use Form (ac-fUyr) (ac-fUyr) (ac-ft) Approval Date 
I) \-'1 \") \4) \0) \") \f) \d) 

7-15,7-16 14121-FP 285 437 420 800 3/19/2008 
7-17,7-18 14719-FP 263 455 424 800 3/19/2008 

7-19 n) 14122-FP 131 215 204 400 3/19/2008 
7-21, 7-21A 12589-FP 251 376 372 560 3/19/2008 

Subtotal 1,831 2,840 2,782 4,720 
Wiley 4319-FP 4922-FP 65 75 75 125 12/12/2008 

Wi!der1 20198-FP 124 194 194 325 12/12/2008 
Wilder2 20196-FP 163 249 249 450 12/12/2008 
Subtotal 352 518 518 900 

I Total Sub111itted for SGWMD . ... ·.·. (< 
.·· Approval · .. 8,537 13,430 .· 12,858 ··. 23,076 •·.· ........................ •·.· 

One Parcel that is not with the Application but IS 1 

review and preliminary Approval and is shown here for Comparison Purposes. The well that 
this is located in the Central Yuma Groundwater District. 

a) Permit allows for irrigation of parcels 7-19 and 7-20. Only the portion of permit historically 

Explanation of Columns 
(1) Field Number as shown on Figure 4. 
(2} Final permit for the Northern High Plains Designated Ground Water Basin, See permit for 

weB location, priority date, and other information, including any allowable commingling with 
other permits. 

{3) Second permit associated with the permit stwwn in column 2, Typically, these are permits 
for additional acreage, but see permit for details. 

(4) Average acreage reported in change of use form submitted to the Colorado Groundwater 
Commission 

(5) Historical consumptive use determined from irrigated acreage, crop records and power 
records. For permits in February 25, 2008 application the values are from the March 19, 
2008 OWR Pllblication letter, For permits in October 22, 2008 submittal the values are from 
the December 8, 2008 DWR Publication letter. 

(6) In April of 2008 Marc Groff. a consultant for the State of Nebraska, identified an error in the 
consumptive use calculations made in the February 25, 2008 submittal to the Colorado 
Groundwater Commission. This error was documented by the State of Colorado in a 
memorandum provided to the State of Nebraska and the State of Kansas entitled "Revisions 
to Crop Irrigation Requirement Use Estimates included in March 2008 RRCA Submittal for 
the Republican River Compact Compliance" dated May 18, 2008. This error was corrected 
and was not included in the October 22, 2008 submittaL The Consumptive Use values 
shown in Column 7 are the corrected February 25, 2008 values and the October 22, 2008 

(7) An1ount of annual permitted withdrawal determined from well permit. This information is 
used to set the water banking limitations by !tle Colorado Groundwater Commission, 
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The States of Colorado and Nebraska (the "Stipulating States") hereby notify 

the Arbitrator and the State of Kansas that the Stipulating States have resolved, as 

between the Stipulating States, all Issues presented in this Arbitration by both 

Nebraska and Colorado. In furtherance of the Stipulation, the States hereby inform 

the Arbitrator as follows: 

1. Nebraska informs the Arbitrator that she supports Colorado's Compliance 

Pipeline (subject to the terms of the Stipulating States' agreement); 

2. Nebraska withdraws the Additional Issues identified in her September 1, 

2009 correspondence concerning the Colorado Compliance Pipeline (attached 

to the Colorado Compliance Pipeline Arbitration Agreement as Exhibit C); 

3 . 

4. 

Colorado informs the Arbitrator that she supports Nebraska's proposed 

resolution of the Nebraska Crediting Issue; 

The States of Colorado and Nebraska have agreed to the following terms as 

part of the Stipulating States' agreement: Colorado and the RRWCD WAE 

shall deliver water to the North Fork of the Republican River to offset stream 

depletions in order to comply with Colorado's Compact Allocations as agreed 

upon by the two States not later than December 31 of the year preceding 

scheduled deliveries. Colorado and the RRWCD WAE together shall consult 

with Nebraska as needed to coordinate the timing and volume of deliveries to 

the North Fork of the Republican River. To the maximum extent possible, 

Colorado and the RRWCD WAE will make such deliveries per Nebraska's 

request consistent with the following delivery schedule: 
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:For each year, except as provided in paragraph b, Colorado shall begin 

deliveries on January 1 and shall make the minimum annual delivery 

of 4,000 acre-feet provided for in the Colorado Resolution during the 

months of January through March. Colorado will calculate and 

provide notice of the Projected Delivery, as defined in the Colorado 

Resolution, to the Kansas and Nebraska RRCA Members by April1 as 

provided in the Colorado Resolution. Unless Colorado determines by 

April 1 that it will not be able to deliver any remaining Projected 

Delivery in the months of October through December, Colorado shall 

stop deliveries at the end of March. If Colorado anticipates that 

deliveries in the months of November and December will not be 

sufficient for Compact compliance, Colorado shall maximize deliveries 

first in January, then sequentially in the months of February, March, 

and April. Only if there is reason to believe that additional deliveries 

in the months of October through December as described below in this 

paragraph will not be suff1cient for Compact compliance will deliveries 

extend into the month of May. By September 1'', Colorado will gather 

provisional hydrologic data for the months of January through August 

of the year and shall estimate the amount of deliveries needed for 

Compact compliance for the remainder of the year after accounting for 

the deliveries earlier in the year. Colorado shall then maximize any 
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additional water deliveries first in the month of December, then 

sequentially in November, and October. 

b. For the first year the Pipeline becomes operational, ifthe Pipeline 

becomes operational after January 1 and Colorado cannot make the 

minimum annual delivery of 4,000 acre-feet provided for in the 

Colorado Resolution during the months of January through March, 

Colorado and the RRWCD WAE together shall consult with Nebraska 

as needed to coordinate the timing and volume of deliveries to the 

North Fork of the Republican River and shall maximize deliveries 

prior to March 31 and in the months of October through December. 

c . If the minimum annual delivery of 4,000 acre-feet provided for in the 

Colorado Resolution is modified by arbitrator's decision, RRCA action, 

or United States Supreme Court decision or by agreement of the 

States, the States agree to work together in good faith to agree upon a 

delivery schedule that, to the maximum extent possible, will make 

such deliveries per Nebraska's request consistent with the delivery 

schedule provided in paragraph a. In the event the States are unable 

to agree upon a delivery schedule pursuant to this Stipulation, and the 

dispute is not resolved, the States shall proceed in good faith to submit 

the dispute to mediation. Mediation is a process in which the parties 

meet with an impartial person who helps to resolve the dispute 

informally and confidentially. The parties to the dispute must agree 
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before any settlement is binding. The States will jointly appoint an 

acceptable mediator and will share equally in the cost of such 

mediation. The mediation, unless otherwise agreed, shall terminate in 

the event the dispute cannot be resolved within 30 calendar days of the 

date written notice requesting mediation is delivered by one State's 

RRCA Member to the other State's RRCA Member. 

d. Unless otherwise requested by Nebraska, deliveries during the 

Irrigation Season, defined as being the months June through 

September, shall be avoided to the maximum extent possible and shall 

only be made as a last resort in order to satisfy the water deliveries 

called for under the Colorado Resolution; and, 

The Stipulating States expressly reserve their right to prosecute their 

respective positions in this Arbitration to the fullest extent against all 

challenges by the State of Kansas, and nothing contained herein shall limit 

the Stipulating States' ability to defend any such challenge and participate in 

this Arbitration as set forth in Section VII of the Final Settlement 

Stipulation. 

Ill 

Ill 

I I I 

Ill 

Ill 

Ill 
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